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Wishes you a Merry Xmas
with prices to prove it

.04

YAESU FT980

GENERAL COVERAGE TRANSCEIVER
Yaesu said the FT1 was an adventure in electronics and we

agreed. The FT980 is something quite different . . ITS AN
ACCOMPLISHMENT IN ELECTRONICS providing the operator
with a brilliantly designed transceiver with a wealth of features.
Every feature has been carefully designed in to ensure the
operator has MAXIMUM BENEFIT without gimmicks while
allowing INCREDIBLE EASE Of OPERATION. We'd need more
than this page to do justice to the FT980 so we suggest you call
in and try it for yourself or call 01-422 9585 for a beautifully
illustrated leaflet with a full descnption. Yes it is expen-

sive . . the best usually is unless a way can be
found to ease the pain . AMCOMM ARE

EXPERTS AT THAT . . . TRY US.

4./

THE FM MOBILES
There are many on the market these days and it must be
difficult for the buyer to make a derision.... DON'T LET

IT WORRY YOU for we have exactly the same problem. . . .

We've searched the specs. tested the performance and analysed
the reliability and our findings are simple . THEY ARE ALL
GOOD . some have this and some have that. some are
black. some are grey but they all have one thing in com-
mon .. . VALUE FOR MONEY. If you Ike 11 and it suits you
then it's the one for you. . It leaves only one problem . .

THE PRICE. Our Welsh (rends are forever repeating our anginal
copy "HELPING WHERE IT HURTS-. We haven't changed.

ss---Ni...ve're still easing the pain. . . . Call 01-422 9585 and
stop hurting.

/-/
ot ICON IC1170 GENERAL

COVERAGE RECEIVER
Our ads have said it al year "SILKY SMOOTH APPEAR-

ANCE WITH THE SILKY SMOOTH PERFORMANCE". What we
did not mention was THE SILKY SMOOTH PRICE. . . . We are
still not going to but call 01-422 9585 and you sail have yourself
a merry chnstmas for sure at a_price you will not refuse. Other
receivers available FRG7700. KENWOOD 2000. Call for quote.

DATONG SRB2 and DATONG ANF
From the remarkable man in the north a pair of real SHOW
STOPPERS the SRB2 Auto Blanker for the nasty ,

woodpecker and it really works . the SRB2 locks on to
the woodpecker as it appears and GETS RID OF IT just as fast.
ORM GONE.. . . OSO ON. The Automatic Notch Filter is really ,

IMPRESSIVE . . if you spend any time on the LF portion of
80mts you need to be a brave man to last the evening . . with
the ANF you'll lose a lot of sleep but your COUNTRIES SCORE
WILL SOAR. .. . You are sure to get one sometime why not
now....Call 01-422 9585.

0 /

YAESU 757GX
GENERAL COVERAGE RECEIVER

The requests for leaflets of this one has been incredible.
Most of you have the information you need to make a dedsion.
however there is one question left to ask. CAN MR. YAESU
PRODUCE ENOUGH TO MEET THE DEMAND? . . The compe-
tition are already in a state of depression . . . read on . . . this
is the complete HF rig and includes as standard FULL BREAK
IN, CW FILTER. KEYER. MARKER. IF/WIDTH SHIFT. NOISE
BLANKER, SWITCHABLE AGC and RF PRE AMP.. . . It also
has AM and FM fitted. General coverage 150112-29.993MHz plus
TWIN VFO's. . Call 01-422 9585 if you require more

information and we will give you a Christmas surprise
with the price.

Stop Press! Yaesu Lads on Nightshift.

THE HANDHELDS
The recent rise in popularity has kept
us in short supply for most of the
year. but we hope to have PLENTY IN
TIME FOR CHRISTMAS. If you gift
wrap it he (or she) will never guess
its a transceiver. Imagine THE

SHEER JOY on his (or her) face when
he (or she) unwraps the neat httle
package. Whether a YAESU FT208 or... MO8 or one of the !corn twins IC2E
or IC4E our CHRISTMAS OFFER will
delight you. Call 01-422 9585 for
immediate despatch.

AMTECH 30011 ANTENNA COUPLER
BRITISH MADE and MADE TO LAST . thousands in use
throughout Me world and pnced to suit your pocket. Rated
at 300 watts P.E.P. this coupler is suitable for coaxial fed

antennas or random wires . . just compare the price with
anything else available and you'll understand why users say it's
SUPER VALUE . . at £49:95 induding carriage. It really is our

STAR BUY. . . Call 01-422 9585 for fast delivery.

fi. fa fie

O

HIRSCHMANN 250.
market than this

most VHF antennas
ft 50

ROTORS
. . There is no better buy on the
A lightweight Rotor suitable for
It's yours for £45 Carr and ins.

SPICING SU4000. . . . An outstanding Rotor for large VHF
arrays or light HF beams. . . A delightful illuminated compass
readout. NICE ONE AT £85:00 CARR & INS. £1 50

YAESU FT290RB 2m
ALL MODE TRANSCEIVER

The world's BIGGEST AND FASTEST SELLING TRANS-
CEIVER EVER. still without a competitor in sight. This versatile
rig is a REAL XMAS GIFT from AMCOMM to you at a puce
YOU'LL NEVER SEE AGAIN. . You don't believe us? Call 01-
422 9585 FOR YOUR XMAS SURPRISE
N.B. Competitors please call after 6.00 p.m.

YAESU FT102 9 BAND TRANSCEIVER
How does it go again? XMAS COMES BUT ONCE A YEAR
AND WHEN IT COMES ITS VERY DEAR . . . DEFINITELY

NOT TRUE THIS YEAR . .. ESPECIALLY WITH OUR YAESU
F7102.... DON'T WASTE TIME AND MONEY PHONING
AROUND SIMPLY CALL AMCOMM ON 01-422 9585.. .

WE'LL GIVE YOU YOUR BEST XMAS YET AND MANY HAPPY
NEW YEARS WITH THIS SUPERB TRANSCEIVER. . . THE
PRICE? . . . THAT WILL COST YOU A PHONE CALL.

IIMP7111///
YAESU FT726R 2m/70cms/SAT

Without a doubt THE RIG OF THE YEAR and a dear
indication of YAESU's yew of the future of amateur radio

(ring us and we will explain that) . . It's a bit much to expect
one to be in the shack on Chnstmas morning but we HOPE YOU
ARE ONE OF THE LUCKY ONES. because we already have
conspired with a few ladies (and one gentleman) to arrange
special deliveries on Chnstmas morning. . . . However, wheth-
er you are BUYING or HOPING, give us a tirade and we will nng
THE CHRISTMAS BELL for you. 01-422 9585 for BUYERS A
SUPER PRICE . . . for DREAMERS a chat and a leaflet with
details.

THE ICOM NEW ONES
COM have been busy little boys this year THREE
NEW ONES all announced at the same time IC751

GENERAL COVERAGE TRANSCEIVER IC745 ALSO A
GENERAL COVERAGE TRANSCEIVER. The differences are
shown in the full illustrated literature which is yours for a phone
call. Replacing the IC251E is the NEW IC271 it looks the
part and our first buyers are saying it certainly Ives up to the
high standards everybody has come to expect from ICOM
01-422 9585 FOR SUPER PRICE AND SUPER SERVICE.

UNION ELEC. WORLD TIME GLOBE
INSTANT TIME AT HOME AND
ABROAD . . . simply tum the globe
to the required country and it

displays a red FLASHING LIGHT on
that country.... Beneath. IT DIS- -

PLAYS THE TIME IN THE UK AND THE
COUNTRY OF YOUR CHOICE. . . . Long
Ide of batteries guaranteed by automatic
switch off after 30 seconds . . . an
IDEAL XMAS GIFT AT AN IDEAL
PRICE £47:50 post paid. . Call

now 01-422 9585 FOR FAST
DELIVERY.

OUR MAIL ORDER SERVICE
The words we hear most frequently are "I REALLY DIDN'T EXPECT IT UNTIL NEXT
WEEK". THEY REFER TO OUR MAIL ORDER SERVICE and come both by telephone
and letter. When we say "IT WILL GO TODAY" we really mean that, the same day via red
label special Secuncor or first class post You have very little to do, refer to the list below,
pick up the telephone, quote your credit card number and the product is on the way to
you or drop a cheque in the post and goods will be despatched on receipt WE
PROMISE YOU ONE THING, the very least you'll save is the cost of a telephone call ..
TET, HYGAIN, YAESU, ICOM, TRIO/KENWOOD, MICROWAVE MODULES, BNOS,
DATONG, JAYBEAM, TONNA, MORSE KEYS including HI -MOUND and the SWEDISH
BRASS, UNADILLA, SKYKING, HIRSCHMANN, TONO, TASCO, JVC PADDLE, VALVES,
WELZ, MUTEK, HANSEN, DAIWA and many more. If you need it we probably have it. If
you've got the time we've got the phone lines.... We guarantee you'll save more than a
phone call and not only at Xmas.... All the year round call 01-422 9585 for fast quotes and
fast delivery BACKED UP BY FIRST RATE AFTER SALES SERVICE. E. & O.E.

194 NORTHOLT ROAD, SOUTH HARROW, MIDDX. HA2 OEN. ENGLAND. TEL: 01-864 1166; 01-422 9585. TELEX: 24263
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KW 2000 UPDATE

Sir, I was surprised to say the least, to
see a 6577.5 kHz crystal recommended
for conversion of the 30m band (10.1
MHz). My own 2000 has been in use on
10.1 since Jan 1, 1982, when the band
first became available.

It is certain that the use of such
a crystal, doubling, will give you
disappointing results on that allocation.
The fundamental frequency beats with
the 9.5 to 9.9 MHz (31 ml BC band and
strong responses will appear in the 1st
IF. Some of the broadcast stations put in
5 mV signals at least and whilst the
majority, and perhaps stronger, will
convert to fall between 3155 and 3055
kHz (10 to 10.1 MHz on the dial) they
will none the less be a IM problem at the
second mixer.

It should be noted that the BC signals
are only 260 to 360 kHz LF of the 10.1
allocation. At 3% off resonance, the RF
circuit response, even with a Q of 50, is
only 8 dB down (1 6dB total for two
circuits). The two KW2000 circuits
cannot possibly cope with this situation.

After carrying out modifications using
other 'off the air' signals for alignment,
some modifiers might be quite shocked
and assume, probably wrongly, that their
wiring and procedures had been faulty.

With this particular IF, the area
around 10 MHz is the very region of
spectrum where the fundamental XTAL
(13,1551 should be used. The nearest
unwanted beat is then around 16,200
kHz, which is 6MHz removed. A 3rd
overtone is not possible with the design
as it stands (3x4385).

Even on 14 MHz, the 2000 would
benefit from the use of 1 7MHz
fundamentals. In unfavourable
conditions, the response from 11.7 MHz
(approx) can be quite objectionable when
using 8500x2 crystals, a 'general
purpose' antenna and tuning unit. Using
beam antennas of course this effect will
be less noticeable.

The trouble with this oscillator circuit
is that fundamental crystals in the higher
range particularly, say above 15 MHz,
tend to stop oscillating when the plate
circuit is tuned to exact resonance,
necessitating some slight detuning.
However, this effect may not occur and,
in any case, this detuned condition will
be better than that described using the
doubler. Also, I suggest that the
fundamental arrangement will result in a
purer spectrum for injection into the
mixer.

Suppose you wanted a frequency of
9465 to be converted to 31 55 kHz and
chose the use crystal 6310 kHz x 2?
In which case: 12620 - 9465 = 3155

& (unsupressed): 9465 - 6130 =
3150 also!

This result would sound very odd
indeed, but, given stability etc, might
well serve to produce DSB from SSB
(Hic!).

But seriously, this is not far away in
frequency from 10 MHz in the band, nor
from 6577.5 ref the crystal.

My example could be described as
the 'Mixing Syndrome' for this particular
receiver IF. Other arrangements will have
their own. It would remain a hazard
irrespective of the type of mixer used and
could only become acceptable given a
very intensive degree of selective tuning
and filtering between the oscillator and
the mixer.
John S Charles, G3KVG

PS. My general purpose antenna, eg
consisting of 40m dipole with tuned
centre -feed from ATU.

Malcolm Healey, G3TNO, replies:
1. We recommend the 6.5775 MHz
crystal for use on 10 MHz because that
is what Mr. Ray Charles and myself have
used with NONE of the problems
mentioned by G3KVG.
2. The use of a higher frequency crystals
in this circuit, where the crystal and the
anode circuit are at the same frequency
will most definitely have undesirable side
effects, namely as the anode circuit is
tuned either side of the correct
frequency, the oscillator will tend to stop
and generally behave in an erratic
manner; also, a certain amount of
'pulling' of the oscillator frequency will
occur. The amount of 'pulling' will
depend on the frequency concerned and
will always be greater at higher
frequencies.
3. Although dismissed very lightly by
G3KVG, the anode circuit of the stage
being tuned to a frequency of 2 or 3
times the amount of rejection of the
6.5775 MHz signal at the mixers.
4. The effects of pulling, as in 2, above,
will also be affected by the loading of the
oscillator by the transmit mixer. This
loading will change with the drive applied
to the mixer, ie SSB or CW. This
changing loading will cause the
conversion oscillator to be pulled around
to an amount that will depend upon the
drive level being applied to the mixer.
This will give pronounced chirp on CW
and FM superimposed on SSB. I have, in
fact, tried the higher frequency crystal
recommended by G3KVG, and
monitoring the outgoing CW signal using
it, the note could only be described as
T8C. The note normally with the
modified KW2000 is T9X. De -tuning the
anode circuit of the oscillator does

improve the note, but at the expense of
Tx drive and linearity, so is NOT to be
recommended.

Now to the heart of the comments
by G3KVG regarding spurious responses
on receive by virtue of the fundamental
frequency from the oscillator beating
with broadcast station in the 9.7 MHZ
band, also producing signals in the
receiver. The truth is that they don't! I
have used my version of the KW2000
with the 6.5775 MHz crystal on 10MHz
and I can find NO evidence of this
problem, using a variety of aerial systems
ranging from a simple 10MHz ground
plane to a 100 metres and end -fed aerial
at 50 feet - always, of course, using an
ATU.

Also, if comments from G3KVG were
to hold any water, the Tx would, of
course, produce an out -of -band signal. I

have checked this using the station Racal
RA1 7 Rx, transmitting on my normal
10MHz aerial, with the 100 metres end -
fed connected to the Racal Rx. There is
not a trace of any spurious in -band or
out -of -band signals in the tuning range
from 8MHz to 1 2MHz. I can't think of a
more severe test as both Tx and Rx are
next to each other.

I would ask G3KVG how changing the
fundamental crystal in the oscillator stage
can reduce the out -of -band IMD
problems from the much -worried about
(by G3KVG) broadcast signals he
mentions. Regardless of LO frequency
used, those signals will still be present at
the input to the receiver and indeed
probably up to the input of the first Rx
mixer input, and will cause the same IMD
problems. Changing LO crystal WON'T
make them go away (or has someone re-
written the theory books while we
weren't looking?).

To G3KVG - I honestly think that
you must have something wrong
with your KW2000 if you get problems
with it on 14 MHz and above, with, as
you quote, problems from signals at
11.7 MHz when operating on 14 MHz! I
have used my KW2000 on 14 MHz
using a largish 1500 feet per leg) vee-
beam via a decent ATU with no such
problems. There must be something very
wrong with yours!
Malcolm Healey, G3TNO

Sir, my husband and I are enjoying the
series 'Upgrading the KW2000 series of
HF transceivers' and are keen to have to
go at adding the new bands to our own
'2000B as described in Part 6 of the
series.

Therefore, could you or the authors
advise me of a supply of the coil formers,
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ferrite and iron dust cores for the new
coils, please?
Rae Forth, G4JMT

Malcolm Healey, G3TNO, replies. The
coil formers that we used in fact came
originally from TV tuners; the former and
slug being the IF output coil. These were
obtained from an emporium in
Tot tenham Court Road. (Scrap UHF (and
VHF/UHF) television sets are an excellent
source of these components -- Ed.)

Sir, in connection with the design of the
antenna tuning unit for two metres
described in the December edition of
Ham Radio Today, can you please
explain:
1. The purpose of sockets SK3 and
SK4?
2. Why a simple length of coaxial cable
connected in series in the signal path is
described as a transformer?
3. Baluns?
Despite wide questioning and reading I
have yet to find anyone, fellow amateur,
lecturer, shop proprietor or author, who
understands what a balun is or does and
can explain it to me. Perhaps you can.
G.R. Gilbertson

If you wish to use the ATU with a
balanced twin wire feed (100-200
ohms) then this must be fed in at SK3
and SK4. The ATU will match single wire
antennas of 100-300 ohms impedance if
they are fed in at SK3. Low impedance
coaxial -fed antennas should be fed in at
SK2. The 'simple length of coaxial cable'
acts as a balanced step-down
transformer when fed with a high
impedance balanced feed at SK3 and
SK4.

As far as lam concerned a 'balun' is
any device that converts an unbalanced,
or coaxial feed, to a balanced feed. When
one wire of an aerial feeder is at earth
potential (i.e. the braid of the coaxial
cable) and the other (i.e. the inner of the
coaxial cable) is at a potential above
earth this may be termed an unbalanced
feed. When both feeder wires are at an
equal potential above earth this is termed
a balanced feed. Unbalanced feeders are
noisy, radiate, spoil the radiation pattern
of your antenna and can lead to RFI.
Balanced feed antennas should, if
properly installed, be free of the above
problems.

SAVE OUR CALLSIGNS!

It was recently announced that "all
existing G5 + 3 letter callsigns will be
phased out by the end of the year".

The majority of radio amateurs
probably won't have paid much attention
to this - "Oh yes, of course, they're
going to let foreign visitors use their own
callsigns - a much better idea, really".
Few people seem to realise that this does
not just affect a small handful of foreign
holidaymakers, but about 600 (six
hundred) foreign nationals permanently
resident in Britain, some of whom have
lived here and held their callsigns for a
decade or more, and all of whom have

ordinary British amateur radio licenses
which they renew on an annual basis just
like everyone else.

Like most people, we are very
attached to our callsigns - and not only
that; losing them will also mean

- Piles of QSL cards will go to waste,
and a fortune spent on having new ones
printed
- We will have to start from scratch on
many awards which have to be worked
under one callsign
- Worst of all: WE WILL LOSE OUR
IDENTITY both on the air and in amateur
radio circles off -air.

I was told that the reason we have to
give up our callsigns is that the Radio
Regulatory Department has introduced a
simplified way of listing licences to
foreign tourists - which in itself is
certainly not a bad thing. However, why
this new regulation should affect us,
people who have lived here and held
British amateur radio licences for many
years, I simply do not understand. TO
ME, IT JUST LOOKS LIKE AN ACT OF
BUREAUCRACY AND DISCRIMINATION
AGAINST FOREIGN -BORN UK RADIO
AMATEURS.

There does not appear to be any
plausible reason why they should want to
rob us of our callsigns. Do they want to
re -issue them when the G1 and GO series
have run out? It's possible, but not very
likely - after all, they did say, not long
ago, that existing callsigns would not be
re -issued land just imagine the confusion
it would cause if they did re -issue our
callsigns, especially seeing that QSLs
often arrive years after the actual
contact).

However, if they do want to re -issue
existing callsigns after all - WHY OURS?
Of course they could'nt really revoke all
the G3, 4, 6 and 8 licences - there are
just too many of them - but how about
G2 - 3 letters . . . ? They are just as
much of an 'anomaly' as our callsigns,
but I am sure no one would dream of
revoking them unless all other licences
were revoked at the same time.

With the exception of the old TV
licences 1G6 + 3 letters), no one has
ever lost their callsigns in this country -
and I understand that those who had TV
licences had their TV callsigns as
secondary callsigns, so they only lost one
of two calls. (Yes, OK, so you get a new
callsign when you pass your morse test
- but that is an entirely voluntary thing
- also, you don't lose your old one, as
you can always take it out again).

It will cost RRD hundreds of pounds
in administrative costs to revoke all
600 -odd G5 licences and issue an extra
600 -odd G4, GOs, Gls. To me, this
seems like an utter waste of money,
especially in view of the recent 50%
increase in our licence fees.

If all radio amateurs in this country
were to be given new callsigns, then,
obviously, I wouldn't mind losing mine.
But it seems extremely unfair that a small
group of radio amateurs should be signed
out and discriminated against in this way.
Angelika Voss G5CCI

G5 licencees are currently in the process

of getting together to organise a 'save
our callsigns' campaign. Unfortunately,
they have been unable to get in touch
with all the G5s, as the RSGB Callbook
does not seem very accurate in this
respect, possibly because many G5s are
very mobile. G5s who have not yet
received a letter about the campaign
should write to the following address:
'Pannonia, Oxford Road, Manningtree,
Essex Coll 18N.

SILVER 70 REVIEW

Sir, I feel I must write in answer to some
of Trevor Butler's remarks in his review
of the 'Silver 70' antenna. After 9
months use and exposure to weather at
30 feet agl I have had no need of any
maintenance of either the driven element
or reflectors. As for birds perching on the
elements and causing them to slip I have
noted on several occasions upwards of
20 birds perched on my antenna. None
have perched on the elements but they
have at times completely filled the boom,
with no ill effects.

I fail to see how a bird will or can
perch on a ya inch diameter element and
even if it did, dislodge the clip.

Thanks for an interesting magazine,
well worth the cover price each month
and keep up the interesting reviews and
constructional articles.
M. Howden, G6JKP

After a discussion with Trevor, we are of
the conclusion that the birds in your area
must have different roosting habits to
his. Birds frequently and indiscriminately
perch on his elements and on occasions
have been completely successful in their
efforts to unseat them. Trevor's 'Silver
70, as it happens is presently on the
ground undergoing maintenance for
'weathering'. Trevor lives close to both
Gatwick Airport and a brickworks;
perhaps the corrosion is due to a mixture
of aeroplane fuel and brick fumes? Come
to think of it, he looks rather poorly these
days. . .

G550?

Sir, I read with interest the article 'Radio
In India before World War 2' by George
Metcalf, G6VS, in the December Issue of
your Magazine.

I was particularly interested to see
among the QSL cards one labelled G5S0
whom I knew before the War. He was a
member of the Blackpool and Fylde
Shortwave Club. Unfortunately I have
forgotten his name but I have often
wondered what happened to him and I
wondered if any of your readers knew
him and could enlighten me.

Finally, may I say how much I enjoy
reading your Magazine, keep up the good
work.
DR MB Carson

Please address correspondence to
Ham Radio Today,
1, Golden Square,
LONDON W1 R 3AB.
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Strike Up A
Conversation With
Sweden
The town of Jonkoping was founded in
1284, and as part of their 700th aniver-
sary celebrations, the citizens of the town;
and in particular, the town's radio club
ISK7AX) is organising an award, which is
called 'The Match Town Award' due to
Jonkoping having been the place where
the first ever match factory was built.

The principle is very simple - all you
have to do is to make contact with a certain
number of stations in the area. For each
station you work in the Jonkoping county
(= F6), you get one point; you get two
points should you work the town's radio

club ISK7AX); however, how many points
you need depends on where you are. SM
stations, if we have any readers up there,
require four points, European stations re-
quire three points, and DX stations require
just two points.

You have the whole of 1984 to make
contacts in, and when you've managed to
get the points you need, all you have to do
is to send a copy of your log with the infor-
mation on the contacts - QSL cards are
not necessary.

Send this to: Award Manager, SVARK,
PO Box 2035, S-561 02 Huskvarna,
SWEDEN, and you should receive a multi-
coloured diploma and a silk streamer. So
next time you hear an SM7 calling 'CQ',
get in there, he or she could be from
Jonkoping!

New Monolothic
Microwave ICs

New cascadable silicon integrated circuits,
which have an input and output im-
pedance of 50 ohms, are now available
from NEC Electronics (UK) Limited. The
MM765 operates at 10V and can be sup-
plied in 8 -pin of TO -33 packages, whilst
the MM 766 operates at 5V and is

available in DISK -Mold, 8 -pin MINI, 8 -pin
DIP and TO -72 packages.

Both series achieve a constant gain of
16 dB between 0 Hz and 1.2 GHz and
built-in temperature compensation en-
sures stable bais within the working
temperature range.

Both the MM 765 and 766 microwave
IC's are suitable for use in a wide range of
industrial applications, as well as in IF

amplifiers, CATV and TVRO. NEC Elec-
tronics (UK) Limited, 116 Stevenson
Street, New Stevenson, Motherwell ML1

4LT, Scotland, telephone:
0698-732221.

Calisign Bandit
The callsign G6IBA belongs to the Crawley
Court Amateur Radio Group, who operate
from the home of the Independent Broad-
casting Authority at Winchester.
However, the same call -sign has apparent-
ly been heard being used in the Birm-
ingham area . . .

Scopex Go Bust

We regret to say that the company
Scopex, who made a number of
oscilloscopes including what was possibly
the first high -frequency LCD scope, the
Voyager, have gone into receivership.

A new company will undertake repairs
of Scopex instruments, and they offer free
estimates on repairs. The company is call-
ed Mendascope Ltd, and it may be found at
Otter House, Weston Underwood, Olney,
Bucks, telephone Bedford (0234)
712445.

New
Communications
Receiver

We have received a press release from
Cravenminister Limited, who have the
trade mark Uniace, about their new Uniden
CR 2021 communications receiver.
Receiving a press release about a new pro-
duct which is written up in glowing terms is
not an unusual event around here, but the
purple praise in this particular missive will
take some beating. For example: "The
CRC 2021 - a pathfinder for the new
generation of compact, technologically ad-
vanced, highly portable RXs . . . ".

Anyway, the main drift is that it is small
(32 by 1557 by 65mm), has good sen-
sitivity (claimed better than 0.4uV for
10dB S/N on SSB), and offers
AM/SSB/CW coverage from 150kHz to
30MHz and FM VHF from 76 ro 108MHz.
Inevitably, it is microprocessor controlled.

The Rx costs 199.95 and is available
from Uniace Telecommunications, Unit 8,
Industrial Estate, Glan Conwy Corner,
Llandudno Junction, Gwynedd, North
Wales, telephone 0492-61 3232. Unfor-
tunately, they neglected to send us a
photograph of the beastie, so we can't
show you how pretty (or otherwise) it is!
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Richard Whitemore, well known BBC newscaster, opening the new Ambit Sales counter.

Ambit Moves

Things have been confusing over at Ambit
International for some time, at least for us
outsiders. First of all, they owned one of
our rival publications (not that there are
any real rivals to Ham Radio Today!) but
they tended to get rather cross when you
linked the two names together (they were,
technically, seperate companies).
Next we get a letter from Ambit saying that
they've sold off the mag to another
publisher (Sovereign International), just
when we'd all learnt not to say thay they
had anything to do with one another (if that
was the case, how could they sell it off
anyway?).

Finally, we find that Ambit themselves
have been bought up by Bulgin. Now,
what the press release doesn't answer is,
who owns Bulgin?

Anyway, Ambit are still operating as
ever, and that means a continued expan-
sion of the range of products they offer. In

particular, they tell us that they have ex-
tended their range of Toko standard helical
filters to include coverage of the 800 to
1000 MHz band, and to provide lower pro-
file versions of the 71-M types, widely us-
ed in personal communications equip-
ment.

Ambit also tell us that they have opened
a new sales counter in Broxlea Building,
Park Lane, Broxbourne, Hertfordshire.
Ambit's main office is at 200, North Ser-
vice Road, Brentwood, Essex CM14 4SG,
telephone 0277-231616.

Oscar 10 Goes Well
The RSGB say that all appears to be well
aboard the satellite Oscar 10, but there are
problems with amateurs who do not
observe the bandplans. The spectrum seg-
ment 145.8 to 146 MHz has been set
aside for satellite working; however, many
amateurs are still using this section for
simplex FM contacts, including one net in
west London that uses 145.975 MHz

'despite polite requests to change frequen-
cy'.

News bulletins are taking place via
Oscar 10, under the callsign GB2RS. It is
intended to make these transmissions a
regular service, with two transmissions
each Sunday. At the time of going to press,
we were unable to discover details of
times, but it seems that they will take place
on 145.973 MHz. The RSGB would like
reports on their transmissions (if they'd
say when they were

Don't Set Fire To
Your CB
Following reports in the press and on radio
about the use of high-powered amplifiers
( 'burners') to disrupt the operation of
petrol pumps at filling stations, Mr Alex
Fletcher, Minister for corporate and con-
sumer affairs in the Department of Trade
and Industry, issued the following warn-
ing:

ID
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"All use of radio transmitters in petrol
stations is potentially hazardous. The
Code of Practice for Citizen's Band radio
(available free at Post Offices) specifically
draws attention to this. The use of high
power transmitters such as a CB set coupl-
ed to an illegal 'burner' adds considerably
to the risk of causing an electric spark close
to the filling nozzle. An explosion could oc-
cur in some circumstances.

"The public are warned always to
switch off transmitting equipment when
entering a filling station forecourt and
never to use CB 'burners' in a vehicle
which is being filled with petrol.

"The use of a CB set with a 'burner' is in
any case illegal because of the interference
it causes to domestic radio and TV recep-
tion and to the emergency services; of-
fenders may be imprisoned for up to three
months and fined up to £1,000. The sale
and possession of burners may be made il-
legal following the passage of the
Telecommunications Bill at present before
Parliament."

Don't say we didn't warn you.

A HRT First?

At the recent Breadboard electronics ex-
hibition, Ham Radio Today ran a special
event station, and we'll be giving further
details of this in a forthcoming article in the
next issue (giving ourselves a chance to
recover first!). However, in the space of
the three day conference, we made 200
contacts on VHF and HF. So far as we
know, we are the first UK amateur radio
magazine to run a special event station.

This new multiplug mains unit from ERL keeps the shack tidy.

ZX Spectrum RTTY
Scarab Systems of 39, Stafford Street,
Gillingham Kent, have recently introduced
a new version of the SP-RTTY program
written for the Sinclair Spectrum (48K ver-
sion. The program features a type -head
buffer, split screen operation (so that you
can compile answers while still in the
receive mode), seven memories with up to
255 characters each, and more. You can
buy it either as a cassette tape with a bare
PCB for the electronics, which costs
£17.50, or as a cassette plus PCB and
components for £29.10, or as a ready -
assembled board with cassette for
£37.50.

If you've already built the earlier version
of the same system, you can get an update
program for £7.50. Scarab also do a
morse tutor program and a OTH locator
program pack. They can be reached at the
address above, or on 0634-570441.

STOP PRESS!

Trevor Butler, G6LPZ, reports that
Dr Owen Garriot has been quite
active on 2m FM from the space
shuttle, Columbia, with his Motorola
hand-held transceiver. However, as
far as UK amateurs are concerned,
it seems that making contact has
proved somewhat difficult!

The first report of reception
comes from a station in Jersey who
heard W5LFL's signals on the morn-
ing of Friday 2nd December from his
mobile set-up whilst travelling across
the island. A desperate attempt to
get home to his base station ensued
- radio contact being possible for
only a period of 6/7 minutes - but
despite some nifty driving, his efforts
were in vain.

On the morning of Sunday 4th
December, Dr Garriot was scheduled
to be on -air and it was expected that
there would be a good signal in the
UK, particularly in the South East,
one of the passes being directly over
Croydon. Unfortunately, in the event
both passes occured during one of
W5LFL's sleep periods.

Many people have been replying
to Dr Garriot's transmissions on his
transmit frequency and causing
severe interference. In an effort to
cut down on the immense ORM
generated by the interest in the
shuttle, Angus McKenzie, G3OSS,
erected a halo antenna 3m above his
lawn. With this antenna, he was able
to copy Dr Garriot's transmissions on
the 4th at 1523 UTC for some 15
seconds and pass a recording over to
BBC news.
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Weitem THANK YOU GENTLEMEN!
ALL SOLD ON ONE DAY RECENTLY,
TS -530S KENWOOD TO MR. S. OF FIFE
TS -530S KENWOOD TO MR. S. OF LIVERPOOL
TS -930S KENWOOD TO MR. F. OF ROSS -SHIRE
R-2000 KENWOOD TO MR. W. OF GRIMSBY

It's Wattern for KENWOOD and YAESU
Since we first introduced the"Yaesu Muses" brand name to the UK market in 1970 and more recently the "Kenwood" name for Amateur Radio
equipment, you can buy with confidence where experience counts. We maintain links with the factories for spares though we maintain stocks
also. We also have extensively equipped service facilites with extensive (and expensive!) test equipment. It's gratifying to hear that more and
more discerning prospective customers object to the "knocking and false rumours" put around by our competitors. Remember, Kenwood is
THE brand name throughout the workd. It's onlyfor UK that Trio is used. At'WESTERN' we are not part of any illegal price ring and weare pleased
to supply KENWOOD brand equipment known and recognised throughout the world.

"W.E." will not be under -cut! Prices forced down by "W.E."
from the KENWOOD STABLE FOR . . .

the discerning DX -OPERATOR . or . . . DX-SWL
NOW ONLY £1099 for the TS -930s, . . . and . . . £279 for R-1000

+Klemm.

4-11111112
J.

Since, at'WESTERN', we sell both Yaesu and Kenwood, wedo not try to push a prospective purchaser into a particularbrand of equipment...we
have no "axe to grind" one way or the other.
Our M.D.(He's spoilt( He just takes home what he fancesfora trial evaluation!) thought he'd trythe top of ranges F7-1 andT&930S. He promptly
brought the FT -1 back to t he stock room.Then he took the FT -102. He hitched the F7-102 and TS930S up together but broughtthe FT -102 back.
Said he'd got too old and lazy to botherwithc ontrols like PA Tune, PA Load, Pre -selection tuning, when the TS -930S does the samejob with less
knobs. The 'Noise Blanker' really cuts old "Woody Woodpecker" down to size! UA's will have to find something new to annoy a TS -930S
owner.
How often have you found a rare DX -station only to discover he has a good pile-up too! With the '930' yoU just press "MIn" and store his fre-
quency in the memory andcarryon tuning round or OSO elsewhere. Then to come back smackonto the rare DX you just select'Memory instead
of the VFO, and up pops your DX station. Since there are 8 memory channels there are more than enough for anyone!
The R-1000 is an un-cluttered simple to use and excellent general coverage receiver. It brings the world to your fingertips in seconds. With its
PLL synthesised receiver you get excellent stability and accuarcy.
Featrures are:

 Covers 200kHz to 300MHz continuously
* 30 1MHz bands
* Noise Blanker
* Terminal for external tape recorder

* Built-in 12 hr. quartz digital clock with auto -timer acility to switch
'On' at pre -determined time* 'S' meter and 'dimmer control to panel lighting
* Built-in 4" speaker
* Built-in attenuator to prevent overloading
* Digital readout to 1 kHz and analogue dial

Special Bargain of the Month. Yaesu FT -980 £999 only. Special Guarantee

KENWOOD PRICE UST SM-220 Station Monitor Scope 208Item Description Price E
Inc VAT -Carr.

PC -1A
HC -10

Phone Patch
Digital World Clock

48
64ST1

KB -1
Base stand/charger for TR-2400
Delux knob for TS -530/630 series

43
10.50

PS -20 DC PSU FOR TR-9000 49 YAESU PRICE LIST
PEW -24K
MC -305

Spare battery pack for TR-2400
Hand microphone. 500 ohm

16
13

Item Description Price Inc
VAT & caw.

MC -50
MC -60

Desk microphone. 500 ohm/50k
Desk scanning microphone. dual impedance

30
50

FT -102
FG102

HF Transceiver
ATU for FT -102

670
195

M13-100
SP -100

Mobile mount for TS -1308
SPeaker for R-1000

18
26

SP -102
FV-102DM

eaker for FT -102
VFO Scanner for FT.102

45
225

TS -130S
DFC-230

HF transceiver
Ggital remote frequency controller

525
130

FAS-1-4R
FT -101Z

Atenna Switch for FT -102
Transceiver

37
499TS -430S

R-600
HF transceiver with gen. cm receiver
Receiver

705
240

FT -101213
FT-1012/AM

Transceiver, digital

FT -1012 plus AM unit
569
515

SP 930
TS-930S/ATU

Extemal speaker
HF transceiver with gen. coy receiver & ATU 116355

FT-10120/AM
FT-101Z/FM

FT-101ZD plus AM unit
FT -101Z plus FM unit

589
530

TS -930S
R-1000

HF transceiver with gen cov receiver
General coverage receiver, digital

1099
279

FT-101ZD/FM
FT -77

FT-101ZD plus FM unit
Compact Transceiver (with FM unti + E241

599
030

OCK-1
R-2000

DC operating kit for R-1000
New general -coverage receiver

8.26
379

Marker Unit
FP -700

for FT -77
PSU for FT -77

8.50
105TR.2400

TR-9130
2m FM hand portable transceiver
2m Mult+node transceiver. 25W

195
399

FC-700
FV-707DM

ATU for FT -77/707
Scanning VFO for FT -77/707

80
160

TR-9500
TR-8400

70cm FM/SSB/CW mobile transceiver
70cm FM mobile transceiver. synthesised

025
279

SP -980
FL -2100Z

Speaker for FT -980
HF 1200W Linear

50
480

DS -2
SP 430

DC cnveder for TS -830S
Speaker for TS -430S

42
30.50

FRG -7700
FRG -7700M

General Coverage Receiver
General Coverage Receiver with Memory

319
379

AT -130
M8-430

Aerial tuning unit 100W
Mobile mounting bracket for IS -430S

91
12.50

FRT-7700
FRA-7700

Antenna tuner for FRG -7700
Active Antenna for FRG -7700

39
38

AT -230
TS -530S
SP -230

Aerial tuning unit, all band. matches TS.830S
HF Transceiver 160.10m with new bands
External speaker unit

135
560
41.50

FRV-7700D
FV-101
FT -1

Converter 18/130.140/150.70/80MHz
Remote VFO for FT -101Z series
Transceiver 150kHz- 30MHz

75
109

1350
FM -430
TR-2500

FM option unit for TS -430S
2m FM handheld transceiver. synthesised

33.75
227

Fan B
DC Unit

Fan for FT -101Z series
12V PSU for FT -101Z series

13
44

YG.455C-1 500Hz CW filter 74.50 FT.75701( HF All Mode Transceiver 599
YG-455CN
SMC-25

250Hz CW filter
Speaker/microphone for TR-2500

75
16

FP-757GX AC PSU for FT -757
Accessories

129

PS -430
YK-138CN

Mains PSU for TS -430S icooling fan built in)
270Hz CW toter

113
36

OTR-24D
Yk4-35

24 hour quartz clock
Hand scanning mac. for FT -1/102/707 series

29
14.35

P8-25
ST -2
SC -4

Spare Nicad battery pack for TR-2500
Base stand and quick chargewr for TR-2500
Soft case and belt hook

24.75

532.50

YKI-36
1+55
E72 -L

Noise cancelling mic., 4 -pin. 505
Lightweight headphones
Remote cable for FT -720

13.95
9.50

14.50
RA -1
MC -42S

Antenna
Up/Down M.o.

7.50
15

572
TD -148

So !ling box for FT -720
Desk nbc.. 50K/600 ohms 4 pin, for FT -101 series

37
21

TL -922
AT -930

2KW HF Linear Amplrlier
Auto ATU for TS -930S

719
130

1/14-49
YM-38

Speaker/me for FT -290/230R
Desk scanning m.o. for FT -1/102/707 Series

15,85
25,50

 ACCESS  BARCLAYCARD  DINDERS CLUB  H.P. ARRANGED  PART EXCHANGE

Waitarn Electronics (UK) ltd FAIRFIELD ESTATE, LOUTH, LINCS LN11 OJH
Tel: Louth (0507) 604955. Telex: 56121 WEST G

OPEN HOURS: 09.00.12.00: 13.0017.00 Mon/Frh SATURDAYS: BY APPOINTMENT.

Agent-
Northern Ireland
Tom Greer G14TGR
Norma Greer 014TBP
Tel Drumb0 (023 126) 645
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2nd Jan Stourbridge ARS: informal South Bristol ARC: Bring and Buy
3rd Jan South Bristol ARC: Early Radio by G2BAR 2 Feb East Kent RS: Junk Sale
4th Jan Fareham RC: Preamplifiers by G6BBS 3 Feb Cambridge DARC: informal

9th Jan
Three Counties ARC: Talk by the RSGB
Exeter ARS: HM Coastguard

5 Feb HAM FEAST! at the Mosses Centre, Cecil Street,
Bury. Doors open 11 am. Bring and Buy. Food and

10 Jan Burt RS: Fault Finding by G3RSM drink available. Talk -in on S22.
South Bristol ARC: Demonstration of CW Operating 6 Feb Stourbridge ARS: informal

11 Jan Lincoln SWC: Aurora by G2FKZ Leighton Linslade RC: ring PRO for details
Fareham RC: natter night 8 Feb Lincoln SWC: Astrophotography by G4GZA
Nene Valley RC: natter night Fareham RC: natter night

12 Jan Colchester RA: Deep Sea Diving 9 Feb Edgeware DARC: ring PRO for details
13 Jan Cambridge DARC: Getting Going on 10 GHz by Colchester RA: Design and Production of PCBs

G80FA 10 Feb Cambridge DARC: In Your Shack (Talk)
West Kent ARS: DXpeditions to Andora by G4BIA 15 Feb Lincoln SW: CW/RAE Class

16 Jan Stourbridge ARS: Annual Constructors Contest Fareham RC: Did Morse get it right? by G3CCB
Leighton Linslade RC: ring PRO for details Three Counties ARC: Film Show from Shell

17 Jan West Kent ARS: informal 16 Feb East Kent RS: natter night
18 Jan Lincoln SWC: CW/RAE Class 17 Feb Cambridge DARC: informal

Fareham RC: Power Distribution by G8GAIB 20 Feb Lincoln SWC: activity night
Three Counties ARC: Wine making Fareham RC: natter night
Nene RC: RAF Communications 23 Feb Edgeware DARC: discussion on Contests

20 Jan Cambridge DARC: informal Colchester RA: Making the Micro Work by Robbin
Edgeware DARC: informal Cobbold

24 Jan Dudley ARC: Running a Successful Cinema 28 Feb Dudley ARC: TV outside Broadcasting by Joe
South Bristol ARC: Homebrew Equipment by Jacobs
G4KUQ 20 Feb Lincoln SWC: CW/RAE Class
West Kent ARS: Junk Sale Three Counties ARC: Computers and RTTY

25 Jan Lincoln SWC: activity night 1 Mar East Kent RS: QRP Working by G3ROO
Fareham RC: AGM 5 Mar Stourbridge ARS: informal
Nene Valley RC: AGM Leighton Linslade RC: ring PRO for details
Colchester RA: Amateur Radio Repeater 7 Mar Lincoln SWC: CW/RAE Class
Administration by the RSGB

27 Jan Cambridge DARC: Satellites by G6AZI Will Club Secretaries please note that the deadline for the
1 Feb Lincoln SWC: CW/RAE Class March segment of Radio Tomorrow (covering radio activities

Fareham RC: Construction Techniques
Three Counties ARC: Practical Wireless from 3rd March -- 1st April '84 is 20th January.

Contacts

Abergavenny ARC
Biggin Hill ARS
Braintree DARC
Bury RS
Cambridge Repeater Grp
Cheshunt DARC
Colchester RA
Dudley ARC
Edgeware DARC
Exeter ARS
Leighton Linslade RC
Lincoln SWC
Maesteg ARC
South Bristol ARC
South East Kent ARC
Swansea ARS
West Kent ARS

D. Ffestin Jones
Ian Mitchell
Pat Penny
Brian Tydelsdale
Chris Lorek
Roger Frisby
G3FIJ
Mrs. C. Wilding
Roger Williams
Roger Tipper
Pete Brazier
Pam Rose
MR Carey
Len Baker
Alan Moore
Roger Williams
Peter Reeve

0495-79617
0959-75785
0376-26487
Bury 25454
0354-740672
0992-464795
0206-851189
Codsall 5636
0792-404422
Exeter 75858
Heath and Reach 270
0427-788356
Maesteg 734668
0272-834282
Dover 822738
0792-404422
0892-24689
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Rugged Low-cost
Kaa ipTia °Lu-UbDI zz°

For those newly licenced with a class
B ticket, a cheap way of getting on the
air is usually the first priority, and
more often than not the band is 2
metres, and the Mode FM. This mode
has gained a wide popularity for local
nattering, mobile and repeater use,

teries - the photos and drawings
show a case suitable for both pur-
poses, which is easily made. PCB's
and kits of parts are being made
available for both the Transmitter and
Receiver, with crystals readily
available from any of the usual adver-

Perhaps you've recently passed the RAE but the idea of
building your own 2m rig seems an impossible dream? Or
you're an old hand with the soldering iron but VHF and

Semiconductors seem rather a rich mix? Whoever you
are, relax, lay back and let Tony Bailey, G3 WPO, and

Chris Gaston, G4KEI, take you step-by-step through the
construction of a neat little FM transceiver - without
blowing your mind or your bank account. Seriously!

with a phenomenal range of commer-
cial equipment now available. Here is
our alternative to going out and buy-
ing a Black Box. It features a crystal
controlled Transmitter and Receiver,
with up to 6 channels maximum, and
uses readily available crystals.

The receiver is sensitive (better
than 20dB quieting at 0.25uV input),
and features a multiple helical filter at
signal frequency for freedom from im-
age response probems. No coil win-
ding is involved - all coils can be ob-
tained pre -wound and alignment can
be performed using only a multimeter.
The Transmitter, for which full
constructional details will be supplied
in next months HRT, runs 1 watt or so
output, and features a dedicated
speech processing chip to assist
mobile communications. Where
possible the construction has been
simplified with only a few coils to
wind. If you are reasonably compe-
tent with a soldering iron, and
possess a multimeter, you should be
able to build either unit following the
comprehensive instructions given.

Once built, the Transceiver can be
used as a base station rig (or just the
receiver alone as a monitor), driven
from a + 12v power supply (14v
max), or even used mobile. Alter-
natively, a portable rig can be con-
structed, with internal NiCad bat-

tisers (see parts list).

Description

We could have made the receiver
simpler, but performance would have
suffered, and with the crowded
nature of the 2 metre FM at present
this did not seem a good idea.

Signals at 2 metres are capacitively
coupled via Cl and C2 (for a 50 ohm
input match) to gate 1 of the dual gate
RF amplifier Mosfest, Q1 (3SK51 or
3SK60), configured in grounded
source mode. With only one tuned cir-
cuit present at this stage, unwanted
signals such as adjacent PMR
The assembled receiver PCB

transmissions on the image frequen-
cy (around 124MHz) will also be pre-
sent at high amplitude, and will cause
interference. To achieve a high rejec-
tion of such signals, a 3 -cavity pre -
aligned High -Q helical filter has been
placed following the RF amplifier,
matched into the following Mosfet
Mixer (Q2) via R28. This is an easy
way of getting the needed rejection
and flat in -band response, with no
alignment required, as an alternative
to using yet more tuned circuits all of
which need alignment.

The first I.F. of this receiver is
10.7MHz, and conversion is via Q2
fed with oscillator injection from the
oscillator/multiplier chain Q3/4.
Signals in the range 134.3 -
135.3MHz are needed for coverage
of 145-145.8MHz (the FM portion of
2 metres - although the receiver can
be used down to 144.5MHz if need-
ed). The crystal oscillator (Q3) uses
series resonant 45MHz crystals, with
the output then tripled to the required
frequency by Q4. Exact adjustment
of the crystal frequency is by means
of the series trimmer provided for
each of the six crystals.

Because of the availability of low
current and versatile intregrated cir-
cuits for use at 455kHz, plus cheaper
filters for this frequency, we have us-
ed a second I.F. of 455 kHz for
amplification and detection.
However, prior to the second conver-
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sion, a 'Roofing filter' has been used
at 10.7MHz for initial selectivity. This
has been the main advantage of
reducing adjacent channel signals
before further amplification, minimis-
ing the risks of 'bleedover' or adjacent
channel interference. Fl is a two pole
monolithic crystal filter with a band-
width of 1 5kHz, and a skirt rejection
of 18dB at + / - 25kHz - this adja-
cent channel rejection can then be ad-
ded to that of the main filter at
455kHz.

Nearly all the remainder of the
functions except audio power
amplification are carried out by ICI , a
ULN 3859 (or MC3359 which is
equivalent) intregrated circuit. This
has on -board an oscillator, detector,
I.F, amplification and squelch cir-
cuitry. It also has an output designed
for use with a scanner, but this is
unused here, as is the AFC function.
Possibly the only function that IC1
does not provide is an S -Meter.
However, for FM use these are not a
great deal of use anyway - once you
are fully limited that's it as far as
perceived signal strength goes!

Conversion to 455kHz requires
another local oscillator at
10.245MHz, and uses IC1 for this,
with X1 (pins 1 and 2 of IC1 with out-
put on pin 3) - this latter pin also has
the correct impedance to match
straight into F2, a 12kHz ( - 3dB)
bandwidth ceramic filter, which pro-
vides the main selectivity prior to
detection (narrower bandwidths
than this will cause distortion of the
received signal). Limiting amplifica-
tion then follows, and quadrature
detection with T4 as the quadrature
coil. Low level audio output is then
brought up to around the 1 watt level
for driving a speaker by IC2, an
LM380N.

For the squelch function, the high
frequency noise present when there is
no signal is filtered through an active
bandpass filter, using an internal op -
amp in IC1, and the frequency com-
ponent outside of the normal audio
range is used to drive the squelch cir-
cuit. The level at which the receiver
mutes is controlled by R VI .

Construction

The receiver is built on one double
sided printed circuit board, with the
top plane used as an earth foil for good
stability. Although the component
layout is fairly compact, you should
have no difficulty in building this pro-
viding you follow the instructions.

These instructions are comprehen-
sive for the beginner, you can of
course ignore them if you feel the
need! You will need a soldering iron
(tip size 1/13" maximum), multi -core
solder (NEVER use anything else for
this type of work!), and a pair of side -
cutters as a basic minimum.

A few words on mounting the
components for newcomers.
Resistors mount either vertically or
horizontally, using 10mm spacing for
horizontal. Where one end is marked
with a cross on the layout, this in-
dicates that that end is soldered to the
top foil where it goes through the
hole, AND to the track underneath -
this is important as some earth con-
nections are made via tracks
underneath and these components
provide the link from one side to the
other (this means some components
may not appear earthed because they
are not soldered to the top). In the
case of vertical mounting resistors it is
also important that the body of the
resistor is in the position shown -
this helps prevent signal radiation or
pickup on the component.

Down To Specifics

With capacitors, keep them as
close to the PCB as possible. Where
one end is earthed with a cross, again
it should be soldered both sides with
the underneath of the capacitor body
about 3mm above the PCB top sur-
face. DON'T mount components
more than 3-5mm above the PCB
anyway as it can lead to all sorts of
problems. Correct polarity of
aluminium electrolytic and tantalum
types must also be observed.
1. Insert and solder the 17 1 mm dia.
connection pins. If the receiver only is
being built, and the case layout to be
given next month is not to be used,
then see instruction 9 below before
putting them in. These are pushed in
from the underside of the board (some
force is needed to get them right in).
Some of them are soldered both
sides.
2. Solder in the following com-
ponents - these will help locate the
others and minimise problems with
soldering iron access later. T1, T2,
T3, T4, IC1, IC2, IC3, F1. Each of
T1/24 has the can soldered to the top
foil where shown. T3 has the side
with a short shoulder located near the
left hand side of R7. IC 1 has one pin
soldered to the top foil, and IC2 has 7
likewise. Always solder ALL pins on
the underside of the PCB. IC3 has its

centre pin earthed to the top. F1 can
go in either way round.
3. Now solder in the small gold plated
cage jacks - these are used as
sockets for the HC25/U crystals
(X2 -X7) which will be used for chan-
nel selection. It is easiest to do this by
pushing a pair onto a surplus crystal
then putting this through the PCB
holes, soldering into place with the
tops of the jacks resting against the
PCB.
4. Solder in the trimmers CT2 - CT7
- one of the outermost leads on each
is soldered to the top foil - be very
careful when doing this so as not to
melt the plastic body.
5. Solder in L1 (either way round),
followed by C1,2,3,4,5,6,10,19,
32,33,34,35,36, then R1,2,3,5,6,
7,8,16,18 - 25, soldering earthed
leads on both sides of the PCB where
needed.
6. Now put a miniature ferrite bead on
Q1 Drain lead where shown (the tab
on the case should be positioned as
drawn). Push the device down onto
the bead, against the PCB, before
soldering - again, one lead (Source) is
soldered both sides. Repeat with Q2
(which doesn't have leads soldered to
the top). Then push Q3 (getting the
flat on the transistor case on the cor-
rect side) to within 3mm of the PCB,
then solder. Now, add a ferrite bead to
the collector lead of Q4, insert into the
PCB and solder.

Helical Filter

7. Put the helical filter (HFI) into the
PCB (it will only go in one way round),
solder all pins on the underside, and
then solder the case to the top foil
where shown. This needs a hot iron
and it helps if you tip the PCB so that
the solder runs against the case.
8. This leaves the right hand side of
the PCB to finish. Start at the top and
work down with each component,
noting correct polarity of D1 and the
electrolytic capacitors. C16 and C17
should be in before the filter F2.
9. If you are only building the receiver,
it is possible to mount the two poten-
tiometers directly onto the PCB in the
holes provided -instead of using con-
nection pins when they are mounted
remotely. If this is done, the earthed
pin should be soldered both sides of
the board.

With everything in place, double
check that you have all the ic's and
other orientation critical components
correct (it saves heartache later), and
that you haven't introduced any
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1

Circuit of 2m FM Talkbox Receiver solder bridges between tracks on the
underside.

Alignment
To align the receiver, you will

need a multimeter as a minimum, plus
some off -air signals, or if you have
them, a frequency counter and signal
generator capable of operation at 2
metres.
1 . Connect a power supply (switched
off) with output voltage between 12
and 1 4V - positive to the pin marked
+ 12V, and the negative to the top foil
- you should insert the multimeter in
this circuit so that it can monitor the
initial current taken (set to 1 00mA
range). Note that this receiver is
designed for a negative earth power
supply if used for mobile applications.
Connect a speaker, with one lead to
the top foil, and the squelch and
volume controls. If the latter are not
PCB mounted, the volume control
(RV2) must be wired in using screen-
ed audio cable, so that each of the
wires to the pot (except the earthed
lead which will be at the same poten-
tial - earth - as the screens
themselves) ends up screened.
2. Connect point A on the PCB to one
of the pins connecting to the crystals
using a few inches of wire, and insert
a crystal.
3. Turn both potentiometer controls
fully anticlockwise.
4. Apply power, and check that the
current consumption is below 50mA.
If a lot more current is drawn, then
there is almost certainly a short circuit
somewhere, probably between
tracks on the PCB.
5. Turn RV2 volume clockwise and
establish that there is some noise
coming from the speaker. Adjust the
core of T4 for maximum noise output.
Note that when adjusting cores, the
correct trim tools should be used to
avoid damage.
6. Use your voltmeter probe (range
2.5 or 5V) at point Y (hot end of R25)
and adjust the core of T2 for a peak in
the reading (about 1 .7-2V). When
aligned the core of T2 will be approx-
imately level with or slightly above the
top of the former.
7. With the voltmeter still at point Y
(hot end of R25) adjust the core of T3
also for a dip in the reading - this is
not very noticeable and may be dif-
ficult to see - the core of T3 will be
about 4mm below the top of the
former when aligned) - alternatively
you should be able to hear a peak in
the noise output from the receiver

1
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Overlay Diagram
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when T3 is correctly adjusted.
8. Connect an aerial. If you have a fre-
quency counter, adjust the channel
trimmer for correct frequency output
at three times the crystal frequency
(connect to the counter at one end of
C10). Alternatively, find a local
signal, or use a signal generator, and
adjust the trimmer for maximum
perceived signal strength (maximum
quieting of the receiver). If the signal is
too strong to do this easily then use a
shorter aerial - for less signal pickup.
It is possible to swing the crystal over
several different channels using the
trimmer, so you may be able to find a
signal on other than the correct fre-
quency for this part of the alignment.

9. Adjust the cores of L1 , Ti for max-
imum signal strength (again reducing
the signal if needed so that it is not ful-
ly limited ie it is still noisy while peak-
ing). DO NOT ADJUST THE HELICAL
FILTER - this is supplied prealigned.
10. Adjust the core of T4 for best
audio quality - this normally coin-
cides with maximum high frequency
hiss accompanying the signal.
1 1 . Finally, carefully re -peak all the
transformer cores, including T2 and
T3, for best signal strength. If you
have aligned the crystal frequency 'by
ear' some slight adjustment may be
needed to the trimmer for best results.
1 2. Check operation of the squelch
control. This should silence the

receiver with no signal present at
about one -quarter clockwise rotation,
and then 'open' as soon as a signal is
received. If the receiver stays muted
(squelched) all the time, a very slight
adjustment of T4 will cure this. The
control should normally be set just
past the muting point - it can be ad-
vanced to prevent weak signals from
opening the muting, but then audio
signals will tend to operate the
squelch on some audio peaks if over -
advanced.

Multi -channel
If you are using one crystal, then

the link already connected can be left
in place. For up to 6 channels, a rotary
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1 pole 6 way switch is needed with
point A going to the pole, and short
leads (not more than about three or
four inches) connecting each position
to the PCB. If you are going to build
the transmitter, then use a 2 pole 6
way switch, so that a spare set of con-
tacts are available for the Tx.
NEXT MONTH we will describe the
matching Transmitter, intended as a
companion to this unit. This can also
be used with almost any other 2 metre
receiver, and is complete with an
antenna switching relay. The case il-
lustrated on the front cover will also
be described, together with wiring
and drilling instructions for the com-
plete unit.

(' ...I Y A o,Ay5 FouNp tv1.A1 FEEPEA-s "f Aft A 1.41oF Z,q),rypq,,,,

Resistors

R1,13
R2
R3,7,20,21 ,24
R4, 25
R5,10
R6,22
R8
R9
R11
R12,14,18
R15
R16
R17
R19
R23

C22
10K
5k6 C23,38
100R
47OR C26
100K
47K C27
150R
330K C29,31
4K7
15K C33,39
33K C35
220K CT
2R2
8K2
2K2

All 0.25W 5% carbon film types.

RV1 20k (lin) TOKO VM1OR pot
RV2 10k or 22k log TOKO

VM1OR pot

Capacitors

Cl
C2
C3,4,5,6,36,37
C7
C8,32
C9

C10
C11

C12,24,25
C13,14

C15,16,17,18,
19,20,28,30,
34

C21,33

4p7 ceramic plate
2p2 ceramic plate
1 n0 ceramic plate
39p ceramic plate
68p ceramic plate
220p ceramic
plate
1 Op ceramic plate
2u2 tantalum bead
16V
1 On ceramic disc
1000p
polystyrene

100n monolithic
ceramic
1 50p ceramic
plate

Semiconductors

Q1,2
Q3

Q4

IC1

IC2
IC3

D1

Miscellaneous

Fl

F2

10uF electrolytic
16V
0.47uF Tantalum
bead 16V
1 uF electrolytic
16V
10uF electrolytic
16V
100uF electrolytic
16V
47p ceramic plate
22p ceramic plate
2-36p film trimmer
7.5mm dia (6 off)

3SK51 or 3SK60
BF241 or BF273
or BF274
2N2369A or
BSX20

MC3359 or
ULN3859
LM380N (14 pin)
78L05

IN4148

Nikko Denshi
10M15A
Ceramic filter
LFH12S (12kHz)

X1 10.245MHz
HC18/U 30p
parallel

X2 -X7 45MHz range
series type for
reqd frequency.
HC25/U

(Frequency = Signal Freq - 10. 7)
3

(i.e. 145.5MHz needs a 44.933MHz
crystal.
L1 TOKO 518-

5.5 turns (green)

HF1

T1

T2

T3

T4

S1

TOKO Helical filter
type 272MT-
1006A

TOKO
119LC30099
TOKO
KXNK3335R
TOKO MC111
4.25/1.25 turns
TOKO LMC4200A
or LMC4201A
2 pole 6 way
rotary switch
(extra pole used
for Tx)

Also required: 3 Miniature ferrite
beads; 12 CG1 Cage Jacks (AMBIT
- for crystal sockets); 4 or 8 ohm
speaker.

KITS - a complete kit of parts for this
project, including drilled tinned PCB,
all components, wire, pots, and rotary
switch but excluding 45MHz crystals
and speaker is available from WPO
Communications for £39.65 inc VAT
& p&p. PCB's alone are £3.80 each
inc.

Crystals are available from Quartslab
Marketing Ltd, PO Box 19, Erith, Kent
at £1.96 each (1.74 for two or more)
plus VAT. Please state HC25/U SR,
and the actual crystal frequency re-
quired.
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This handbook is the hardy perennial
of amateur equipment design.
Published by the American Radio
Relay League, the Stateside
equivalent of the RSGB, it has become
the standard reference manual for the

around the right way. The authors
then go on to describe a few perfor-
mance measurements that they made
while using a diode ring in a DCR. To
anyone with an interest in building
radio gear, this is a delightful presen-

SOLID STATE DESIGN FOR THE RADIO
AMATEUR by Wes Hayward W7ZOI and Doug

DeMaw W1FB. 256pp A4 format. Published by the
ARRL and obtainable from the Radio Society of Great

Britain at Alma House, Cranbourne Road, Potters
Bar, Herts EN6 3JU. Price £6.53

HF build -it -yourself brigade. I've got a
copy, a well thumbed edition pur-
chased back in 1977. G3WPO has a
copy - as does nearly every other
builder that I know. It is a very useful
book.

It is not the sort of text which of-
fers a complete set of instructions on
how to build an HF rig step-by-step,
even though there are numerous cir-
cuit diagrams, drawings and
photographs of the building blocks
which make up the equipment.
Rather, it offers a dissectioned view
of what goes into an HF design and
presumes a basic practical understan-
ding of electronics on the part of the
reader. Frankly, it's not a reference
book for a complete beginner. Having
said that, just a little know/edge will
allow the lucid style of the text to
throw up a succession of little golden
nuggets of information. Despite the
fact that I have owned the book for
some five years I continue to glean
further understanding of radio -type
electronics from its pages.

Let me illustrate the usefulness of
the book. You may wish to build a
direct conversion receiver, for exam-
ple. The knowledge that you will
already probably have about this type
of circuit tells you that a DCR requires
a product detector. You may
remember that diode detectors are
the normal thing to use but you have
forgotten the precise arrangement of
transformers, diodes, etc to build a
product detector. Turn to page 74
and all is revealed in both drawings
and words. The text makes some
general points about diode product
detectors while the circuits should
make sure that you get the things

tation whose effect is to fire the im-
agination with ideas of one's own.

Almost every aspect of equip-
ment design comes in for the same,
practical treatment. You really get the
impression that the joint authors are a
pair of informed home-brew mer-
chants who went to enormous trou-
ble in order to document their own ex-
periments for the benefit of others.
Wideband amplifiers, low noise
oscillators, specialist radio test gear
(most useful) active mixers, crystal
filters, power supplies - to list but a
few.The bookalso offers a number of
look -up tables for filter design
together with detailed explanations of
such things as dynamic range,
reciprocal mixing and other of these
'buzz' word parameters which
magazines so love to include in their
articles and reviews.

Having said all these wonderful
things about Solid State Design, it
comes in for quite a bit of stick. First of

all, it's American. I've got nothing
much against N's, W's and K's (ex-
cept perhaps that they all seem to run
more power than I do!) but the com-
ponents shown in the book's circuits
are not always easily available over
here. This is particularly true of the
toroid cores which are used in nearly
all the illustrations. It is true that the
authors meticulously provide winding
details for inductors, but their instruc-
tions are not worth the printer's ink if
you can't buy the right core. This is an
instance where a degree of practical
experience is necessary in order to
'adapt' the components shown in a
US circuit diagram to those available
from UK sources.

I have another gripe. This
reference book was first published
some seven years ago. Although the
theory holds up excellently some of
the practical circuit example are star-
ting to look a bit dated. Many of the
building blocks described could be
better implemented by some of the
multi -function radio ICs currently on
offer. The circuits themselves seem
rather old fashioned; no designer
would dream of putting together a
piece of amateur gear based purely on
the designs shown in this book. (Oh
dear! I'm obviously not state of the art
enough. - Ed.) Specifically, the
chapter on radio synthesisers was
positively atavistic. You just wouldn't
put something together based on SSI
and MSI TTL.

However, there is another side to
the coin; IC circuits make a very poor
teaching aid. Too many electronics
engineers these days are at the mercy
of the semiconductor companies' ap-
plications labs. Discrete circuit ex-
amples allow a much greater
understanding of the design process
and are probably more instructive for
the equipment building radio amateur.
I have no complaints as an enquiring
reader. G4JST
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CA It I R016111
...Give us a ring 7 Coptfold Road, Brentwood, Essex CM14 4BN

\t,,\\ Tel: 0277.226470 or Tel: 0277 226470 or 219435 Ansaf one on 219435 Telex: 995801 (REF: A5)

219435

CHOICE
When you are tempted to a new rig you owe it to yourself to go to a store where
you can see the competing models. It doesn't make sense to travel 100 miles or
more to see one brand. ARROW STOCK YAESU. TRIO/KENWOOD & ICOM.

COME AND TRY THEM SIDE BY SIDE

FT757GX

sm.

TS430S

IP

IC745

How about a new receiver, does your dealer offer you a choice of current models or only one brand. AT ARROW YOU CAN TRY:
R2000. R600. R70. FRG7700.

(Incidentally -- the ICOM R71 is expected soon Plus the new one from YAESU)

HAVE YOU TRIED & COMPARED 2M HANDHELDS IN YOUR LOCAL DEALER?
ARROW HAVE: FT208R TR2500 LS20XE C110/1C2E for you to try, together with all accessories plus the 70cm version. (Some
more HOT news: Soon a new IC2 from I COM, the FT203 from Yaesu & the SK202 from SOMMERKAMP which will really be a
winner on price and performance.)

DOES YOUR DEALER PUSH HIS CREDIT CARD AT YOU, or does he offer you a choice of payment methods. ARROW will
accept ACCESS, BARCLAYCARD. EUROCARD, MASTERCHARGE, VISA, TRUSTCARD, ALL "CREDITCHARGE" IN STORE
CARDS, and of course we have our own card too, Cheques, Travellers Cheques, most major currencies (andwe can offer special
export schemes saving tax). Or how about Interest Free Credit, Normal Hire purchase, No Deposit HP. We will be happy to advise
you on the most economic method for your purchase.
EXPERTISE Everyone claims to have it - we'll rest on our reputation. Not every company can have designed and manufac-
tured transmitters for commercial use including some of the very top names in Show business.
SERVICE Not just the ability to mend your gear, but a sales system where equipment is tested before despatch, where the sales
staff are interested users of the equipment, where we will never refuse to service your equipment "becauseyou didn't buy it from
us" or suchlike.
PRICE With 3 store buying power Arrcw buy as competitively as any dealer - bulk buying is the answer to our terrific price
deals. WE BUY BIG - RING US FOR PRICE!!!

NOW SOME BARGAINS:
IC251E LS2OXE DR7500X TS430S IC2E

2M Base Station 2M FM Diawa Trio Kenwood 2M
Multimode Handy Rotators HF Trans Handy

£479 £119 £109 £695

3 UK Locations Nationwide or Mail Order
Peter G3LST or Bob G6AUC at Brentwood-/ SCOTLAND Bill GM6NHJ-041 339 6445
WALES John GW8UZL 0248 714657

\ \\\\ \\\ \\ \\ \\\ \\\M \\\

£149

"PHONE YOUR ORDER FOR TODAY'S

DESPATCH ALL WE NEED IS YOUR

El OR VISA NUMBER, SMALLMi=
SPARES - PLUGS - AERIALS -
PHONE FOR L QUOTE FOR THAT NEW

RIG!"

OPEN 5 DAYS A WEEK. CLOSED THURSDAYS



RTTY with the
I g31g3 °I gcoxDoLopagR
and G3LIV Interface

Readers of my previous article on
RTTY will remember that I discussed
a Terminal Unit called the 'ST 5',
which was designed to provide the
necessary voltages to operate a
mechanical teleprinter. This review
describes a horse of a different colour,
in fact, three horses of a different col-
our! I am going to discuss the G3LIV
MODEM/interface for use between a

set up the circuits, using an audio
generator and a frequency counter. In
my view it is essential that they be
aligned using a scope. I think that it is
impossible to do the job without one,
but should any of you readers not be
in possession of any of these units of
test gear, do not despair. Johnny
Melvin, the designer can arrange to do
this for you for a small fee. The whole

Ken Michaelson, G3RDG, investigates a 'state of the
art' approach to RTTY- the long distance typewriter.
receiver or transceiver, the BBC
model 'B' computer, and, not the least
important, the program written by
Peter Harris, G3WHO, to operate it.

The G3LIV interface arrived at my
home QTH packed in a plastic bag,
together with full instructions for
assembling it. The PCB is roller -tinned
and drilled but not screen printed with
the component numbers etc. This in
itself is not a disadvantages as a full-
sized drawing of the PCB is provided
giving all the positions and values of
the various items. It measures
1 70mm by 120mm with 4 mounting
holes, and is made of high quality
glass fibre. A list of the components
was also enclosed and a check show-
ed that everything was in order. I set
to with the soldering iron, and without
undue strain, completed the job in
two evenings quite easily.

Alignment
Having checked all the soldering

and external wiring for short-circuits
etc, the next thing to do was to apply
power and align the active filters.
They are designed to have switched
centre frequencies to cover both the
amateur 170Hz and commercial
425Hz shifts. In fact, the unit can be
aligned to cover any two shifts re-
quired. However, in this case I was
going to align them to cover
1275/1445Hz for amateur use and
1275/1700Hz for the commercial
shift. The alignment instructions sug-
gest that an oscilloscope be used to

operation of the unit is dependant
upon the correct adjustment of the
various circuits. There are nine poten-
tiometers, but the unit is aligned in
stages, and the end result should be a
unit which is selective enough to
operate in todays crowded band con-
ditions without the frustration of los-
ing the signal. Provided that care is
taken in the alignment of the circuits,
this objective is achieved.

Having got the unit electrically
functional, the next step was to ar-
range to connect up the second
board, the AFSK tone generator. This
would not be required for those of you

who are only interested in receiving.
In my case, a ready built AFSK board
arrived from Johnny Melvin, and this
only had to be connected to the pro-
per points on the main board to make
the unit operational both for receiving
and transmitting.

Since all the operation of the
transmitter etc, is controlled from the
keyboard of the BBC computer, it was
necessary to arrange some method of
'PTT' for the TRIO TS820S that I use.
This was done by means of a DIL reed
relay, the coil of which was con-
nected between PB2 and the com-
puter's 5 volt line, available on the rib-
bon cable coming from the computers
USER PORT, PB2 switching on and
off in response to 'CTRL TRANSMIT'
and 'CTRL RECEIVE'. The 'DATA
OUT', PB1, was connected to the
switching point on the AFSK board
and the 'DATA IN' came from the 4.7
volt logic output on the unit to PBO.
Signal ground was, of course, '0
volts'. While on this point, I must tell
you that there is available from the
BBC computer itself, a perfectly good
audio output from PB7 of the USER
PORT. The only thing is that it is a
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square wave output and requires
filtering before it can be connected to
the microphone socket of the
transmitter. Johnny Melvin has also
got this in hand and supplied me with
a little board with the filtering resistors
and capacitors on it. I have also tried
this board instead of the AFSK tone
generator board, and it works perfect-
ly with no bother. Fig. 1 shows the cir-
cuit of the receive board and Fig. 2
that of the AFSK oscillator. Fig. 3
shows the appearance of the test
set-up.

Loading the Program
Now that the unit, together with

the AFSK board, was functioning cor-
rectly and was being controlled from
the keyboard of the computer, the
time had come to load the G3WHO
program. Peter Harris, who wrote this
excellent program, has given a
number of options or 'control codes'
to use with it. Space does not permit
the complete listing of the available
commands, but, briefly, it will enable
the BBC model B computer to send
and receive RTTY when interfaced
with a suitable Terminal Unit, in par-
ticular, the G3LIV unit reviewed here.
It operates in the split screen mode,
enabling the preparation of transmit
text in the bottom half while received
text is being printed in the upper half.
The speed of transmission/reception
is easily changed between 45.45
bauds and 50 bauds from within the
program and any other speed (up to

about 100 bauds) can be selected.
Audio tones are available from PB7 of
the USER PORT (as mentioned above)
as an alternative to using an AFSK
oscillator. A CW identifier and real
time clock are provided, and pre-
programmed messages can be ac-
cessed for transmitting by a single key
entry. There is also, to my mind, a
very important extra facility. The pro-
gram has the means of switching a
printer on or off as desired. This can
be driven by either the parallel or serial
output from the computer, and can be
very helpful in QSOs and is a necessi-
ty for contest working.

On the Air
I will now describe how the G3LIV

interface using the G3WHO program
actually operated when controlled
from the BBC computer. The first
thing to do was to tune up my
transmitter, in this case, to 14MHz.
The unit is intended to operate on Up-
per Sideband. I turned the dial to
14090KHz and, tuning carefully,
found several stations working, and
one who was calling 'CQ'. Slowly tur-
ning the dial so that the two tuning
LEDs flashed on and off in sync with
the tones of the received signal, the
'CQ' call was displayed on the upper

Fig.2. Circuit of the AFSK
oscillator.
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Fig.3. The completed board on test

half of the screen. I waited until I

copied the usual 'PSE K K' and, with
some trepidation, pressed 'CTRL T'.
The word 'RECEIVE' altered to
'TRANSMIT' on the top left of the
screen and I called him. "l300P
1300P DE G3RDG PSE K K K", and
pressed 'CTRL R' to go back to
'receive' and copy his reply. I got it OK
and the QSO continued along the nor-
mal lines. Fig. 4 shows a typical short
QSO using the equipment. Figs. 5 and
6 show the appearance of the screen,
(a) when the MENU is displayed, and
(b) when the program is in operation.

So long as the operation of the
two LEDs is watched (thus keeping
the Rx in tune), good copy can be ob-
tained, but I must point out that care
has to be taken when receiving RTTY
signals. I mentioned this in my last ar-
ticle and I make no apologies for draw-
ing it to your attention again. If the Rx
is not tuned carefully, it may be
thought that the selectivity and
response are not sufficient, BUT pro-
vided that the tuning dial is handled
gently, and the LEDs watched, then,
one can get optimum copy under very
difficult conditions.

The ability to type ahead was
found to be a great help, particularly
when a question was asked by the
other end. One could start making the
reply slowly and then be ready for him
when he passed the transmission
back. An important point to
remember, however, is that you have
to clear from the 'transmit' part of the
screen the message that you have
placed there and just sent. Otherwise
you find that you have gone over to
transmit and are sending out the

not the neatest of assemblies, but

message you previously made up! I

have done this on two or three occa-
sions and I am very careful now. The
'transmit' half of the screen is cleared
by pressing 'CTRL K'. Also found very
useful were the pre-programmed
messages. I put the station details in
one of them and then only had to
press one key to get them all transmit-
ted without a mistake.

Mini -face
I also had sent to me for review a

very interesting little box. Johnny
Melvin has produced a complete unit,
using the same circuitry as the inter-
face discussed above but much
smaller, the whole thing being com-
pletely self-contained. It derives all its
power from the BBC computer and
measures only 1 55mm by 90mm by
33mm high. It is in an attractive off

it worked!

white case with the two LEDs for tun-
ing at the right hand side front and the
'power on' LED on the left. They are of
the miniature type as are the three
switches, ON/OFF, N 0 R -
MAL/REVERSE and WIDE/NARROW
SHIFT. The rear edge has a standard
20 pin IDC connector that only re-
quires a 20 way double ended ribbon
cable to interface direct into the BBC
USER PORT on the underside of the
computer. The receiver and
transceiver connections are taken to a
standard 3.5mm stereo jack mounted
on the back. There is also a poten-
tiometer on the PCB at the back to
regulate the tones for the microphone
input.

You may well ask what does one
do for the PTT connections that I men-
tioned above. Well, in this case you
use theVOX facility of the transceiver

Fig.4. A typical QSO using the equipment.
HHFUFH,F KOFE MD I ODMCX TA.0

,0 Lc. 10 Co CO CO CO DE G3RDG G3RDG G3RDG
O CO CO CO CO DE G3RDG G3RDG G3RDG

CO rt.., Li, Li, CO CO CO CO DE G3RDG G3RDG G3RDG
OfFI HuRTH-WEST LONDON AR PEE K K K
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C3RDc. F.'1PDG G3RDG DE 12BEM T2BEM PEE KKK
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FEN HNC, nTH LONDON... I WILL GIVE YOU YOUR PET ON THE
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PYRP'.1,RYRYPYRYPYRYRYPYRYPYRY
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Fig.5. The menu that the program
offers the user.
(that is if you are wanting to transmit.
As soon as the 'CTRL T' is pressed, a
tone is generated inside the BBC com-
puter, and this is applied to the
microphone socket. Since you have
switched in the VOX, the transmitter
immediately goes over to transmit.
Pressing the 'CTRL R' again brings
you back to 'receive'.

All this sounds very long-winded,
but I was on the air within 10 minutes
of unpacking the unit, and it perform-
ed beautifully. The only extra one has
to buy is the 20 way IDC cable, which
Johnny can supply.

The simplicity of using VOX made
the operation very easy, and the first
contact I had was with UT5RP in
Odessa on the 80 metre band at about
2100 hours, I am sure that you have
probably heard the QRM in the even-
ings on 80 metres, so I think you will
agree that since I was able to have the
QS° (my report was 569), the efficie-
ncy of the unit was most satisfactory.

All in all, this little marvel is perfect
for the RTTYer who doesn't want to
build or have any extra connections

G3LIV RTTY COMPUTER .INT ERFACE

RECEIVE

TRANSMIT

NORMAL ;MHZ

4110**'
RE VERSE

Fig.7. The ready-made unit that is self-contained and derives power
from the computer.
with the mains, but wants the
simplest and most efficient method of
getting on the air in the RTTY mode.

Conclusions
The units and computer, using the

program, have been in frequent use
during the last four or five weeks, with
no trouble in working RTTY stations,
and no snags. RTTY interest is grow-
ing, and the G3LIV INTER-
FACE/MODEM used with the BBC
computer is most certainly the 'up to
date' method of working the mode. I
consider both units to be value -for -
money purchases, either in kit form or
ready cased with only the connec-
tions to the computer and transceiver
to make. The performance of the units
is very satisfactory under QRM condi-
tions, with the qualification always,
that care is taken in the tuning of the
signal. A further point to emphasise to
those of you who decide to build your
own interface is the careful alignment
of the tuned circuits. It is really upon
these two points that the successful
operation of the units depends.

Fig.6. The split-screen display when the program is in use.

Final Update
As one of the three items under

review in this article was the BBC
model B computer, it might be con-
structive to comment on the way it
worked with G3WHO's program.
Coming, as I did, straight from a
VIC-20 computer, the BASIC dialect
was quite different, and took some
getting used to, particularly the pro-
grammable keys. I found that it was
necessary to prompt my memory by
having the list of the various functions
placed on top of the red function keys.
But apart from that, which would not
happen after I became familiar with it,
I have nothing but praise for the BBC
micro. I like the keyboard, and the
manual has plenty of information.
Since this is the model 'B', there is
memory of 32K, which means that
there is no need to think about an ex-
tra motherboard to take 'plug-in' RAM
cartridges etc. The facilities which are
available in the machine make it un-
necessary to think about outboard
gadgetry, and the sockets on the
underside of the computer cover all
types of data input/output.

I hope that the above has whetted
the appetite of some of you to have a
go at working this mode, and for
those of you who decide to do so,
welcome to the world of RTTY.

The author would like to thank
Johnny Melvin, G3LIV and Mick
Payne, G4ITX, of SP Electronics for
the loan of their equipment and all the
help they gave. In return, SP asked if
we might mention that they have a
dealership for the BBC computer and
software, and that they stock various
other computers, a range of radio
equipment and all of Johnny's range
of equipment, including the pre-
programmed EPROM containing the
G3WHO program; of course, I told
them that we couldn't possibly give
them such a mention!
John Melvin , 2 Salters Court,
Gosforth, NEWCASTLE,
S P Electronics, 48 Linby Road,
Hucknall, Notts. (0602 640377).
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NEWCOMERS
IP' o CAM
Since the inception of this magazine,
one of the main features has been
constructional projects, in an attempt
to show that you can build it yourself,
and don't have to go out and buy
something to get on the air. You may
not necessarily save money doing
this, depending on the project, but the
will get a very great sense of satisfac-
tion from this approach when it is all
finished and (hopefully) working. You
will have also learnt something about
the circuit that you have built.

sure what they all are. Perhaps you
are contemplating buying some
capacitors for a project or two but do
not know which type to choose.

Most articles do attempt to point
out how to identify any out -of -the -
ordinary components, but this still
leaves a large number of 'ordinary'
items, particularly resistors and
capacitors, that an experienced con-
structors would probably identify in 1
second flat but which will probably
flummox the newcomer totally.

In this NF special, Tony Bailey, G3WPO, gives
a handy, up-to-the-minute guide to identifying

components.

As I am sure many of you are
aware, the writer is more than a little
involved in such projects, and has
always been an avid home construc-
tor. The first major project I ever at-
tempted was a single sideband
transmitter for 160m, shortly after I
became licenced. It worked very well
(using those large seven legged tran-
sistors with heaters), but had a
peculiar sounding transmit quality -
a home made lattice filter for the SSB
filter had been made, and the pass -
band had a rather large dip in the mid-
dle. Consequently, the audio sounded
"as though you are talking down a
drain pipe".

However, it did work, and I reckon
I got far more satisfaction out of using
that little rig in my first few years on
the air, than the KW Vespa which I
subsequently acquired to replace it
(then sold to build a VHF
Transceiver!). If nothing else, the
audio did start a few conversations
off!

Home construction brings its own
problems, and, for the relative
newcomer, one of the biggest is that
of identifying components, especial-
ly, say, when you are confronted with
a large bagful of components to build
a kit with, and this is your first at-
tempt! You may have acquired a
number of surplus bags of mixed
"things" at a Rally, and are not really

So, this months piece is a special
edition, aimed at giving you a
reference for as many components as
we can cover. Particular attention is
being paid to capacitors, special types
of resistor, and some of the other
components used within these
pages. We suggest you keep it handy
for future use - possibly more
similiary aimed pieces of construc-
tional information may follow if there
is a demand. Also, some information
on what type of component to use for
what purpose has been included.

Resistors
Probably the most notable thing

about the humble resistor is that it is
now a lot smaller than it once was -
but at least they nearly all carry similar
colour coded bands these days - you
don't have to fathom out one colour
on the body and coloured circles etc
anymore. The resistor may be small
and cheap but it plays an essential
part in almost every radio design.

There is a great number and varie-
ty of resistor types, but the great ma-
jority of solid state designs that the
average constructor meets these
days use the 0.25 watt, 5% tolerance
carbon film variety, with PCB layouts
standardised at lOmm lead spacing
for horizontal mounting. You can pro-
bably get away with these for most
normal applications unless you want

By Tony Bailey, G3 WPO
1

closer tolerance, better noise perfor-
mance in certain applications, or a
higher wattage rating.

Do you know how these carbon
film resistors are made? The
resistance is comprised of a thin car-
bon film deposited on to a ceramic or
other tube. The final resistance is ad-
justed by cutting a spiral around the
tube while monitoring the resistance,
so that the effective resistance path is
increased to the required value. All
this is done automatically - and can
be controlled to .01 % accuracy. This
process can increase the resistance of
the uncut body by factors of several
thousand times. All this is hidden
under a protective outer covering,
with the colour coding marked on top.

Resistors of ratings up to 2 watts
are not difficult to obtain. They all
have similar colour codings - just in
case anyone is in doubt the standard
table is given for reference. If you
have difficulty in remembering this,
you can get hold of little 'decoder
cards' from some dealers - where
you dial up the colour codes of an
unknown resistor and read off the
value.

High Power
If you need a higher wattage

resistor for RF use (carbon film types
have appreciable capacitive reac-
tance after spiralling), then carbon
composition resistors are easily ob-
tainable, slightly smaller for the same
power rating, but not quite so stable in
value over long periods. Colou'r
coding is the same, (the fourth end
band will generally be silver as 10%
tolerance is normal with carbon com-
position). You may even find no
fourth band - in which case the
tolerance of the resistor is + / - 20%
(20% tolerance resistors are fairly un-
common these days).

Of course, wirewound resistors
are another possibility for high power
applications (not RF - see further on)
and come in many different packages,
including some metal sheathed
variants of very high wattage rating
which can be bolted directly to a
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chassis. Whilst OK for DC use, and at
Audio frequencies, wirewound types
are useless for RF work due to the fact
that they are also nice inductors if you
consider how they are wound!

Incidentally, there are some wire -
wound types that are encapsulated
and look just like carbon composition
resistors, complete with coloured
band coding. However, they can be
identified by the fact that the first
band is always wider than the others.
You might even find both ends have
wide bands, in which case the resistor
is flameproof (the right hand band will
be blue).

Tolerances
A word about tolerances may be

in order. If you have a 4.7K (4700
ohms) resistor of 5% tolerance, then
you can expect its value to lie bet-
ween 4935 and 4465 ohms (pro-
bably well within these limits). Depen-
ding on the application, this shouldn't
be any problem, but if you were using
two resistors as a divider chain to get
a specific critical voltage, then pro-

bably a closer tolerance would be call-
ed for (you can always select resistors
using a multimeter, and if this is a
digital type, even better).

At one time, values under 10
ohms used to be referred to as 6.8 or
4.7 ohms. Like pounds, shillings and
pence, this had to go for some reason
or other to appease the great God of
Standardisation. Now, these two
values are 6R8 and 4R7, with the "R"
replacing the decimal point. Likewise,
under one ohm, we now have R47,
rather than 0.47 ohm. Also, the "R"
creeps under 1000 ohms, so that we
have 470R for 470 ohms. You can
now conclude that the "R" stands for
ohms, and its position indicates the
decimal point location.

Above 1000 ohms, we change to
"K" (for times 10001, so that 68K is
68,000 ohms, and 6K8 is 6,800
ohms. Then up to "M" for times
1,000,000. 1 M2 is then 1.2
megohm, or 1,200,000 ohms.

All the resistors we have referred
to so far generally carry four colour
coded bands - three for the actual

value, and one to indicate the
tolerance.

Metal film
These are normally used where

better tolerances are required, and 1
and 2% tolerance types are easily ob-
tainable. Suitable applications are
where the value has to be very close
to a calculated value (say, in active
filter circuits), and, also, where high
long term stability, and low noise are
important. They are made like carbon
film types, but use a deposited metal
oxide film (some types are often refer-
red to as 'metox').

Most people find the bigger pro-
blem with metal film resistors is
deciphering their coding and I won't
be the first person to resort to a
multimeter to find out a metox resistor
value! Firstly, they have five
(sometimes six) bands of coding, and
secoQdly, they are obtainable in a
much wider range of values, so the
coding can be an unfamiliar combina-
tion of coloi irc.

As an example, say we have a
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A Regiment of Resistors

1. Carbon Composition

2. High Power Wirewound Dropper Resistors (TV Use)
3. Carbon Film
4. Metal Cased Wirewound

5. Precision (0.1 % ) Metal Film
6. High Power Wirewound (Flame Proof)
7. Wirewound
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There are large components . . .

coding of "brown, brown, black, red,
red). What have we got. Well, starting
at the beginning it reads ONE, ONE -
then what? The third band is another
figure, in this case black for zero -
this enables the value of the resistor to
be defined more accurately to 3
figures, rather than the two of normal
resistors (you could have
(12K5 -12.5K for instance). The
FOURTH band is then the normal
multiplier, in this case red for x 100.
The final value is then 11,000 ohms,
or 11K - actually 11K0 - to be ac-
curate as the markings. This leaves us
with one more band, which is the
tolerance, referring to the table this
would be + / - 2% (brown for + / -
1%). Actually, to confuse things,
there may be a sixth band, slightly
separated from the other five, at the
far end. If so, this is the temperature
coefficient, (the variation that will oc-
cur in the value of the resistor per
degree change in its temperature -
expressed in parts per million. Ed) not
normally of much concern to most of
us, but red is 50ppm and brown
100ppm.

Just as a parting shot on these
types, because most metal film types
only need 2 figures to define the
value, there are ones about with only
four bands! Just like the carbon type.
The tolerance band will then show
either red or brown normally, with the
resistor body normally a distinctive
colour (blue seems to be the fashion).

Component decade values
Everyone who has ever done any

constructing must have realised that
resistors (and capacitors) come in a
fixed set of values. The most common
is referred to as the 'El 2' series. This
is 1, 1.2, 1.5, 1.8, 2.2, 2.7, 3.3, 3.9,
4.7, 5.6, 6.8, 8.2, and the multipliers
lie X100 or 1000) of these. I am not
sure how these came about but
suspect that it is because taking + / -
10% tolerances (which was the stan-
dard tolerance years ago) of each
value gives the limits of the next value
in the series when that is similarly
toleranced.

With the arrival of todays elec-
tronics and higher accuracy re-
quirements, a new set of values had
to be established - these are the E24
series, and these are 12 more values
in this series than the El 2 - 1.2, 1.3,
1.6,2.0, 2.4, 3.0, 3.6, 4.3, 5.1, 6.2,
7.5 and 9.1.

If you venture into the world of
precision resistors, there is another
set of values to increase the precision
of the coding, but you are very unlike-
ly to meet these.

There are lots of other resistor
types, mainly variations on the above
in terms of packaging or rating, even
ones housed in what look like in-
tegrated circuit packages for space
saving reasons.

Capacitors
It is here that the would be con-

structor is most likely to come adrift.
Before reading on, which is the odd
one out of the following markings?
n10, 100K, 100p, 100pF, 100J,
and a package devoid of markings
other than a brown body with a red
tip?

There seems to be very little stan-
dardisation in capacitor markings, as
many people will testify. The
Japanese and Russians seem par-
ticularly adept at using different mark-
ings for the same thing. Those listed
above all indicate the same value - of
100pF!! You may be forgiven for
thinking that at least one of them was
100,000pF or .1uF (actually, this
would be marked 100n - or, .1,
103n, Oul, 103K and a few
others . . . 1.

Identification
So, now a few basic principles to

aid in capacitor deciphering. These
notes are not infallible - sometimes
the only answer is a capacitance
meter.

For values below 100pF, there is
very often only the figure, say 22 (for
22pF). It may be followed by a letter,
but this will be a TOLERANCE, NOT a
multiplier, i.e. 22K or 22J.
Sometimes just the 'p' follows for pF,
and like low value resistors, 2p2
would be 2.2pF. Very occasionally
you will meet a colour coded body
such as the example given at the
beginning, with the body being the
figure colour, and the tip the
multiplier.

For values of 100pF-999pF,
again, possibly three figures such as
150, maybe followed by a letter -
150K or 150J: all these indicate
1 50pF. Also, the addition of the letter
'n' PRECEDING the figures denotes a
multiplier of 10 i.e. n15 is 1 50pF
also, and n10 is 1 O0pF.

For values of 1000pF to 9999pF,
things start to change. Normally,
1000pF will be marked 1000p, .001
(for .001 uF), or 1 n. The latter is im-
portant - a small 'n' following the
figures is a multiplier of 1000. Also,
an actual FIGURE multiplier may be
given - 102 indicates 1000pF - 10
times 100 (or 10 plus two noughts if
you like). Another letter may follow
some of these - this is a tolerance in-
dication - 102z is common (see
later).

For values of 10,000pf to
99,999pF. Similar to the last one,
although you are unlikely to find
10,000 as a marking. The normal
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codings are 1 On, 103(n), 103z, and
.01. Similarly, 22n or 223 are both
.022uF.

For values of 100,000pF to
.999uF. Again, 104 is a common
marking for 0.1uF, but you will also
find 100n equally as often. Just ".1"
is found, or sometimes Ou1. The lat-
ter is a similar convention to resistors
where the "u" symbol is like the "R"
symbol, in this case showing the posi-
tion of the decimal point in relation to
1uF. 220n would be the same as
.22uF.

Above 1uF (more often an elec-
trolytic type) the actual value is
generally printed accurately. but
often followed by the voltage, again
usually with a "v" following it. You
may sometimes find say, 10/16 -
this would be 10uF at 16v working.

Capacitor voltages
The subject of 'working voltages'

and electrolytic capacitors often
seems to confuse people. Let us
assume that the article you are follow-
ing specifies a "16v working" device.
Now, it doesn't matter one little bit if
you put in a capacitor that has a work-
ing voltage of anything ABOVE this,
say 25V, 50V or even 1000V (if you
had one). The only possible problem is
that the higher working voltage type
will probably be physically larger, and

may not fit the layout. Again,
although radial types (where both
leads come out of one end of the can)
are usually used on PCBS, you can
use axial types (one lead at each end)
by up -ending them and bringing the
other lead round the body.

Types of capacitor
The most common workhorse of

the lot is the ceramic type. For non-
critical applications, such as decoupl-
ing of RF circuits and many interstage
coupling and resonating purposes,
these are fine, providing their limita-
tions are borne in mind. The disc type
(i.e. round in shape) are most com-
mon in the larger values (10n and
above), and come in a variety of
shapes! For 1 On and above, except
for some specifically marked as high
voltage, their working voltages,
because of their small size and high
capacity, are limited to 20 to 63V.
Capacity tolerance is usually + / -
10%, + / - 20%, or + 80/ - 20%
(usual codes for these are K, M or Z -
often in lower case - following the
figures). Such large tolerances don't
really matter for decoupling purposes,
but bear it in' mind if you happen to
need something fairly accurate. The
reason for the large tolerances is the
form of dielectric used to get the
size/capacity relationship down.

Short component lengths above the PCB are essential in RF construction
to ensure stabilty and peak performance.

Disc types also come in lower
values down to 1 pF - an additional
tolerance letter of J ( + / - 5%) is usual
here, and you are unlikely to find a Z
tolerance on these types.

With values of 1000pF and
below, the ceramic plate or plaquette
type are common. These are square in
shape, and usually very small -a 2p2
capacitor can be very little different in
size to a 1000pF, with a working
voltage of 63V max. As these are so
much more commonly used in RF tun-
ed circuits, the temperature coeffi-
cient becomes more important. This
is usually denoted by a coloured band
across the top of the capacitor, or by a
patch of colour on one corner. The
usual colour code is:

RED/VIOLET
BLACK
ORANGE
YELLOW
GREEN
BLUE
VIOLET
ORANGE/ORANGE
N = Negative coefficient
P = Positive coefficient
Figure = capacitance change in ppm
per deg/C.

P100
NPO

N150
N220
N330
N470
N750

N1500

Capacitors without colour mark-
ings are not selected and may lie
anywhere in this range. Using com-
binations of these marked types can
give suitable temperature compensa-
tion to most circuits.

Again, different dielectrics are us-
ed for the higher capacities. The
changeover point varies, but above
330pF Hi -K types are often found
which aren't really suitable for use in
tuned circuits.

Monolithics
One other type of ceramic often

met, especially for decoupling pur-
poses, are those of monolithic con-
struction. They are made from alter-
nating layers of ceramic dielectric
materials - mixtures of fine ceramic
powders and resins, together with
silk-screened layers of metal paste
electrodes. After further processing,
stacking and compacting, they are
cut into squares, and provided with
wire ends and a tough encapsulation.
This gives a lot of capacity in a small
space, and although expensive by
comparison to other ceramic types,
are widely used in decoupling applica-
tions where space is limited.

Markings are usually limited to the
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. . . and there are small components.

value in the form of a simple ".1", or
100n etc, normally on a blue or beige
body, which may be almost square, or
sometimes in the form of a bead like
package. Working voltage is com-
monly 100V, with tolerances of + / -
10 or 20%. The temperature coeffi-
cient can be very high.

Other types
Ceramics aren't always suitable

for RF or even audio uses and some
can be affected in their value by ap-
preciable AC voltages flowing
through them so other types are often
needed. The ones you are most likely
to meet are Myclar, Mica, Poly-
styrene, Polyester and Elec-
trolytic/Tantalum types. Paper ver-
sions are rather out of vogue now, but
are often found in older surplus equip-
ment. Polyester types have now
superseded them.

Mylar
These are quite useful in the

1 000pF + range for audio and some
RF applications as they are more
stable than ceramic types. Generally
found in green, red or yellow rec-
tangular resin encapsulations with
radial leads, their markings are similar

to the higher value ceramic types (i.e.
102 and 223 for 1n and 22n).
Tolerances are normally + / - 10%,
but 5 and 2% values are also ob-
tainable.

Mica
Usually found in the form of

"Silvered Mica" capacitors from 2p2
to 10,000pF. They are popular for RF
tuned circuits due to their stability and
reasonably predictable temperature
coefficient (positive at around
+ 50ppm). Tolerances can be as low
as +/- 1%, or +/- 0.5pF for low
values, another reason for selection.
They are usually in a red or beige,
square or rectangular encapsulation
and clearly marked with their value
and tolerance. Working voltage is nor-
mally several hundred volts.

 Polystyrene
Found in a tubular package with

axial leads, you can see the internal
construction through the clear out-
side, of a roll of metal film with a
dielectric between. The point that
often confuses people is the red mark-
ing at one end of the package. It is
NOT a polarity marking, but simply in-
dicates which lead is attached to the

outside of the foil winding.
Tolerances are available down to
+ / - 2.5%, and they are a popular
choice for tuned circuits with good
stability and low slightly positive
temperature coefficient.

Capacity markings are usually
quite clear in the form of the actual
capacity, i.e. 220pF for love values or
1 n5 or 1500pF for higher values,
10pF is about the lowest value found,
with .01 uF at the top end. If you need
a fairly accurate .01 uF capacitor this
is about the only way to do it!

Polyester
The most common type is the

Mullard "Lozenge" type, with striped
colour coding. These are in fact
metallised polyester, where the basic
substrate has had a very thin layer of
metal film deposited on it. This gives
a much higher capacitance in a
smaller case. Values of .01-2.2uF are
common, with a tolerance of + / - 10
or +/- 20%.

Best used at audio frequencies for
coupling and decoupling, they are not
able to carry much AC current due to
the very thin metallising film. They do
have the ability to "self -heal" an inter-
nal short circuit, as the thin film is
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burnt away by the arc, thus clearing
the short!

Polycarbonate
Not so common, but very useful

where a capacitor is needed for timing
applications. They have a much lower
temperature coefficient than
polyester, and are much better suited
to AC power applications. The actual
value is normally printed clearly on the
case. Fot a capacitor in the 1 -10uF
region with a close tolerance of 5%,
they are ideal - except that one could
set you back as much as £4!

Electrolytics
Virtually everyone will have come

across these in one form or another.
Values from 0.1uF up to one whole
Farad, in every size, shape and form,
for any application.

The most common type are
aluminium electrolytic where two
aluminium foils, separated by in-
sulating papers, are wound into a roll.
The roll is then impregnated with a li-
quid (the electrolyte), aged and
stablised, then sealed into an
aluminium container.

Although useful, they do have
serious limitation which must be
borne in mind when selecting a

capacitor for certain applications.
Their leakage current is very high by

comparison with other types, and
they cannot be used at high frequen-
cies particularly well. They do not age
well, and the tolerance can be as
much as + 200% on the high side.
For AC power line filtering and audio
decoupling this is not usually of much
concern.

The voltage rating however IS of
prime concern. All such capacitors are
marked with their "working voltage",
and this should not be excessed in any
application. The results are often
disastrous with leaking chemicals and
explosion. During one HF Contest, I

had an electrolytic in a Linear amplifier
explode (it livened things up if nothing
else early in the morning) but the
Shack couldn't be used for ten
minutes afterwards due to smoke and
fumes.

A Few Guidelines

Temperature is also important
(usually the maximum temperature is
marked - often 85 deg C) - ex-
ceeding this can have the same ef-
fects as voltage overloads!

Identification is usually relatively
easy in terms of value, although
sometimes a marking may only be
10/25, which is 10uF at 25V work-
ing. Picking a type with a higher
voltage rating than required is safer,

and will not usually cause any pro-
blems, other than physical size. In

small values at low (50V) voltages,
the cases are normally axial or radial.
In the former, the leads come out each
end of the package, and in the other,
both out of end. Radials are a popular
choice of PCBs.

In larger values, tags or even
screw terminals are common,
possibly with a mounting clip for
chassis fixing. There are computer
grade types in very high values which
are ideal for smoothing PSUs. If you
need a higher voltage rating capacitor
for say a valve Linear PSU, then
several values can be made into a
series/parallel arrangement to get the
required capacitance and voltage
rating. However, it is important that
each capacitor has a high value
resistor across its terminals to level
out the voltage across each unit
(around 100K is usual, and of 1 watt
rating, depending on the actual
voltage in use).

Caution . . . . NEVER discharge a
capacitor with a metal object such as
as screwdriver - the capacitor won't
like it, and your screwdriver is liable to
weld itself to the tag anyway. Use a
resistor and discharge it gently.

Tantalum
For small physical size, and much

A Crowd of Capacitors

II
a 1. High Value Electrolytics

A- -

\..dim 2. Small Value Electrolytics

Wil

/ 3. Feedthrough4/
,-,-* 4 Tantalum Bead

3 '6'
5. Polystyrene

4 6. Polycarbonate

40 7. Paper

8 8. Mullard C280 Polyester

12
9. Ceramic Disc/ c,
10. Ceramic Plate

9 13 11. High Voltage Ceramic Discs

11
12. Monolithic Bead

15
13. Tubular Ceramic

14 ..,
10 14. Polyester (Siemens)

15. Unelco Mica
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better leakage characteristics than
the udinary electrolytic the Tantalum
bead capacitor is a good choice, but
is more expensive. The 'bead' type
will be the most familiar, and comes in
values from 0.1uF up to 100uF or so.
Working voltages vary from a few
volts up to 50 or more, and the size is
very dependant on this voltage rating.
Indentification is not normally a pro-
blem, the value being stamped on the
case, although only the figure is often
marked. Polarity is important, as with
aluminium electrolytics, and is nor-
mally marked, with the positive lead
longer than the negative (similarly
with some radial electrolytics).
Although not an infallible guide, the
right hand lead with the marking fac-
ing you is normally + ve.

There are many other types of
capacitor we have not touched on,
each with a particular application. The
ones covered are the most likely types
encountered by a constructor, and
with the help of the above and the
various photos and tables, you should
be able to identify most contenders.

Other Components
Inductors are often marked in

such a way that their value may not be

immediately obvious, especially
those made by TOKO, which figure
prominently in many of our construc-
tional articles.

The markings are in fact similar to
some ceramic capacitors, and take
the form of figures such as 101J,
4R7K, or 751 K. The basic unit is the
microhenry. Taking the first example,
101 would indicate 10 x 10 or 10
plus one zero i.e. 100uH - the suffix
letter5 is the tolerance, in this case
+ / - 5% ( K = + / - 10 % ,
M = +/ - 20%). 4R7K is one of the
decimal replacement figures i.e.
4.7uH + / - 10%, and the last one
750uH + / - 10%. Similarly 1mH
would be 102.

Axial chokes from other sources
(which look like resistors) are usually
coded by bands, so that brown, black,
black would be 10uH (10 with no
multiplier). 220uH would be red, red,
brown.

Variable Resistors
Taking one specific example,

again the TOKO range, once more the
coding that appears on these may not
be immediately obvious. The value is
always given in standard form such as
500R for 500 ohms, and 100K for

100,000 ohms. The taper for
resistance law) of the potentiometer
is however given by a letter. The two
normal ones are "A" for log law, and
"B" for linear law. There are others
such as anti -log but you are unlikely to
meet them in the normal course of
events.

Presets are always linear in taper
(except specials) with the marking
either stamped on one side, or
possibly colour coded with a three
dot code. This is similar to resistor
coding but without a tolerance band
- i.e. yellow, violet, orange would be
47K.

Most presets are of carbon track
composition for general use. If a bet-
ter quality (and more expensive) pre-
set is needed with low noise, coupled
with good temperature stability, then
Cermet (mixture of CERamic and
METal) types are the choice. They can
usually be identified by a ceramic
former (rather than phenolic) and
more elaborate wiper.

There are of course many other
components, and types within the
above discussion not covered, but I

hope to have explained the great ma-
jority of common devices and their
markings.
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NEW BRANDED VALVES

0474 813225.
PFL200 1.25
PL36 0.95
P1814 0.72
PL84 0.65

6AM5 6.00
6AN5 3.95
6405 1.20
6455 1.50

12AT6 0.85
12477 1.15
1241-7004 2.50
124U6 1.50

A2087 11.50 ECC83 Berner EL519 6.95 PL500 0.95 6AS7G 7.50 124U7 0.55
A2134 14.95 Made in UK EL821 8.50 PL504 0.95 6AT6 0.75 124V6 0.80
A2293 6.50 1.35 E L822 12.95 PL508 1.95 6AU6 0.85 124X7 0.65
42900 11.50 ECC85 0.60 EM80 0.70 PL509 4.85 6AV6 0.75 124X7WA 2.50
C1148A 115.00 ECC88 0.85 EM81 0.70 P1519 4.95 61,0081, 2.95 12417 4.00
DAF91 0.70 ECC91 2.00 EM84 1.65 PL802 5.95 6846 0.69 124Z74 1.95DAF96 0.65 ECC804 0.60 EM85 1.10 0.65 68A7 4.50 12846 1.50
DE 722 28.00 ECC807 2.50 EM87 2.50 PY500A 1.95 68484 3.50 12BE6 1.050ET23 39.00 ECF80 0.85 EN91 1.10 P1800 0.79 6BE6 0.72 128H7 1.80DET24 35.00 ECF82 0.85 EN92 4.50 P1801 0.79 6806 1.00 12BL6 1.75
DF91 0.70 ECF86 1.70 EY84 6.95 00V02'612.75 6BH6 1.95 12BY7A 2.75DF92 0.60 ECH3 2.50 EY86/87 0.50 00V03.10 5.50 6836 1.20 12E1 17.95
DF96 0.65 ECH35 1.60 EY88 0.55 011/03-204 68N7 450 12GN7 3.95
DK91 0.90 ECH42 1.00 EZ80 0.60 18.50 68148 2.75 12HG74 3.95
DK92 1.20 ECH81 0.58 EZ81 0.60 00V06 -40A 6BR7 4.95 30FL2 1.35DK96 2.50 00484 0.69 EZ90 0.96 18.00 6BR84 2.15 40KD6 5.50
D192 0.80 ECL80 0.60 GZ32 1.00 0S150/45 7.00 6857 5.50 38HE7 4.50DL96 2.50 ECL82 0.65 GZ33 4.50 OV03 12 4.95 68W6 5.35 8541 6.50
DLS10 13.50 ECL84 0.74 GZ34 2.15 S11E12 38.00 6826 2.50 8542 2.000LS16 10.00 ECL86 0.80 GZ37 4.50 T1)03- 10E 6C4 110 900G 13.15DM160 2.75 E F374 2.00 KT66 USA 7.15 28.00 6C1364 1.95 92AV 12.50DY86/87 0.65 E F39 1.00 KT66 UK 14.95 TD03-10F 6CD6GA 4.50 15082 5.50
DY802 0.72 EF42 3.50 KT77 Gold Lion 28.00 6CH6 8.50 150C4 -.15E8000 7.00 EF55 3.50 Special 9.50 U19 MO V 6016 3.50 807 1.50E80CF 10.00 EF80 0.55 KT88 USA 8.00 12.00 6CW4 7.25 811A 12.95
E8OF 13.50 EF83 3.50 KT88 Gold Lion UCH81 0.85 6DK6 2.50 813 18.50E80L 11.50 EF85 0.50 Special 15.95 UF80 0.80 6D05 3.35 833A 115.00E81CC 3.50 EF86 1.25 KTW61 2.00 U184 0.85 6D06B 2.50 5642 8.50E82CC 3.50 EEC* 0.85 M8083 3.25 UU8 9.00 6E48 2.50 5651 3.20
E133CC 3.50 EF91 1.50 M8137 5.50 UY41 3.50 6F6G 2.00 5670 3.50
E83F 5.50 E F92 2.50 M8162 5.50 111020 29.00 6F28 1.25 5687 4.50
E86C 9.50 E F93 0.69 N78 14.95 ZM 1001 5.00 6GH84 0.80 5696 3.50E88C 7.95 E F94 0.85 042 0.85 2021 0.95 6GK6 2.00 5749 2.50E88CC 3.50 EF183 0.65 082 0.85 2K25 24.95 6H6 1.35 5751 3.50E 130L 19.95 EF184 0.85 PC97 1.10 4CX2501337.50 634 1.10 58144 3.256180F 6.50 E F804S 11.50 PC900 1.25 4CX350471.50 635 1.95 5842 11.00E182CC 9.00 E F806S 14.50 PCF80 0.65 401504 25.00 6J5GT 1.50 5965 2.25E810F 18.50 EH90 0.72 PCF82 0.60 5U4G 1.00 636 0.65 6060 2.25A76 1.95 EK90 0.72 PCF86 1.20 5U4GB 2.50 6386 3.95 6080 5.75EABC80 0.70 E L34 PCF200 1.80 5V4G 1.25 6.JS6C 3.95 61468 7.50EAF42 1.20 Philips 3.50 PCF201 1.80 5Z4GT 0.85 6KD6 5.50 65504 8.00
EB91 0.60 EL34 2.25 PCF801 1.35 6A87 0.70 6L6GC 2.95 68838 9.95
EBC81 0.85 E L36 1.50 PCF802 0.60 6488 0.86 6L6G7 1.15 6973 3.75EBC91 0.75 EL38 6.00 PCF805 1.25 64C7 2.00 6LF6 4.50 7025 2.50EBF80 0.50 EL41 3.50 PCF808 1.25 64F44 2.50 6106 4.50 7027A 4.65
EC90 1.10 EL82 0.58 PCH200 1.50 64G7 1.95 6U8 0.85 7199 3.95
ECC81 1.15
ECC82 0.55

EL84
EL85 4.50

PCL82 0.80
PC183 2 50

64H6 1.50
6437 2.00

6V6GT 0.86
60501 0.55

7247 2.00
7360 9.50ECC82 Philips/ EL86 0.85 PCL84 0.85 64K6 2.00 757 3.00 7475 5.00Mullard 1.35 EL90 1.25 PCL86 0.85 6AL5 0.60 866A 3.50 7551 5.75ECC83 0.65 01360 7.95 PCL805 0.90 64M4 3.25 11E2 16.50 7591A 5.50
866A 3.95

LC7120
LC7130
LC7131
LC7137
MB3712
MC133OP
519018
019178
SN76003N
SN76013N
SN76023N
SN76033N
SN7613IN
SN76544N
TAA661B
TA7061AP
747120
TA7130
TA7I93
TA7204
TA7205AP
TA7222
TA7310
TA7314
7841208
TBA5200
780590
784540
TBA550Q
TBA641.BX1
TE3A800
7848105
TBA9200
TDA10044
TDAI170
TDAI190
TDAI327
TDA2020
7042030
1042532
TDA2540
TDA2590/3
70426114
UPC566H
UPC575C2
UPCI025
UPC1156H
UPCI182H
UPC1185H
UPC2002H

PM COMPONENTS LTD. VALVE & COMPONENT SPECIALISTS
SELECTRON HOUSE, WROTHAM ROAD, MEOPHAM GREEN, MEOPHAM, KENT WM

TELEX 966371 PM COMP
INTEGRATED

CIRCUITS
AN2140 2.50
AN240 2.80
LA4400 4.15
LA4422 2.50

3.25
3.50
5.50
5.50
2.00
0.76
5.50
6.65
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.30
1.95
1.20
3.95
1.65
1.50
5.50
2.15
1.50
1.80
1.80
2.50
0.70
1.10
1.10
1.25
1.45
3.00
0.89
1.65
1.65
2 20
1.95
2.15
1.70
2.45
2.80
1.95
1.25
2.95
1.95
2.95
2.75
2.50
2.75
2.95
3.95
1.95

SEMICO
AC127
AC128
AC141K
AC176
AC176K
AC187
AC187K
AC188
AD142
40149
A0161
AD161/2
AC/162
AF124
AF125
AF126
AF127
AF139
AF239
AU106
AU107
AU110
AU113
BC107
BC108
BC10913
80139
BC1413
BC141
BC142
BC143
BC147
80148
80149
BC157
BC158
BC159
BC160

0.20
0.28
0.34
0.22
0.31
0.25
0.28
0.25
0.79
0.70
0.39
0.90
0.39
0.34
0.35
0.32
0.32
0.40
0.42
2.00
1.75
2.00
2.95
0.10
0.10
0.12
0.20
0.31
0.25
0.21
0.24
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.12
0.09
0.09
0.28

DOCTORS
BC170B 0.15
3C171 0.09
BC172 0.10
BC173B 0.10
BC182 0.10
BC183 0.10
8018411, 0.09
BC212 0.09
802121 0.09
BC213 0.09
BC213L 0.09
BC237 0.10
BC238 0.09
80307 0.09
EIC327 0.10
80461 0.35
BC478 0.20
EI0547 0.10
BC548 0.10
805494 0.08
BC557 0.08
BC558 0.10
BD131 0.32
BD132 0.35
BD133 0.40
80135 0.30
130136 0.30
80137 0.32
BD138 0.30
EI0139 0.32
80140 0.30
8E179 0.34
8E180 0.29
BF1B3 0.29
8F194 0.1l
8E196 0.11
BF197 0.11
8E198 0.16

8E199
8F200
81258
8F259
8F336
BFX29
BFX84
BFX85
BFX86
81088
BEY50
EIFY51
81152
13E1(90
EIT106
BT108
8T116
BU105
BU108
BU124
BU126
BU205
BU208

0.14
0.40
0.28
0.28
0.34
0.30
0.26
0.32
0.30
0.25
0.21
0.21
0.25
0.77
1.49
1.89
1.20
1.22
1.69
1.00
1.60
1.30
1.39

8U208A 1.52
BU326A 1.42
MRF450 12.50
MRF4504

12.50
MRF453 17.50
MRF454 23.50
MRF475 2.50
MRF477 10.00
0071 0.40
R200813 1.70
R20108 1.70
R2540 2.48
T1P29 0.40
TIP29C 0.42
TIP30C 0.43
TIP31C 0.42

TIP32C
TIP41C
TIP42C
TIP47
TIP146
TIP2955
TIP3055
TIS91
2N3054
2 N3055
2N3702
2N3704
2N3705
2N3708
2N3773
2N5294
7N5296
7N5496
2SA715
2SC495
2SC496
2SC1096
2SC1173
2SCI306
2SC1307
2SC1449
2SC1678
2001945
2SC1953
2SC1957
2SC1969
2502028
2SC2029
2502078
2SC2091
2SC2166
2SC2314
3N211
350234

0.42
0.45
0.47
0.65
2.75
0.80
0.55
0.20
0.59
0.52
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.12
1.95
0.42
0.48
0.65
0.95
0.80
0.80
0.80
1.15
1.00
1.50
0.80
1.25
2.10
0.95
0.80
1.95
1.15
1.95
1.45
0.85
1.95
0.80
1.95
0.50

Many other items available
Please phone send list for quote

Goods normally despatched within 24 hours

CALLERS WELCOME
* Entrance on A227 50yds * HoursSouth of Meopham Green
Export enquiries welcome Mon. -Fri. 9.30-5.30

P. & P. 50p. Please add V.A.T. at 15%
* 24 -HOUR ANSAPHONE SERVICE *
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Taking apart
the L5VU (3U Part 4
RF SPEECH PROCESSING

Initially the G3LLL RF Speech Clipper
was developed to aid my own signals,
but very encouraging results led to
commercialisation. The circuit of the
unit is shown in Fig.A. whilst Fig.B.
(printed as Fig .2. in August issue)
shows how RF speech processing
functions in block diagram form. In

the signal eventually becomes strong
enough for the peaks to be clipped by
the second set of clipping diodes. Q3
has a gain of about 8-10dB so that if
the mic gain is advanced to give a total
of around 20dB of clipping this is
shared by the two sets of diodes en-
suring that neither of the stages can
be overloaded. Q4 provides isolation
from the clipping diodes, and passes

Harry Leeming, G3LLL, describes two methods of
RF Speech Processing and gives simplified

alignment details.

Ili
5

111110
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the case of the G3LLL Clipper, which
is only made for the FT101, input and
output connections are made by plug-
ging the unit into the VFO socket,
after attaching 3 jumper leads to
spare pins.

Circuit Description

On transmit, the double band sup-
pressed carier signal from the FT101
is applied to Q1, amplified slightly,
and then converted to SSB by the SSB
filter. As with any SSB signal, each
voice frequency then represents one
(and only one) radio frequency, and
this signal is further amplified by Q2
and Q3. As the mic gain is advanced

the signal back to the transmitter via
the output control. The clipped signal
is then processed by the transceiver's
SSB filter, thus ensuring that any out -
of -channel intermodulation products
are removed, giving a clean signal free
from splatter.

On receive, the signal path is the
same, but the gain is reduced and the
output control is disconnected. This is
achieved by wiring the clipper to the
FT101 Tx/Rx switching circuits,
resulting in 13 volts being applied to
pin 7 in the transmit mode only. R8 is
available so that the receive gain can
be adjusted to suit the operator's
preference. Concern has been ex-
pressed in some quarters that the clip-

ping diodes are still in circuit on
receive, but this is of no consequence
as only a colossal local signal could
cause them to conduct. In any case,
as they are after the SSB filter, this
would not matter. The extra gain pro-
vided by the clipper is within the
automatic gain control loop, which
results in better AGC action. The
FT101 therefore has less tendency to
overload on strong local signals when
the Clipper is fitted. Leaving the Clip-
per in the circuit on receive produces a
noticeable improvement in skirt selec-
tivity. At the time I was told that
cascading filters was something that
"wasn't done". Now it is a common
way of improving selectivity in com-
mercial ham gear.

Yaesu's RF Processor

A few years' later with the
FT101E came Yaesu's RF speech
processor which was not a great suc-
cess at first, particularly as it was
necessary to open the lid and adjust
an internal pre-set level control with a
screwdriver every time a band change
was made! The processor was quick-
ly re -designed and a level control (con-
centric with the clarifier) fitted - the
circuit is shown in Fig.C. Yaesu's pro-
cessor takes the SSB signal after the
IF unit, amplifies it by Ql, and clips it
in the integrated circuit Q2. Q3 mat-
ches the clipped signal to the SSB
filter, which removes out of channel
intermodulation products. Then the
clipped and filtered signal is returned
to the transmit chain via Q6 and T3.
Q5 acts as a variable resistor in the
level control circuit and avoids RF
having to be piped direct on the level
control on the front panel. When the
clipper is switched off, the signal is re-
routed via Q4 instead of via the clipp-
ing and filtering circuits. Initially,
some FT101E speech processors
functioned better on one sideband
than the other, depending upon the
setting of a non -clipped pre-set gain
control VR1. The writer traced this to
unclipped signals leaking via the inter -
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Fig.A. G3LLL RF Speech Processor
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Rx (ABOUT 2k01 IS FITTED
ON 'SPECIAL' FT101 MK1 MODEL ONLY

Rx

0 PINS 1&8

0

PIN 2
OUT

nal capacitance of Q4 and cured it by
connecting a 200pF capacitor from
the source of Q4 to chassis. This sim-
ple modification effectively shorts out
any signal when Q4 is electrically off,
but is not of low enough impedance to
short out signals when Q4 is switched
on and is acting as a source follower.
From about 1977 onwards FT101 Es
are factory fitted with this capacitor
on the reverse side of the processor
circuit board, although it is not shown
in the circuit in the manual.

Audio Quality

Properly adjusted, even 15 to 20
dbs of RF processing can sound quite
reasonable; why then do some sta-
tions using the G3LLL or Yaesu clip-
pers sound a muddy, muddled
games? RF clipping does seem to
'amplify' any existing audio faults and
the main trouble with almost all
Japanese microphones is that they
are short of treble. Recent cor-
respondence with Yaesu has revealed
that this is not so much because the
difference in pitch between the orien-

tal and european voice, but because
of different syllable emphasis in the
languages. Yaesu are now deliberate-
ly 'brightening' the audio on their ex-
port equipment.

When using speech processing
with older equipment much better
results will be obtained if a "bright'
microphone is used together with a
series capacitor (about 0.002 u for
50 Kohm input) to roll off the low fre-
quencies. Even fitting this capacitor
to the original mic makes quite a dif-
ference at the expense of a slight loss
of mic gain. From experience, the
Shure 444 plus a little extra LF roll off
seems about the best mic to use with
the FT101, but unfortunately it is get-
ting rather pricey. Funnily enough, at
the abosolute opposite end of the price
range, if you Can find an original gold
coloured Accos (Mic 43) crystal insert,
fit it in the Yaesu hand mic without any
matching transformer; you will find
this comes a very close second.

FT101 ALIGNMENT

Correct alignment makes the dif-

ference between mediocre and
superb performance with the best
equipment, and the FT101 is no ex-
ception. Alignment details are given in
Yaesu's manual but experience has
shown that the full procedure is only
necessary if the alignment has been
interfered with. In general it is advised
that coil cores should be left alone
unless there is clear evidence that
they have need of adjustment. First, a
couple of faults that come under the
heading of 'alignment'.
PA and Driver oscillates or exhibits
poor neutralization on the 40m band
only FT1 01 MK2 - E. This is caused
by misalignment of the extra coil L33
which is switched in on 40m to im-
prove rejection of the transmit 'I.F.'.
To cure, melt the wax holding L33
core with a hot iron and then trim until
good transmit drive is obtained
together with stability. The core is
very easy to damage and difficult to
obtain so use the correct trimming
tool and do not force it.
'S' meter does not fall to zero. This ef-
fect sometimes only occurs on one
side band, and is caused by RF from

Fig.B. RF Speech Processing an SSB Signal
SSB

SIGNAL
AMPLIFIED
SSB SIGNAL SOB

CLIPPED
SIGNAL

AF AF BALANCED SSB 10-20d13 CLIPPING SOB

PRE AMP MODULATOR FILTER OF GAIN STAGE FILTER A FILTER AND
MIC

I CLIPPED SOB

SIGNAL TO
DOUBLE SIDE BAND 'IF'

SUPPRESSED CARRIER -I STAGES OFOUTPUT L
TRANSMITTER

CARRIER

OSCILLATOR SIGNAL 'JUMPS' THESE
3 STAGES WHEN PROCESSOR
SWITCHED OUT
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the BFO getting into the AGC system.
To cure, carefully adjust the balance
pot VR1 in the product detector cir-
cuit on the low frequency IF board un-
til the reading disappears. Note that if
VR1 is badly out of alignment the
receiver will be almost dead with the S
meter reading S9 + .

Underside of FT1 01 E

Location Of Adjustments

Yaesu have not done a particular-
ly good job of indenting the various
adjustments in the FT1 01 users
manual (perhaps to discourage un-
necessary fiddling!). The alignment
and adjustment location chart
published by the FT Club and printed
by their permission as Figs.D and E
helps no end, but please only adjust if
you really know what you are doing,
unless of course you wish to pay me
£10 an hour to sort out the mess!

Simplified Alignment

If you are reasonably competent,
and your rig is not badly out of align-
ment the following adjustment pro-
cedure is quite simple to follow
through, and will normally con-
siderably improve performance on the
older rigs which have drifted a little.
Do not force trimmers if they are stiff.

Try warming slightly with an iron but
watch you don't melt the solder.

1 60-1 5 Metres

(1) . . . Tune to calibration point in
centre of band and peak pre -selector
for maximum on receive. (2) . . .

Leave pre -selector set, switch to
transmit, set carrier control to give
about 7Oma and tune load and PA for
maximum RF output. (3) . . . Trim
driver anode tuning capacitor on band
in use (TC6-TC1 0) for maximum RF
power out reducing drive control if PA
current exceeds 1 00MA. Repeat
above once or twice until pre -selector
peaks on receive at same point as on
transmit. Compromise for MAX DC
drive if necessary. Note Some makes
of 1 2BY7A will make Tx Et Rx peaks
differ.

An article describing the modifica-
tion of the FT1 01 series for 10, 18
and 24MHz will follow shortly.

ID
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10 Metres

(1) . . Tune to 28.6MHz (or
wherever in the 10m band peak per-
formance is required), and tune pre -
selector for maximum on receive.
(2) . Switch to transmit and with a
small amount of carrier inserted, tune
PA and load and retune pre -selector
for maximum RF power output,
noting as to whether it is necessary to
tune pre -selector HF or LF. (3) . .

Set pre -selector half -way between
points of peak performance on
receive and transmit, and trim grid
capacitor TC5 for maximum RF out-
put, reducing drive if PA current ex-
ceeds 100ma. Repeat 1-3 a few
times until points of peak perfor-
mance in transmit and receive coin-
cide. Compromise for MAX TX drive if
necessary. Note. Some makes of
1 2BY7A will make Tx Et Rx peaks dif-
fer.

If desired, the aerial trimmer
capacitors can be set on signal for
maximum receive strength, but this is
seldom needed, likewise, rarely will it
be necessary to interfere with the coil
settings.

Local Oscillator Trimmers If set sud-

denly goes dead on one band (usually
15 metres), slightly adjust oscillator
trimmer until unit comes to life. Set
trimmers for maximum Rx gain, but
not too near point where oscillation
ceases.

Band Pass Filter Adjustment - All
Modes It is important that the band
pass filter be correctly aligned. If it has
been altered or if new boards have
been fitted, it is important that filter be
checked. Proceed as follows: Set
transmitter for output on 14MHz into
a 50 ohm dummy load. In TUNE posi-
tion at 14000 KHz adjust PRE -
SELECTOR, PLATE and LOADING for
maximum power output. Do NOT ex-
ceed IC reading of 200MA. Adjust
carrier control for 200mA. Use
transmit mode for minimum time
necessary to adjust controls (five
seconds at intervals of 10-15 secs).
Do not touch CARRIER control after
setting. Adjust PRE -SELECTOR
PLATE and LOADING for maximum
output at 14250 KHz, note IC meter
reading. Repeat at 14500 KHz. If
readings are much different at these
frequencies, 14000, 14250, and
14500 KHz, then alignment of band-
pass is required.

TOP VIEW
2nd MIXER BOX BACK

TC5 TC4
TC2

TC3 TC1

In TUNE position at 14000 KHz ad-
just PRE -SELECTOR, PLATE and
LOADING for maximum output with
IC reading of 100mA. Adjust TC3 for
maximum. Repeat at 14500 KHz, but
adjust TC1 for maximum output.
Repeat both at 14000 and 14500
KHz as adjustments will interact. Now
check that maximum output at
14000 KHz and 14500 KHz are the
same. If not, adjust TC2 as follows: If
output is lower at 14500 KHz, in-
crease TC2, if lower at 14000 KHz
decrease TC2. After adjustment of
TC2 repeat adjustments of TC1 and
TC3, then re -check output.

Receive Band Pass Filter. Peak TC5
and TC4 for best signal using internal
crystal calibrator of FT101.

PROP A L BAILEY G3W PO 07918 6149

20 FARNHAM AVENUE HASSOCKS

WEST SUSSEX BN6 8NS WPO COMMUNICATIONS,

Again a full resume of our products - full catalogue on receipt of 50p in stamps. or
shortform catalogue for s.a.e. Try one of our kits this Winter - the very best detailed
instructions from an award winning design source.

NEW1I 2 METRE FM TRANSCEIVER- The February issue of this magazine contains
an article on the 6 channel receiver. Full kit of parts (less channel crystals) priced at
£39.50. The 6 Channel Transmitter(1 watt) appears next month at £32.90 lex crystals).
PCB's for either @ £3.80. Tx available next month - both units £68 inc.

CAPACITY -ADD-ON UNIT- What's this? A clever design which enables a Digital Fre-
quency Meter to turn into a Digital Capacitance Meter. Measures from 1 pF to lots of
uF's Only two connections needed to your DFM. Complete kit with case & pcb only
£18.20. Works off +5 to +15v supply.

VHF PRESCALER- enhance yourcounterfor£8.50!Divide by 10prescaler which will
raise the upper limit of your counter to 150MHz plus (typically 200MHz). Small, and
comes with case.

ANTENNA MATCHING UNIT-the only kit on the market. Suitable for SWLS or ORP
(up to 5/10 watts) Covers 1.5 - 30MHz, and intended for end -fed antennas or GSRV
types. Match youraenal to your Rx and get more signalsthrough.Easyto build andcom-
plete with case. £28.50

SIX METER CONVERTER- join in the 50MHz fun and listen with our 28MHz i.f. con-
verter. It is very sensitive. 20dBgain (variable so as not to overload your Rx) and easy to
align. +12v needed. All coils prewound. PCB and components mounted on it are
£14.00, or complete with diecast box and BNC connectors £19 00

LOW COST TRANSCEIVERS - OUR MOST POPULAR kits with hundreds sold.
Two versions- the DSB80 for 3.5 - 3.8MHz, and the DSB160 for 1.8 -2.0MHz Superb
receiver (lots of people have been very complimentary about it) with on -board audio
amplifier (1 watt). Double sideband (068) transmitter and CW with 3 watts or more Out-
put. VFO controlled and +12v operation. All built on one pbc and the kit is complete with
slow motion drive. but no speaker or mic. Price for either kit is £37.45. We also have a
punched case for the rig @ £23.35 including hardware, and it you want to go all the way.
a Digital Readout (ready built and which will fit the case) @ £24.10 including mounting
bezel. All three items for £79.00.1DEAL FOR BEGINNERS orORPenthusiastsores
relief from your Bleck Box. Comprehensive instructions are included. DISCOUNTS
forClub purchases of 5 or more. These rigs are easily capable of working Eu Dx as many
people have proved.

NEW THIS MONTH -OMEGA BROADBAND HF PREAMP. High dynamic range and
will suit any Rx lacking sensitivity. PIN Diode switched (not suitable RF Tx power)
+15dB gain. +1 2v operation. Complete kit with diecast box £7.50.

GET ON TO HF WITH OUR TRANSVERTERS - if you have a 2 metre multimode
transceiver, then you can use all its facilities (memories, scan etc) on the HF bands
BOTH TRANSMIT AND RECEIVE We have two versions, one for 160/80 & 40 metres,
and the other for 20,15 & 10 metres, Either version just plugs in to the VHF rig, and the
unit converts to 2 metres on receive, and down to HF on transmit. Rt sensing for
changeover avoids any mods to your rig. Very sensitive when used with any 2M rig and
offers2 watts minimum on Transmit - usually 3 watts(any mode your 2M rig has). Corn -

pact unit built on 2 printed circuit boards. It also oflersdirect frequency translation from
Your VHF rig dial i.e. 14.213 = 144.213MHz. Kits come complete with the 3 crystals
required. Priced at £81.00 for either version (pcb pair only for either 4 £8.50). A good
example of saving money by building it yourself.

PROJECTOMEGA- we have had an overwhelming response to these kitsfor a HIGH
PERFORMANCE HF TRANSCEIVER, as being described in this magazine, and over
150 people are well into constructing it with lots of complimentary reports on the
receiver. its a bit too complex to describe in full, but offers all HF bands in 1MHz seg-
ments, and most of the facilities found on far more expensive rigs. intended for full
break-inCW, but 5513 also part of the design. if you would rather knowwhat goes on in a
Black Box, then try building it though! It is not cheap. but you should be proud of the
result. Briefly, kits available so far are: Central IF Processing Unit (74.50), Preselector
(14.85), Notch Filter (12.50), Active Filter (16.65), Synthesised VFO (109.00 inc crys-
tals), Frequency Display .333.00), ORP PA (21.80), Logic/Antenna Switch (solid state
100 - 17.65) and Low Pass Filters(33.00), TX/RXSSBAdaptor/VOX(59.50), HF Pre-
amp (13.50), 100W PA, FM and AM units, VHF transverter. In -Line SWR bridge. and a
ready punched and screened case (Feb/Mar about £25) Diecast boxes for modules
aresupplied separately. PCB'scanalso be bought alone if wanted. Fullinstructions and
corrections included. We havea MAILING LIST/NEWSLETTER for this project - ask to
be put on it if you are interested in building it

70CM PREAMP- a low noise, very small preamp which could be built into most rigs!!
needed. Either built @ £8.50 or a kit @ £6.50

2 METRE PREAMP- again, very small and low noise, Kits at £5.00 or ready built for
£7.00. Ideal for Phase III satellite reception.

All prices include VAT. Post free over £10, otherwise +60p. Allow 1-4 weeks for delivery
if not ex -stock. All kits are complete with components(including bolts etc), pcb's(drilled
and tinned), wire and comprehensive instructions. Alignment/debug service available.
EXPORT - please write for prices. CASH WITH ORDER - MAIL ORDER ONLY,
TELEPHONE MON - FRI 10em - 4pm.

COMING SOON - More single band TRANSCEIVERS 160-10M. Watch this space
for details
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NOTE: For late model sets in which the
Trarsmitter has been disabled for 11 meter
operation, such operation can be restored
[in those parts of the world in which such
action is legal] by cutting the brown wire
accessible through the window in this area.
For details, see FT NEWSLETTER [May 1975].
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courtesy of the
International Fox- Tango
Club and Mily Lowens,

N4ML.

For greater convenience in use, pull out this page.
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POWER REG UNIT: PB-1185,0
B 1314; Mk I 1079

RL-2 -1

:ANT Relay'
[Below]

2 NOTES

1. Marl. I applies generally to Serial Nimbers below
24000; Mark II above 25000, B to introduction of
FT -301E in June 1975, E to d.gte.Dic NL 71133

2. Unlkss otherwise indicated, PB numbers apply to
circuit boards in both Mark II and B series [as
far Ls is known, E also]. Mark I numbers are given.

3. With few exceptions, alignment controls are the
same in all FT -101s, early and late.

4. The Voise Blanker in the B and E series is a plug -
type board. The separate crystal control board is
mounted above the VFO box in the B; in the E, this
board also contains the RF Processor unit. The
The board in the Mark I was similar to that in the
B; the mark II board included the Noise Blanker
above the VFO; in the Mark I, the Noise Blanker
was part of the Low Frequency IF Unit.

5. Adjustment controls on individual circuit boards
will generally be the same for all series except
where functions are clearly different (as in the
various Noise Blanker boards). The diagram was
originally drawn for the FT -101 Mark II (S/N 82K-
128367 - note that only the last five digits apply).
It was subsequently adapted for use with the
other series of FT -101s
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Designed and Drawn by
Frank W. Sechrist W6AIY

Edited and Adapted by
Milton Lowens WA2AOQ

Published by the

Adjustment of Slugs, Trimmers, Pots, etc.

Slugs. These are adjusted by inserting the
plastic trimmer tool into the hexa-

gonal hole and rotating the tool. First,
- however, the wax used at the factory to

lock the slug must be softened by carefully
inserting a short length of heated bare
No. 14 wire into the hole for a minute or
two. To heat the wire, wrap one end around
the tip of a small soldering iron. Slugs
should turn not use force! The
wax will lock the slug again as it cools.

Ceramic Trimmers. These are locked with un-
thinned enamel paint. The trimmers are
mechanically delicate and easily broken.
Use a tool that fits the screw slot well to
avoid undue pressure; make adjustments
slowly and gently. Usually very little
angular rotation is required and the exact

- position for peaking requires much care.

Can Cores. These are like the ones used in
117P77771ector assembly: they have a
thin threaded brass rod sticking out of the
top. They are difficult to adjust except
with jewelers tools because the slot in
them is so narrow. Also the material used
to lock the rods is quite tough ---use a
solvent like nail -polish remover --some re-
commend removing the entire assembly of 3
cores while removing the locking material.
Use rubber cement after adjustments for
locking. If slotted end of rod breaks,
force a small brass nut on it and solder
it in place ---then use a suitable tool.

Circuit Board Potentiometers. These are
quite rugged but a properly fitting screw-
driver is recommended to avoid the need
for undue pressure.

Small IF -type cans. If the hole is full of
wax, use the same technique described above
for slugs.
ALIGNMENT: See back of this page.

I

J

91 I 10 1
11

1
12 I

For greater convenience in use,

13

pull out this page

Additional Copies

51.50 World-wide Surface Mail.
Add .50 for Overseas Airmail.

Milt Lowens, WA2AOQ
3977-F Sedgwick Ave.
Bronx, New York 10463
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Mobile
uo0 nni]Wag_Or

Many amateurs' cars are beginning to
resemble porcupines; what with
broadcast receivers, HF, 10m FM,
4m, 2m and 70cm all in regular
mobile use, there comes a point when
the car just cannot take another
antenna.

The magic box described here
helps to cut the number of 'whips'
down to a very reasonable number; in

low capacitance coax cable to the
vehicle broadcast receiver. Provision
for VHF/FM broadcast was con-
sidered but, with poor coverage of the
UK by VHF/FM for cars, coupled with
the very few car radios that have
VHF/FM, the author decided to
dispense with the facility. C1 and C5
are important in that they act as LF
blocking capacitors - so that the

Have you got more radio gear in your car than you've
got room for antennas? Graham Packer, G3UUS, has

the answer.
this case, all that is needed is a single
2m 5/8 wave length for the bands
listed above. ('h or 7/8 will not do as
they are usually DC grounded, a 1/4 is
too short).

LW/MW
In practice, a 2m 5/8 whip will be

found to work as well as any other car
aerial on LW/MW. The low frequency
signal is fed off via RFC1 ,2 and 3 to a
Belling Lee socket for taking through

signal is not 'lost' in the front ends of
the VHF/HF radio equipment in the
car. C9, C1 0 and C8 remove RF from
the feed to the broadcast band
receiver and C4 allows the internal
antenna trimmer in the broadcast
receiver to be set mid range.

CB/10m
The 2m 5/8 -wave antenna acts as

a base -loaded 1/4 -wave for HF. C 5/L3
are series resonant at CB/27MHz,

thus having a high impedance
elsewhere. C6/L4/C7 are a conven-
tional pi -network to match the anten-
na to the CB/10m transceiver.

2m
Similarly to the CB/10m circuitry,

L1 /C1 are series resonant, this time at
1 45MHz. C2/L2/C3 may be dispens-
ed with if only FM operation on 2m is
required; these components act to
broaden the bandwidth of the anten-
na (on 2m) considerably, permitting
operation with reasonable matching
from the SSB segment at the low end
of 144MHz to the satellite band close
to 1 46MHz.

Construction
Construction of the multiplexer is

not particularly critical, but good VHF
construction practice, short leads and
well soldered joints, is necessary.

C1, C2, and C3 are screwdriver -

adjusted trimmers, mounted on two
6BA short screws with the shaft
'floating' (ie, not connected to earth

r - -
1C9

L_ J

RFC1

SK1
ANTENNA

2m 5/8

Fig. 1 Circuit of the Multiplexer.

=== =
RFC2

r 1

1

_ -
C10

L1 C1 L2

-
=

RFC3

2m TRANSCEIVER
SK2

SK4

CB/10m TRANSCEIVER

C8

SK3 LM/MW
CAR RADIO
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(61

4

Fig. 2 The Multiplexer is ideally contained in a diecast box 17 x 12 x 5 cm
with the circuit constructed on the underside of the box lid. Lower
illustration shows mounting for C5, 6 and 7.

or anything else - floating at an
undetermined voltage). This means
that C2 and C3 have to have their
rotor grounded via two M3 screws.
Grounded rotor types could be used
for C2 and C3, of course, but they are
usually not so easily obtained at
rallies, emporiums, etc.

C9 and C1 0 are cut from thin pax-
olin PCB material by scoring and snap-
ping. Both are made using
1 /16" -thick (or thinner) PCB and
should be 20mm by 40mm; both are
glued to the case. (see Fig. 2).

The edges of C9 and C10 should

be rounded with a file - so that there
is no possibility of shorts to ground.

C5, C6 and C7 are 'postage
stamp' compression trimmers
mounted on a small piece of PCB
material on pillars. Most trimmers of
this type have the adjusting screw
floating, but if it is connected to one
side of the capacitor, C5 will need the
PCB foil removing around its moun-
ting thread.

Adjustment

Install the multiplexer in a conve-

ANT
2m 5/8

e

e 0 m e o

0
erNe

0 Q11.)0 (1)

® e

M3 SCREWS (SEE TEXT)

Fig. 3 Component layout as
seen from top of box lid.

L.

CB/10m
TRANSCEIVER

2m TRANSCEIVER

LM/MW
CAR RADIO

MOUNT LID IN BOX AND FIT
ANGLE BRACKETS SO BOX
CAN BE SCREWED IN TO
CAR

nient location in the car, making sure
that you can get at the adjustments
before you finally fix the unit in place.
The coax to the antenna should be as
short as possible, at most 1 .5m.

With VSWR meters in both
CB/10m and 2m transmission lines,
twiddle all trimmers for mazimum
received signals. The settings of Cl
and C5 should be quite critical,
resonating in their respective bands.

Switch the CB/10m set onto
'transmit' and adjust C6 and C7 for
minimum VSWR on 2m.

Switch the 2m set onto 'transmit'
and this time, using a plastic trimming
tool for C1, adjust C1, C2 and C7
(then back, finally, to Cl) for
minimum VSWR.

There may well be slight interac-
tions between all adjustments, so go
back and forth over the above ad-
justments until you are satisfied you
cannot improve on them.

Finally, re -peak the antenna trim-
mer on your car radio for the new
coax.

It should now be possible to natter
on 2m, listen to Radio 1 and let the
kids use the CB, all at the same time!

COMPONENTS LIST

Capacitors
C1 50 pF air -spaced trimmer
C2,3 30 pF air -spaced trimmer
C4 100 pF disc ceramic
C5,6,7 500 pF compression

trimmer
C8 50 pF disc ceramic
C9,10 see text

Inductors
L1 3t 16 SWG*
L2 2t 16 SWG*
L3
L4
RFC1
RFC2
RFC3

10t 20 SWG*
4t 20 SWG*
12t 22 SWG*
5 uH
20 uH

*Note L1,2,3, and RFC1 are
all 10mm diameter, with turns
spaced by the wire diameter.

Miscellanous
SK1 To suit antenna; S0239

or BNC
SK2 To suit 2m transceiver;

S0239 or BNC
SK3 To suit car radio; Belling

Lee
SK4 To suit CB/10m

transceiver
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The Datong SRB2
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To recap, the "Woodpecker" inter-
ference which plagues most of the
higher frequency bands emanates
from 'over -the -horizon' radar based in
Russia, but, now, also in the West as
well. They are used for long range
military warning purposes, such as the
detection of moving objects in the
shape of ICBM's etc, by reflection

communications receiver systems, as
their inference suppression circuitry is
usually designed for interference with
totally different characteristics.

The other problem is the
inconsistent nature of the pulses. By
the time they reach your receiver they
may be totally different to their original
form when transmitted. Due to

We had a look at one Woodpecker blanker some
months ago - here is another solution to the problem

but which attacks the interference in a substantially
different manner with better results.

By Tony Bailey, G3 WPO.
from the ionosphere. The bandwidth
is large, and a pulse repetition
frequency of 10 or 16Hz is used, with a
pulse width of typically 15uS. These
characteristics make it extremely
difficult to blank out with conventional

ionispheric reflection they may be
stretched, or 'echoes' may be present.
There may be multiple Woodpeckers
going at the same time - and each
pulse may be of different amplitude
from the other(s)!!

The Solution

Conventional blankers are
commonly designed to eliminate man-
made interference, such as pulse -type
ignition noise. This type of
interference has a high amplitude,
short rise time, and a short duration of
500 microseconds or less. Most
blankers get rid of this by looking for
this type of short duration, fast rise
time pulse and then generate a control
signal which shuts off a gate in the
signal path. The problem is that
Woodpecker signals often look more
like conventional signals than
interference pulses(!) so the blanker
doesn't cope with them very well. The
only way this type of blanker works is if
it has very high gain, and even then it
won't get at the remaining pulses
which have lower amplitude.

The AEA Moscow Muffler, re-
viewed previously, used the technique
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of synchronising an internally
generated 10 or 16Hz blanking signal
with the actual Woodpecker signal. As
the Woodpecker PRF (Pulse Repeti-
tion Frequency) is accurate to lOppm,
this meant that once synchronisation
was achieved by means of a front
panel control, the interference could
be removed.

However, if the pulses were
stretched, then the blanking pulse
width had to be increased to cope -
eventually resulting in audible loss of
the desired signal. Also, with two
Woodpeckers going at once, only one
was likely to be blanked. Despite this,
the unit was efficient most of the time
- unfortunately even when the
Woodpecker had gone if you forgot to
switch the unit off!

The Datong Answer

Datong, not unreasonably, do not
provide circuit diagrams with any of
their products, desiring to protect their
designs from being copied (the
Woodpecker Blanker is the subject of
a Patent), servicing their own
products very quickly. However, it is a
right pain for a reviewer! Mind you,
AEA did not supply a circuit with their
Woodpecker blanker either - so one
gets used to it.

We will therefore have to limit
outselves to commenting on what
they claim for the performance and
what actually happens. As with most
Datong products, these seem to be
one and the same thing and Datong
look set for another winner. Let me
enlarge on this.

The SR B2 blanker is totally
automatic, unlike the AEA model, and
herein lies one of its main advantages.
No synchronisation, pulse width, or
other adjustments are needed in use. It
connects into your system in two
places - between the antenna and
receiver (or transceiver - it copes with
normal transceiver RF power outputs
by RF sensing using an internal relay),
and between the external speaker
jack, and a speaker. Again, a

difference to the AEA model which
only blanked the receiver input,
whereas the Datong blanks both RF
and audio.

Power requirements are + 11V to
+ 16V at around 200mA and the unit
comes with most of the required
connectors (phono's for audio, DC
coaxial connectors for the voltage
supply, and S0239's for RF). It is

housed in a very smart and durable
black case, and as always with Datong

products, is very neatly assembled and
presented. The internal construction
cannot be faulted, with two pcb's
mounted back -to back. A good set of
instructions were supplied (although
they looked temporary - this was an
early release). Front panel controls are
ON /OFF, 10 or 16Hz (usually left at
10Hz which is the more common, and
IN/OUT (so that the unit can be left
powered up, but not in circuit - as
described later). A red LED shows
when the unit is actually blanking.

Internally, the drop out time is
adjustable, as is the threshold level of
interference at which the blanker
becomes active.

In Use

Datong claim that the banker will
remove virtually all forms of
Woodpecker interference, including
multiple Woodpeckers, stretched
pulses, delayed pulses and even
'peckers that are the same strength as
wanted signals. As I said, we don't
have a circuit to analyse, but we do
know that it compares an internally
generated clock, running at either 10
or 16Hz (this is the only switch you
might need to adjust), with the
repetition rate of the interference.
Once a match is found, the unit goes
into action, tailoring the width,
number and position of the blanking
pulses to suit. In theory, this will be a
great advantage over the AEA unit,
which generates fixed width pulses
which may have to be continuously
varied manually by the user.

In practice, the Datong theory is
upheld. With the unit connected in
circuit, once the Woodpecker
appeared it was a matter of a couple of
seconds at the most before there was
no sign of it. With "good"
Woodpecker signals (i.e. not
stretched or multiple) it was very
difficult to even detect the blanking
action of the device. With wider
pulses, the blanking was still totally
efficient, but you could hear a slight
'chuffing' noise as the holes of silence
became apparent. Much more
preferable than the Woodpecker
signals though!

It even works on multiple
Woodpecker signals, as claimed, and
at near wanted -signal strength levels.

Datong do point out that it will
also occasionally lock on to other
forms of interference if the repetition
rate looks 'right' to the internal
circuitry - this isn't a disadvantage
though, unless the interference
happens to be extremely wide, when
there will be so much blanking that the
signal will suffer. In such cases, it is
better to switch the unit out of circuit.

Conclusions

A marvellous product, well
recommended if you have trouble
with the Woodpecker - and who
doesn't? It has a lot of advantages over
other blankers, and the major extra
that it is in essence, as claimed,
automatic. At around £86 inc VAT it
will probably save your frayed nerves
when listening for that juicy DX.
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AUTO WOODPECKER
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OFF 16112 GUT

BI ANKER

BLANKER
IV ACTIVE

MODEL SRB2

MODEL SRB2
is the definitive and long awaited answer to the Russian Woodpecker. Others
claim to solve the problem of the distinctive RAT A - TAT TAT of the
Russian, radar system. DATONG are the first to succeed with a
fully automatic blanker.
With the introduction of model SRB2 the Woodpecker is dead. Completely
automatic in operation, SRB2 locks onto the Woodpecker within a second or
so of its appearance and blanks it out completely. SRB2 adjusts automatically
and continuously to changing pulse widths and phase changes that defeat the
manual blankers. SRB2 can even deal with more than one Woodpecker at a
time. User selectable between I 0 and 16hz repetition rates. SRB2 connects in
series with loudspeaker and antenna leads, and is equally effective on SS8, AM
and CW. A power supply of I 0 to 16 volts ('(/ ISO ma is required.

Price: 175.00 + VAT (£86.25 Total)

MODEL ANF
The value for money, stand alone automatic notch filter that doubles as a CW
filter. Model ANF is small in size but neat in looks and big in performance.
Simply connect model ANF in series with the loudspeaker lead of your receiver
and from then on heterodynes, whistles and other steady tones that often
make listening on the crowded amateur and short wave bands hard work will
vanish automatically, as model ANF notches them out.
A bargraph LED display shows you the frequency of the offending interference.
At the push of a button model ANF becomes a good CW filter eliminating all
but the signal you want to hear. Manual or automtaic operation in notch and
peak modes, plus automatic frequency control, makes model ANF extremely
versatile and easy to use.
A power supply of 10 to 16 volts DC 100 ma is required. Model ANF is
supplied with connecting leads, and is identical in size to model SRB 2

Price: f 59.00 + VAT (£67.85 Total)
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DATONG ELECTRONICS LIMITED
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THE

GAMMA TWIN
2 METRE FOLDED 1/2 WAVE ANTENNA

Copyright Gamma Aerial Products 1982\
This antenna is based on
the very popular and
successful "SLIM JIM"
design.

The GAMMA TWIN has
the following unique
features:

* VERY LOW ANGLE OF
RADIATION.

* ADJUSTABLE
RADIATOR.
(140-150 MHZ)

* COMPLETELY
WEATHERPROOF
CONNECTING BOX

* VERTICAL FIX
DIRECTLY TO MAST

0

Available from your
usual stockist or direct
from the manufacturers
Gamma Aerial Products
MANUFACTURERS OF AMATEUR RADIO & CB ANTENNA

BALDS LANE, LYE, STOURBRIDGE
WEST MIDLANDS LYE 891132/891474
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
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Explained for the RAE
The word 'semiconductor' is used in
two ways: to denote materials (such
as germanium and silicon) that have
properties intermediate between
those of conductors and insulators;
and to denote electronic devices
(such as transistors and integrated
circuits) that use specially treated
pieces of semiconductor material.

Although this duality of meaning
is technically wrong (the first meaning

required to remove an electron from a
bond.

Thermal Excitation

In any crystal, there will be ther-
mal vibrations, and these vibrations
are grouped in packets called
phonons that have a certain amount
of energy associated with them. The
average energy of all the packets of

The RAE examination contains some questions on
semiconductors - so here's a tutorial on them from

Shirley Hesketh, G4HES. But old Gs need not turn the
page - this would also be a good opportunity for a little

brushing up on the subject!

is the only correct one), it is so
widespread that even well -respected
amateur radio magazines call the tran-
sistors, ICs, etc, needed for projects
'semiconductors'. Fortunately, in the
vast majority of cases, which mean-
ing is intended by 'semiconductor' is
absolutely obvious from the context
in which the word is used.

Semiconductor materials are
crystaline - that is to say, they are
made up of regular arrays of atoms all
tightly bonded to their immediate
neighbours (see Fig. 3). If you think of
a box tightly packed with, for exam-
ple, cricket balls, you can get some
idea of the evenness of atomic struc-
ture.

The bonding between atoms in a
crystal is through their valence elec-
trons; as is shown in Figs 1 and 2,
silicon and germanium each have four
electrons in their outer, valence shell,
and in their crystals each will have
four nearest neighbours with which it
will be sharing two electrons (one
from each atom).

Figure 3 is very much a
diagramatisation of this bonding, as
the structure involved is three-
dimensional, not two-dimensional.
However, there is one important point
which this diagram does show, and
that is that the two electrons in each
bond are pair -bonded to each other.
This means that quite a lot of energy is

energy depends on the absolute
temperature of the crystal, but within
the average, there is quite a spread. At
normal 'room temperature' a few -
but only a very small few - have
enough energy to break the bonding
of the valence electrons, knocking an
electron free to move about the
crystal (at higher temperatures, there
will be more energetic phonons).

The result of this is that silicon
and germanium have a small conduc-
tivity at room temperature; in the case
of silicon, the conductivity is so small
that it can usually be regarded as zero

(ie, infinite resistance). Germanium is
a much bigger atom and the valence
electrons are consequently that much
further away from the nucleus, so a
lower energy is needed to liberate
valence electrons. This results in a
slightly larger conductivity, par-
ticularly at higher temperatures,
which is one of the reasons why ger-
manium is falling out of favour as a
material for making semiconducting
devices with!

Note that light also travels around
in packets of energy (photons) and
these generally have much more
energy than phonons; as a result,
semiconductors can be used as
detectors for light (visible, infra -red
and ultra violet).

Holes

When an electron is removed
from its bond, by a phonon or a
photon, the parent atom is left with a
gap or hole, and hence a net positive
electrical charge. There is already a
certain amount of ambiguity about
which of the two atoms involved in
the now -broken bond 'owned' the
electron - in fact, it is an important
physical principle that all electrons are
indistinguishable from one another -
so the hole could belong to either
atom. Additionally, with a little en -

Fig. 1 The atomic structure of
silicon; note that this representation is
highly diagramatic; the current pic-
ture of the atomic structure of atoms
is that the electrons all have different
'orbits', which are not in fact orbits at

all but probability fields; however, the
diagram shown is rather easier to
cope with, and shows the essential
point, namely that there are four elec-
trons on the outside.

INNER ELECTRON
'SHELLS'

NUCLEUS CONTAINS
14 PROTONS
(+ SOME NEUTRONS)

4 VALENCE ELECTRONS

(2,8,4 ELECTRON STRUCTURE)
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NUCLEUS CONTAINS
32 PROTONS
(+ SOME NEUTRONS)

INNER
ELECTRON
'SHELLS'

4 VALENCE ELECTRONS

(2,8,18,4 ELECTRON STRUCTURE)

Fig. 2 The atomic structure of germanium, again highly diagrammatic.

couragement (say from an external
electric field) one of the neighbouring
atoms can give up an electron and
become the one with an electron
missing. This is possible because one
atom will have gained exactly the
same amount of energy as the other
has lost, so there is no net loss or gain
to the crystal. If the electric field per-
sists, further swaps will occur, each
of these moving an electron further in
the positive field direction.

Rather than thinking of each elec-
tron involved in this swapping pro-
cess as moving a little closer to the
positive field, it is easier to think of one
single hole moving towards the
negative field. Nature is very helpful in
this respect because the hole behaves
almost exactly as if it were a positive
electron.

However, this positive electron
always runs the risk of meeting a free
real negative electron travelling in the
opposite direction. When this occurs,
the two are attracted together with
the result that the electron 'falls' into
the hole; this is called recombination.

In semiconducting materials,
electrons and holes are called current
carriers or, more usually, just carriers.
Pure semiconductors always have
equal numbers of holes and free elec-
trons; however, as will be shown
shortly, it is possible to contrive situa-
tions where one or the other is very
much in the majority.

Doping

Semiconductor devices use
doped silicon and germanium. Doping

adds impurity atoms to the intrinsic
material in such a way that they fit in-
to the original crystalline pattern, but
in so doing they increase either the
number of free electrons or the
number of holes - but not both! This
reduces the resistivity of the material
and increases its ability to conduct
electricity.

Doping is carried out either with
acceptor impurities - which have
trivalent atoms (atoms with 3 valence
electrons) or donor impurities which
are pentavalent (atoms with 5
valence electrons). Trivalent im-
purities include aluminium, gallium
indium and boron; pentavalent im-
purities include antimony, arsenic and
phosphorus.

P -type Semiconductor
Material

If a trivalent impurity is 'mixed' in
with the basic germanium or silicon,
the crystal structure begins to look
like that shown in Fig. 4(a). Note,
however, that the resulting material is
still electrically neutral since the
number of positive protons exactly
balances the number of negative elec-
trons.

Where atoms of the host (or in-
trinsic) material lie next to atoms of
the impurity, there are intrinsic atoms
whose valence electrons are not pair -
bonded. Since the natural state is for
the valence electrons to link in
electron -pairs the 'lonely' electron

Fig. 3 A representation of the
crystaline structure of a pure
semiconductor material. Note that the

INNER SHELLS
AND NUCLEUS

(WITH NET
POSITIVE CHARGE)

valence electrons are held in place by
both the electrostatic attraction bet-
ween them and the protons in the

atoms' nuclei, and the pair bonding
with the other electron in the bond
(this is a quantum -mechanical
phenomenon).

PAIR
BONDED
ELECTRON
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INCOMPLETE BOND
DUE TO 'MISSING'

ELECTRON
Fig. 4(a) The semiconductor of Fig. 3
is here doped with trivalent (three
valency electrons) impurity, such as

TRIVALENT
ATOM

aluminium, gallium, indium or boron;
this makes it p -type semiconductor.

will try to attract a free electron to pair
with. The apparently empty space is,
in effect, an 'imitiation' hole - it is not
a true one in the sense that because it
is there it does not mean the atom it is
'part of has an overall positive
charge. In fact if a neighbouring elec-
tron is attracted into that empty space
the result will be an electron extra in
the orbit of one atom (and hence an
overall negative charge) while
another atom will contain a real 'hole'
and hence have an overall positive
charge.

However, because the electron of
the intrinsic atom requires an
electron -pair, it will try to attract a free
electron into the pseudo -hole - in
other words there is a place ready to
accept an electron. Hence the name
for this type of impurity is acceptor
impurity.

Because the impure material lacks
electrons where it would normally ex-
pect to have them (in bonded pairs)
and because the lack is a negatively
charged particle which, if the holes
were 'real' would lead to an overall
positive charge, the name given to
this type of impure material is p -type.

In summary: p -type semiconduc-
tor material, while remaining elec-
trically neutral, possesses the ability
to attract electrons by virtue of the in-
complete electron -pairs appearing in

the intrinsic material where intrinsic
atoms are adjacent to impurity atoms.

N -type Semiconductor
Material
If a pentavalent impurity is 'mix-

ed' in with the basic germanium or
silicon, the crystal structure becomes

equivalent to that shown in Fig. 4(b).
As with trivalent impurities the
resulting material is still electrically
neutral since the number of positive
protons exactly balances the number
of negative electrons.

In this type of crystal structure
there are many 'lost sheep' electrons
- that is, electrons that are not pair -
bonded, for which there are no intrin-
sic electrons (i.e. electrons of the in-
trinsic atoms) requiring pairs, and
which, because they belong to im-
purity atoms, are not as tightly bound
to the nucleus as the intrinsic elec-
trons. In fact these 'lost sheep' can be
detached from their parent atoms
even by the amount of thermal energy
available at room temperature. They
can then wander at will through the
crystal lattice. Because of this, the
n -type material appears to possess
extra electrons, or apparently 'spare'
electrons. Hence it appears to have an
overall negative charge although it is,
in fact, electrically neutral. Because it
appears to have electrons to 'donate',
it is known as a donor impurity.
Because it appears to have an overall
negative charge it is known as n -type.

In summary: n -type semiconduc-
tor material, while remaining elec-
trically neutral, possesses the ability
to 'give away' electrons by virtue of
the fact that it contains easily
detachable (by comparison with the
electrons of the intrinsic material)
electrons which are not needed for
pair -bonding.

Fig. 4(b) Here, the semiconductor of
Fig. 3 is doped with pentavalent (five
valency electrons) impurity, such as

arsenic, antimony or phosphorus; this
makes it n -type semiconductor.

PENTAVAL ENT
IMPURITY
ATOM

'EXTRA'
ELECTRON
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n-TYPE
Fig. 5 Diagramatic representations
of the front plates of n -type and
p -type before fusing together (a and
b), and in simplified form showing just

e
+ e +

e
e e

(d)

p-TYPE
the parent atoms (circled + and -
signs) and the free electrons and holes
(uncircled - and + signs) (c and d).

The P-N Junction

So far we have only looked at a
cross-section of crystalline material. If
we consider it in a block, we consider
it as a series of parallel plates of
crystalline material such as that
represented in Fig.4. This is quite a
reasonable hypothesis since coal is an
example of crystalline material and
coal tends to break up across flat
plates!

Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b) represent
the front plates of n -type and p -type
before they are fused together. The
'plates' behind will be similar
throughout the material.

Fig. 5(c) is a diagrammatic
representaion of n -type material
where 'free' electrons have become
detached from their parent atoms
leaving positively charged ions
behind. Circled + symbol represents
an ion with a positive charge, each -
represents a 'wandering' electron.
Similarly in Fig. 5(d) for the p -type
material, the caes where electrons
have managed to detach themselves
from their parent atoms and their pair -
bonds and have linked up with elec-
trons in atoms next to impurity atoms,
so giving some atoms an overall
negative charge (represented by a
circled - sign) while leaving genuine
holes behind. These holes are
represented by the + symbols.

Consider the result of fusing
p -type material to n -type material. Fig.
6(a) represents the picture im-
mediately the fusing takes place. At
this point the free electrons in the
n -type come under the attraction of
the genuine holes in the p -type and
will feel induced to move across the
junction. A short while after fusion
they will have done so and we will
have the situation shown in Fig. 6(b).
Here, the plates in the n -type nearest
to the junction contain atoms with an
overall positive charge but no spare
electrons to cancel out this effect.
Hence this layer in the n -type will have
become positively charged.

Similarly the front plates of the
p -type material will have had their ge-
nuine holes completed by electrons
from the n -side and consequently will
have gained a surplus of electrons and
hence a negative charge overall.
Because the force of attraction ex-
erted by the 'holes' is limited, the
'holes' farther away from the junction
are unable to attract electrons across
this charged junction, the remaining
free electrons being too far away.

Fig. 6(c) and Fig. 6(d) show the
effect if the fused material is now
broken open at the junction. In the
n -type pentavalent impurities are an
electron short and so have become
positive ions. In the p -type the intrin-
sic atoms next to trivalent impurity

atoms have pair -bonded their 'lonely'
electrons and consequently gained an
extra electron and have become
negative ions.

If we now look at diagram Fig.
6(e), the fused materials and the junc-
tion - known as the p -n junction -
are represented. There is n -type
material containing wandering elec-
trons but balanced by the number of
available holes; then n -type material
with holes but no electrons to cancel
them out - hence a positive electrical
charge; then p -type material contain-
ing extra electrons, but no spare holes
- hence a negative charge electrical-
ly; finally p -type material with 'over-
manned' atoms but also enough spare
holes to cancel these out.

The charged layer is known as the
depletion layer. Electrons which cross
the junction from the n -side are called
minority carriers, when they reach the
p -side. Holes that diffuse into the
n -side are known as minority carriers
in the n -side.

The depletion layer needs further
investigation. It is void of free elec-
trons on the n -side and of holes on the
p -side. The resulting electric field set
up acts as a barrier to further electron
movement across the junction. The
name given to the electric field is the
junction barrier. Because one side has
a positive charge and the other a
negative charge we have a situation
equivalent to that in a battery, where
there is a potential difference across
the terminals. The potential dif-
ference across the junction barrier is,
in effect, measured as the sum of the
excess electrons captured in the
p -side of the junction and the holes
left in the n -side of the junction. It is
measured in volts and is called the
space charge or barrier voltage. The
actual value of the voltage (of the
order of tenths of a volt) is also known
as the height of the junction barrier. It
should be noted that the depletion
layer is extremely thin!

Conduction

When p -type and n -type materials
are fused in this way we have what is
known as a junction diode. If we now
connect a battery across this junction
diode with the positive terminal of the
battery connected to the p -side of the
diode, we have a situation where the
action of the battery adds to the
natural inclination of the holes in the
p -side to attract electrons from the
n -side. In other words there is now ex-
tra pull on the p -side. It's rather like
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Fig. 6 What happens when the
crystals of Fig. 5 are fused: (a) just
after fusing; (b) a short while later; (c)
and (d) what the junction region
would look like if the two crystals
were now broken apart; and (e) the
depletion layer.

considering a tug-of-war team which
isn't moving either way, i.e. at
stalemate, so one team cheats by put-
ting on an extra man, with the result
that the 'short-staffed' team is pulled
towards the overmanned team.

Connecting a battery positive to
p -side across a junction diode (Fig. 7a)
results in two reactions within the
diode. One is that more free electrons
are pulled out of the p -side (or you can
think of it as more holes being made in
the p -side), and the second is that ad-
ditional free electrons are infused into
the n -side. If the battery voltage is
enough to overcome the space
charge, then the electrons will be pro-
pelled into the n -side and pulled
through the junction. And, if the
pressure (from the battery voltage) is
kept up, then, after an initial slow

start, a steady current will flow
through the diode.

Having the battery connected
with its positive to the p -side of the
diode is said to forward bias the diode.
The circuit diagram for this way of
connecting the diode to the battery is
shown again in Fig. 7(b), which in-
troduces the circuit symbol for the
diode. Fig. 7(c) shows an alternative
symbol for the diode; in both cases,
the 'arrowhead' of the symbol point -
sin the direction of the conventional
current (and also hole) flow.

For a steady current to flow
through a forward biased diode, the
(voltage) bias applied must be suffi-
cient to overcome the space charge of
the diode. The space charge for a ger-
manium diode is about 0.25V and for
a silicon diode about 0.65V. Hence

the forward bias voltage needed to
overcome the space charge and so to
give the carriers sufficient forward
velocity to get into the opposite type
of material is about 0.15 - 0.2V for
germanium and about 0.6V for
silicon. The reason the required for-
ward bias is actually less than the
space charge is because the carriers
only need to get half -way through the
depletion layer to 'cross over' into the
opposite type of material.

For lower forward bias voltages, a
small current will actually flow across
the junction but this current is very
much less than the current that can
flow when the space charge is over-
come. When the forward bias voltage
just reaches the space charge voltage
value there is a rapid (exponential to
be technical) increase in current flow.
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Fig.7(a) Connecting a battery across the junction diode; (b) circuit diagram for this; (c) alternative symbol for the diode.

The diode is said to turn on when this
value of forward bias is reached.
When the diode is turned on the depth
of the depletion layer decreases -
though it does not disappear. Except
for the small region near the junction
where recombination is a continual
process, the moving holes and elec-
trons are majority carriers.

When forward biasing results in
current flow through the dioide, con-
duction is said to be taking place -
but it is essential for the injection of
electrons into the diode to occur, and
for recombination to take place,
before there can be conduction.

Non -Conduction

If we now reverse the polarity of
the applied voltage (i.e. connect
positive to n -side) we have the situa-
tion known as reverse bias. As shown

in Fig. 8(a), this has the effect of pull-
ing 'free' electrons out of the n -side
(hence resulting in a greater overall
positive charge), and, in effect, pull-
ing holes out of the p -side. In other
words any electrons getting into the
p -side (and they are pushed that way)
are liable to be captured by the holes
with the result that the holes start to
disappear.

The overall effect is that the
negative charge on the p -side in-
creases. Free electrons will disappear
near the depletion layer first - as will
holes the other side. Hence the deple-
tion layer will widen. Because the ma-
jority carriers are being pulled away
from the junction on both sides, no
current flow (of majority carriers) will
cross the junction and the diode will
not conduct. In fact all movement of
majority carriers will cease quite
quickly.

Fig. 8(b) shows the circuit
diagram and Fig. 8(c) shows the ef-
fect on the depletion layer. When
there is no current flow in the circuit
the current is said to be turned off.
Since the p -n junction diode permits
conduction by majority carriers in one
direction only it acts as a rectifier. The
name diode comes because there are
two separate elements.

Storage And Lifetime

If the forward bias on a diode is
suddenly reduced to zero, minority
carriers will remain on both sides of
the junction. Counting in micro-
seconds, a considerable length of
time may elapse before these carriers
recombine. The minority carriers are
said to be stored under these condi-
tions - and the length of time it takes
for 63% of them to recombine is call
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(b)
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Fig.8(a) Reverse biasing the diode;
(b) circuit diagram for this; (c) effect
on the depletion layer.
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Fig. 9(a) Sinusoidal wave applied to
a diode; (b) germanium diode
characteristics and (c) silicon diode
characteristics; note the different

0.5V VF

scales for the positive and negative
currents in both of the characteristic
graphs.

ed their lifetime.
During their lifetime the stored

minority allow current to continue
flowing, so conduction actually
ceases some time after the diode is no
longer forward biased. In diodes for
use at radio frequencies it is
necessary to reduce storage time so
that it will not cause circuit perfor-
mance to deteriorate. It can be con-
trolled by suitable processing of the
semiconductor.

Reverse Or Leakage
Current

Thermal generation of free elec-
trons is a continuous process in a
semiconductor, as we've already

seen. If a diode is reverse biased, so
preventing conduction (or current
flow across the junction by majority
carriers), it will not prevent electrons
thermally generated on the p -side (as
minority carriers near the junction) be-
ing attracted over into the n -side - or
prevent holes diffusing over from the
n -side to the p -side of the junction. So
a small minority carrier current will
flow through the circuit. This current
is variously known as the leakage cur-
rent, the reverse saturation current or
simply the reverse current.

This reverse current flows in the
opposite direction to the majority car-
rier current of forward bias. Since it is
caused by thermal effects, it is essen-
tially constant in amplitude for any

given temperature, regardless of the
reverse bias voltage applied.

The reverse current doubles ap-
proximately for each 10°C rise in

temperature (slightly less in silicon
but more in germanium). The leakage
current at a fixed temperature is about
100 times as great in germanium than
that in silicon. Hence the preference
for silicon where small leakage
(reverse) current is an important fac-
tor.

Diode Characteristics

To plot the characteristic graphs
of the diodes we consider the effect
on the current passing through the
diodes of voltage increasing from zero
as forward bias and decreasing from
zero under reverse bias.

First we'll consider the effect of
increasing the forward bias voltage
from zero to the maximum (at A of the
sinusoidal voltage waveform). For the
germanium diode current won't start
to flow until the voltage applied
reaches about 01.V, then it will
gradually increase until the space
charge voltage is reached - when it
will start to increase very fast, and
continue in this way.

For the silicon diode, current
takes much longer (by comparison) to
start flowing. The voltage required
being about 0.5V, at which the cur-
rent gradually starts to flow - in-
creasing slowly until the space charge
voltage is reached and then increasing
rapidly.

Almost the opposite occurs when
the diodes are reverse biased, during
the section of the sinusoidal input cy-
cle that has B as its low point. Here, as
the voltage becomes more negative,
the reverse current builds up rapidly
towards its maximum value (although
this maximum value is very small in
comparison to the forward currents),
then rises very slowly after this, in
fact just edging closer and closer to
this never -quite attained maximum.

If a very high voltage were applied
to an ordinary diode, it would cause
the diode to break down, and a very
large reverse current would flow for
the remaining few microseconds of
the diode's life!

In the charactersitic graphs of Fig
9(b) and Fig. 9(c), note that the larger
current flow under forward bias
voltage V, is measured in mA, while
the much smaller reverse current
under reverse bias voltage V, is
measured in the much smaller
measuring unit of A.
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The Fourth Most
ocop[701gDnO

copEauEo
Another year had receded into the
millenium. Another amateur radio
callbook, the 1982 version, had
been consigned to the shelf in the
radio room where sat 31 previous

it discloses, demonstrating the
huge increase in the issue of
amateur transmitting licences
which has recently taken place in
the UK.

A suggestion for the Christmas stocking
by Hack Hum, G5UM.

editions, silent sentinels to a small
slice of communications history.
Then came that day, at the end of
1982, when a shiny new 'Callbook',
the 1983 version, was pressed into
service as the indispensable ad-
junct - to a metre -wave
radioperson's operations. Soon it,
too, will be filed but not forgotten
in that bookshelf as the brand new
1984 edition supplants it.

To anybody who still happens
to hold a prized copy of that tiny
blue -covered First Edition of the
RSGB Callbook of 1951 the con-
trast between then and now is so
marked as to be almost incredible.
With only 56 pages plus covers in a
small format, plus a few pages of
trade ads from firms mainly no
longer in existence, the First Edition
took in callsigns no farther than the
G3l - (yes, I for item) block. The
Class B licence was still more than
a dozen years away into the future,
and VHF was so different then from
the way it is now that every con-
tact was an event; valves reigned
on two metres, and as for 70cm, it
was regarded as almost a miracle if
a flashlamp bulb could be persuad-
ed to glow when touched across
the output socket of the home built
valve transmitters of those days.

Proliferation

In the sense that each edition of
the RSGB Callbook is 'a slice of
communications history' it is worth
savouring a few of the facts which

The 1983 edition revealed that
Class B licencees had increased by
ten callsign blocks since the 1982
edition was published (ie. G6A-- to
G6J--), compared with only two
Class A blocks. This statistic alone
tells the story of the great populari-
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ty of the VHF -only 'ticket'.
This condition was maintained

during 1983. Calculations which
the writer made before the 1984

Callbook was due to appear, sug-
gested that another 12,000 -plus
Class B licences were issued in the
preceding twelve months and are
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lined up ready to be taken into its
columns - substantially exceeding
the total numbers of Class A
licences.

For the sake of historical accuracy
it should be noted that although the
little 1951 blue -cover Callbook was
the First Edition of today's series,
there was in fact, many decades ago,
back in the 1 930s, an RSGB Callbook
and Diary, unfortunately just a little bit
too pricey for the hard pressed 'hams'
of the Depression years to afford in
large enough numbers to make it
viable. The commercial failure of this
early forerunner of the Callbook may
be due to the fact that there were only
a bare 2,000 of us in those days!

'Document Four'

To this particular writer The RSGB
Callbook has down the years become
the second most important document
in his radioperson's existence - after
the coveted Transmitting Licence
itself! - for, it establishes his (or in-
creasingly these days her) identity as
nothing else can.

But, wait a moment - there is
another document that establishes
one's identity even more firmly and in-
deed the very proof of one's
corporeal (as distinct from electronic)
existence which lies in the Govern-
mental records offices, and that of
course is one's birth certificate. So, if
the birth certificate may be regarded
as Document No 1 in importance then
The Transmitting Licence and The
Callbook could well lay claim to being
Numbers Two and Three.

"Haven't you forgotten
something, dear?" came a still small

voice. Indeed one had - or nearly(!):
the marriage lines. Remembering that
many thousands of radio persons en-
joy the blissful state of matrimony one
should not fail to acknowledge that
after the birth certificate "the next
most important piece of paper" is
without doubt the marriage docu-
ment (ouch!). Other claimants might
be the title deeds to the home QTH or
perhaps the mortgage documents.
But let us persuade ourselves, at least
for the present, that they are
superfluities. What better follower of
the Marriage Licence than the
Transmitting Licence? Each of them
certifies that the holder is wedded for
life (or should be!). This puts the
Transmitting Licence at No 3 in order
of importance closely followed at No
4 by The Callbook.

Effective Operation

If any of the foregoing seems like
a mere plug for The RSGB Callbook
perish the thought: it is intended to be
a plug - in aid of more effective
operating in the VHF/UHF bands, for,
without some means of knowing
where the other station lies, you have
no idea in which direction to swing
your beam. What, you don't have a
beam, either vertical or horizontal?
Then you are out of date! You are pro-
bably even worse than that: you could
be accused of being anti -social! And if
you think that language to be a bit
strong, think on the following factor:

Why should any radio ham
operating from his home site be so in-
considerate to his fellows that he uses
an omni-directional antenna on 2m or
70cm and thereby inflicts his/her

signal on hundreds of others to whom
it is not directed?

The answer to the question is
often: "I've never thought of using a
directional aerial when the thing I've
got lets me talk to old Joe in the next
suburb, and that's all I want most of
the time"; or - "I can't afford a beam
aerial" (but you could if you followed
the simple -to -build diagram for a

4 -element Yagi given here in HRT for
May, 1983, page 55). Or -

"I can't afford - or, I haven't got
the skill to construct - a rotating
mechanism for a directional beam".
Have you ever tried a few lengths of
piping, plastic or metal, stepped into a
scaffold -pole base and the lot hauled
round by means of a pulley -rope?

Some of these considerations
were rehearsed in the May article.
Since then the congestion problem on
"Two" has become so acute for any
reasonable person to declare that om-
nis must be out and beams in.

Which brings us neatly back to
the primary purpose of this article:
directly you build directivity and gain
into the station antenna system you
will be hearing people you didn't
know were there before. You will
need to check where they are. Only
The Callbook can tell you this: the
VHF person's best friend after his rig
and his log. Definitely document Four
in order of importance, say ;.

Tailpiece coming up: a chap said
over the air to G5UM the other day
that he wasn't going to buy a Callbook
until his own callsign was in it. He in-
vited the riposte - but, of course,
over the air, didn't get it - "It's not
your callsign you want to look up,
stupid, it's the other people's."

In a typical urban locale, there will pro-
bably be numerous amateur transmit-
ting stations sited close by and at ran-
dom (shown dotted) in relation to the
home station, "H". When at "H" an
omni directional antenna is employed,
it produces the ragged -edged field
strength pattern, shown in Fig 1, and
expends much RF power in essential-
ly unwanted directions. When a direc-
tional antenna is installed the RF
energy is concentrated as shown at
Fig 2, and interference form stations
behind it, operating close to your fre-
quency, will be enormously abated. A
wanted station, "W", hitherto barely
audible, will be detected free of in-
terference from unwanted stations,
it's identity at once being established
from the Callbook!

Fig.1. Omni
field pattern

  
/ 

O
w

Fig.2. Field pattern
produced by a
beam antenna

L
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Ham Radio
PHI a -8co'l

If you're like me, each time you go on
holiday you probably pack as much of
the shack into the car as you can in
order to ensure that you don't miss
that exotic DX whilst away, to keep in
touch with events at home, or just to
be able to operate from a different
location when the weather fails and
there is nothing else to do.

he has in everyday use is new but he
has certainly retained some very in-
teresting radio-abilia and has been
able to donate several items to the Na-
tional Wireless Museum on the Isle of
Wight.

Ernest, first made radio contact
on spark in about 1917 from within
his school Cadet Corps (using his in -

Have you ever noticed that as soon as Christmas is over,
tour companies immediately start trying to wheedle out
what little money we have left: Trevor Butler, G6LPZ,
has been looking at an alternative to those overcrowded

Spanish beaches.

One holiday which I recently
discovered, however, allows - in
fact, positively encourages - you to
be involved in amateur radio at your /A
location. Listed by the ETB (apparent-
ly that's Japanese for English Tourist
Board!) as an Activity Holiday
Establishment, I found myself at a
West Country hotel, the home of
Maggie and Noel Tolkien (the latter a
relative of The Lord of the Rings
creator).

The Fairmount House Hotel (nee
The Fairmount Guest House) is a

quiet, small hotel overlooking
Chelston in Torquay, sunny Devon-
shire. Starting life as a Victorian family
house, much renovation and decora-
tion took place in order that by 1978 it
could open its doors to accommodate
guests, and it is now a comfortable
eight-bedroomed hotel in the
fashionable part of Torquay.

Last year, however, the number
of available letting rooms was reduc-
ed to seven with the arrival of G6GR.
Now there's an old call -sign worthy of
further explanation. Its holder, Ernest
Gardiner (Ern for short) is Maggie
Tolkien's father. Having retired from
the midlands where he was president
of the Wolverhampton ARS and vice-
president MARS for some years, he
has now set up his modernised shack
in the hotel. Much of the equipment The Fairmount Hotel

I

tials as a call -sign), completing an in-
itial distance of thirty feet: eventually
DX was possible over two miles on
440m. Ernest has had a great deal of
experience with radio, indeed his
father, once a sernior PO executive
took out a licence as soon after the
First World War as they could be ob-
tained - a G2 'artifical aerial' call,
with which Ern eventually worked
America on 75 meters.

Ernest is possibly the only surviv-
ing person to be an honorary founder
fellow of the London TV Club (the
Royal Television Society) and a
founder member of IERE, and he was
president of the RSGB just after the
last War although, as he admits, main-
ly because he happened to be about at
the time.

The call -sign G 6GR was taken out
in 1932 and has been in use exten-
sively ever since on many bands
under many modes, and currently on
all the HF bands, 2m and 70cm. It is
surprising that there is any room left in
the present shack for anything
besides radio equipment, but Ern has
other projects such as a fully working
home-made electric organ and a com-
puter.

Radio Shack

The shack at The Fairmount is
freely open for use by any licensed
amateur staying at the hotel and it is
very well furnished. For HF, the
popular FT101ZD Mark 3 is used,
complete with FM adaptor, and,
although plans for a cubical -quad
would probably be quashed by the
Local Planning Authority because of a
Preservation Order, existing antennas
work well. A trap -dipole at an advan-
tageous height covers the UK on
3.5MHz and most of Europe on 7MHz
with impressive results due to the
splendid take -off across the Channel.
'Top -band' works well and proves
very popular in the West Country on
Sunday mornings.

For DX working on the 20, 15
and 10m bands, a trap vertical with
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Em, G6GR, in the well-equipped shack.

radials at about 60 feet is employed
and offers many good contacts. For
VHF/UHF operation, an FT225RD
multimode is available with an
FDK700E plus transverter for
70cms, and if my eyes did not deceive
me, there is a rig for llm in the cor-
ner.

The walls and numerous shelves
of this very homely -from -home
shack are crowded with memorable
items from radio and television days
past, including 200 pre -War QSL
cards (some from the first stations

Some of Ern's collection of vintage
QSLs.

661e

748;
rr

G6W1

can 41711;

licensed in various countries and
many before prefixes were thought
of) and a multitude of radio receivers,
televisions and a 1918 SW tuner. The
latter is described as a Mklll tuner and
is in mint conditions; it was originally
used by aircrews for spark contacts to
their ground controls, and later by Ern
and his father for their first amateur
contacts in about 1922.

The morse key, often heard on the
air, is a 1917 ATErC double current
with reverse polarity and is in fine
working order albeit slightly modified
to meet today's requirements. An
electronic 'el -bug' key is, however,
available for those who prefer.

It transpires that G6GR was legal-
ly transmitting television before the
BBC, and whilst working profes-
sionally in the early days of television,
Ernest liaised closely with Messrs.
Marconi and Baird. In fact, by 1933
Ernest had set up his first trading
outlet, a retail shop in Conduit Street
in London's West End, selling early
television spares: do any of our
readers remember the Radio
Reconstruction Company?

Human Comforts

Away from the shack, the hotel is
extremely comfortable, facilities ex-
cellent, and the food exquisite - not
to say plentiful. In fact, one feels part
of a large family home rather than a
holiday-maker.

Torquay lends itself to be the
perfect base for a touring holiday in
south and mid Devonshire with an
endless list of amenities and attrac-
tions within easy reach, both by car
and public transport. I thoroughly en-
joyed my time exploring all that
Devonshire has to offer although I

know there is still more to be seen.
Disabled visitors are catered for at

the hotel; so too are babies, dogs and
vegetarians by arrangement. There is
ample parking on site adjacent to the
south -facing walled garden, a patio
and sloping lawns. Watch out for the
picturesque 80 year old magnolia tree
in April and May and for passion fruit
(!) later in the year.

The Fairmount Hotel is in Herbert
Road, Chelston, Torquay, Devon and
Ernest may be contacted on Torquay
605446.

Spark Tx and Rx used by G6GR and his father for their first amateur
contacts in 1922.
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SPECIAL REVIEW!
Icom 271 + muTek - the ultimate 2m performer?
Angus McKenzie applies the magnifying glass to

this top combination!

PLUS

A visit to the National Wireless Museum

Miniaturising quad elements for HF

Belcom LS20/XE 2m hand-held reviewed

Polar-easation changer to build -- horizontal and
vertical polarisation from a single Yagi

NEXT
MONTH

WRITE FOR HAM RADIO TODAY!

We are always looking for new contributors to the magazine
and we pay a competitive page rate. If you have built a
project or you have some experience that you would like
to pass on, or if you have a particular point of view that
you would like to get across to others, drop us a line and
describe what it is you'd like to write about. We'll get back
to you to tell you if we're interested and to tell you all the
boring details. Don't forget to tell us your address and
telephone number (preferably a day -time telephone number
too).

Note that as of the 20th December 1983, we shall be
moving the magazine QTH to No.1 Golden Square, London
VV1R 3AB, telephone 01-437 0626.
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LE U [1

a Helical Beam for
40 metres

There can be few people who are not
familiar with the 'rubber duck' type of
aerial, a helically wound structure
which provides resonance in a

The aerial type is useful at higher
frequencies where pocket portable
equipment demands mini aerials.
However, a much neglected use is at

Do you live in a suburban semi? Frank Ogden shows
that it is possible to get a couple of quarts worth of

aerial into a pint plot.

physically 'short' element. At
1 44MHz the helical comprises little
more than a self supporting steel
spring in a plastic rubber sleeve.

lower frequencies where several
helical elements can be combined to
form a compressed yagi beam. With
this in mind, we have provided details

for the construction of a helical
quarter wave aerial for 2m so that
scaling can be carried out for other
bands. As a rule of thumb, a quarter
wave helical element requires about a
half wave length of wire wound into
an element with a length ranging from
between an eighth and a twelfth of a
free space wavelength.

Two joined end to end produce a
half wave element which can be
coupled to an unbalanced feeder by
joining the braid of the feeder to the
electrical centre and tapping the cen-
tre conductor a few turns up to one
side. Resonance can be achieved by
coupling a GDO (grid dip oscillator, a
device which detects the resonant
frequency of a tuned circuit) to the
centre turns of the aerial element.
Needless to say, the resonant fre-
quency of the element needs to be
determined before the feeder is at-
tached. Once resonance is found -
the adjustment is carried out by ad-
ding or removing turns to the element
ends - any feeder impedance can be
matched by tapping the centre con-
ductor of the feeder at the appropriate
point on the element. This is best
found with an SWR box connected in
the feeder line and the application of a
bit of RF.

Multi element yagis are manufac-
tured by mounting several elements
on a boom. The resonance of the
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lower frequencies where several
reflector and director elements should
be determined in isolation, before at-
taching to the boom. The same design
rules apply to parasitic helical
elements as pertain to full sized ver-
sions: the helical dipole should be con-
structed for resonance at the
operating frequency; the director(s)
for a frequency some five per cent
higher and the reflector around five
per cent lower.

Low Resistance
As a general point, the radiation

resistance of an helical element is
substantially lower than its full size
equivalent. To keep losses within ac-
ceptable limits, the aerial should be
wound with the heaviest gauge wire
possible. Heavy gauge copper wire on
a glass fibre pole is ideal. Resistive
losses for elements resonating above
30MHz are negligible in most cases.
At 7MHz this is not the case.

Element spacings are a bit of a
problem. There is nothing which can
be done to reduce these without
sacrificing both gain and bandwidth.
An helical element has markedly
sharper tuning than a linear element
and the characteristic is accentuated
by very close element spacings. Fur-
thermore, close spacing reduces the
radiation resistance still further thus
increasing resistive losses.

In spite of these shortcomings,
very compact, worthwhile designs
can be produced with superior
characteristics to other aerial types
for the same size. It is possible to build
a 40m three element beam with ex-
cellent directional characteristics into
the same size as a three element full
size monoband array for 10m. Fur-
thermore the practical gain in the for-
ward direction is considerably higher
than most of the standard designs for
40m. I've shown a design for such an
aerial which uses varnished wooden
poles for the supporting structure.
From bitter experience I have found it
is not a good idea to put more than
about 100W up the spout because
local heating causes the varnish to
flake. Damp then gets into the wood
and the aerial becomes useless! A
144MHz helically -wound antenna is
easily made, and can be formed on a
12in length of plastic tubing '/2in in
diameter, as shown in the diagram,
although fibre glass or PTFE tubing
would be better and less lossy. A
small hole is drilled near to one end of
the tube, leaving a couple of inches to
spare, eventually to be soldered to the
centre pin of the coaxial plug. A
second small hole is drilled 10in from
the first hole and a self -tapping screw
inserted.

Then 34 turns of the wire
(18SWG or thereabouts) are close

wound at the lower end of the tube,
leaving an extra couple of inches
before cutting the wire. The turns will
spring open a little but they are then
slid along the former, which will
tighten them up again, and the 30th
turn anchored under the ST screw,
the remaining turns being left for ad-
justment purposes.

Plug In And Tune Up
The coaxial plug can now be fitted

by threading the wire through the
centre pin, forcing the plug into the
tube and then soldering the wire into
the pin. If the wire is enamelled the
end should be scraped clean, of
course, before fitting the plug. It is a
good idea to make sure the plug fits
the tube before starting construction.

The top turns are adjusted by
plugging the antenna into a rig via and
SWR meter and adjusting them by
pulling them along the tube or com-
pressing them until the SWR is cor-
rect. This is best done at around
145MHz for general use unless there
is a preference for a particular fre-
quency.

If the tubing is slightly larger in
diameter then fewer turns will be
needed, and vice versa, and a matter
of experiment. Finally, after
ment, the top turns can be held fast by
a spot or two of plastic cement or
another ST screw.

Max gain

10ft

I

10ft

To Tx 50 or 7511

I. electrical

Feeder

centre

I- braid

3x1 varnished
boom

Adjust turns to
resonate 7.3MHz

0

1.1

I.

I.

11j.

Fig.2. A Multi -element Yagi. Note that all dimensions are
for 40m operation.

Centre conductor
tapped into helix
to match feeder
impedence

Adjust turns to
resonate 7.05MHz

4-*

tD

Approximately
1009 of 18s.w.g.
copper wire wound
on to each element

,
U clamps

Former glasstibre
or varnished
wooden pole 1
diameter

Adjust turns to
resonate 6.6MHz
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When Tony and I originally dreamt up
the Project Omega transceiver con-
cept, we didn't really think that an RF
pre -amp ahead of the mixer circuit
would be necessary. Anyway, here it
is!

Let us explain a bit,more. Omega,
as it stands, reached our design ex-
pectations of 0.5uV useable sensitivi-
ty together with more than 105dB of
dynamic range. More than this, the
performance is real. Genuinely low
local oscillator noise means that this
wide signal handling ability is
available close in. Other (synthesised)
receiver systems claim massive signal
handling range but only where the
strong, interfering signal is spaced
100's of kHz away from where you
are trying to listen. The real world isn't
like that. The massively powerful SW
broadcasting stations are more often
than not just a few kHz away and, as
designed, Omega copes with this
situation very effectively.

Compromise

You don't willingly compromise
this kind of attribute which is why we
weren't too keen to add an un-
necessary amplifier. The sensitivity
may not have been as high as that
found in many commercial units but,
providing that the aerial system in use
is large, then the received at-
mospheric noise from the aerial would
be the limiting factor in determining
the weakest signal that can be resolv-
ed by the overall systems. Adding fur-
ther amplification to the set is of no
value under these circumstances. It
would merely serve to reduce the
strong signal handling abilities of the
transceiver. However, not everbody
is using Omega with a high perfor-
mance aerial system. Small beams
and trapped verticals have been found
not to provide enough signal-to-noise
to limit the system. A high quality
amplifier is very useful here. In prac-
tice it causes little deterioration, even
with large aerials used on 40m at
night.

PROJESU

Part
The broadband

receive amplifier
by Frank Ogden, G4JST,

and Tony Bailey, G3 WPO.

Broadband amplifier

Omega provides wide HF
coverage and any amplifier system
has to match this. The design chosen

uses a pair of J310 JFETs run in push-
pull configuration. Like its hi-fi
equivalent, distortion products
generated on one side of the circuit
tend to cancel on the other. Ideally,
the two transistors used should be
matched electrically. In practice, this
is not too important. The common
source resistor R2 tends to balance
out electrical imperfections in the cir-
cuit.

Transistors Q1 and Q2 are run at
around 20mA standing current each
(40mA total) placing the operating
point on a very linear portion of the
slope. The heavy negative feedback
provided by R1 and L1 from output to
input terminal, combined with the
high internal gain of the amplifier unit,
largely removes any residual distor-
tion products. The negative feedback
circuit, which is of the virtual earth
type, also defines the input im-
pedance of the amplifier, but without
adding the noise penalty of a resistor
connected directly across the input
transformer. It is worth noting that
the amplifier input only represents a
50 ohm match while its output is ter-
minated into a 50 ohm load. Choke L1
compensates for capacitative phase
shift at high frequencies while C1 and
C2 provide neutralisation. R3 and R4

Fig.1. Omega Broadband HF Preamplifier
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inhibit parasitics associated with the
transformer leakage inductances.
The amplifier provides a flat gain of
1 5dB across the HF spectrum when
correctly terminated on both input
and output into 50 ohms. It has an
output capability of + 1 5dBm (about
30mW.

Switching

The pre -amp appears to be rather
complex. Well, it is a bit but you can't
escape something like it if the RF pre -
amp is to be used with full CW break-
in. Like the aerial changeover board
described in an earlier issue of HRT, all
the diode switching could be usefully
replaced with relays.* However,
modern PIN diodes driven with large
amounts of switching current do not
appear to introduce either losses or in-
termodulation products.

In the receive mode (pre -amp on)
supply voltage to the amplifier at the
emitter of Q3 causes the emitters of
the complementary pair, Q5, 6 to go
positive. This causes the pair of PIN
diodes, D1, 2 to conduct connecting
the inputs of the amplifier to the in-
puts and outputs of the module. Note
that the 'earthy' end of this diode
chain (seperated as far as RF goes by
the choke RFC3) goes to a potential
divider R5, 6. Current is diverted from
R5 to the diode chain. Meanwhile PIN
diode D3, isolated to RF by the usual

clutch of chokes, is reverse biased to
around six volts by the potential
divider action of R7, 8.

In transmit, or with the RF pre -
amp switched off, the emitters of Q5,
6 are drawn down to ground causing
D3 to conduct, coupling the input and
output together i.e. through circuit,
while reverse biasing D1 ,2. This
disconnects the amplifier. G4JST.

Construction

Although the circuit is shown in
two diagrams for clarity, the whole
preamplifier and switching is built on
one double sided PCB and housed in a
small diecast box. If you want to build
you own PCB for any reason, the track
lengths between the J310 and out-
puts and the transformers must be
kept as short as possible, if the design
objectives are to be met and uncondi-
tional stability obtained.

As we keep repeating in this
series, short lead lengths above the
PCB are essential and this will help
prevent any 'stability' problems from
occuring. (1) Insert and solder the
seven 1mm PCB connection pins. (2)
Insert and solder the fixed resistors. It
is important that R2 is orientated with
the body in the position shown. (3)
Now wind Ti and T2. These are both
wound on two -hole balun cores, and
constructed in a smiliar fashion to
transformers in previous parts of the

series, As for the rest, one turn is
defined as a piece of wire down
through one hole and back out the
other - so that both leads end up at
the same end. Ti is wound on a small
Fair -Rite core, and T2 on a larger
10mm square core. Keep the earthed
leads as short as possible when
soldering to the PCB. Ti requires 9cm
of wire for each half of the secondary,
and 5cm for the primary. T2 uses two
lengths of 20cm for the primary and
8cm for the secondary. (4) The re-
mainder of the components can now
be soldered into place. Take care that
the orientation of the transistor cases
is as shown - Q6 has one lead
soldered to the top PCB foil. The three
Pin diodes should lie flat against the
PCB, whereas Q4 must clear the foil
to avoid short circuiting (the case is at
+ 12v).

Testing

Once assembled, the unit can be
tested, if you have the equipment, us-
ing a scope or RF millivoltmeter, and a
signal generator. The gain of the
preamplifier should be flat between
1.8 Er 30Mhz at 1 5dB nominal. Both
inputs and outputs must be ter-
minated into 50 ohms for this
measurement.

There is in fact little to go wrong,
providing the instructions are follow-
ed. Some DC checks can be made as

ID
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follows: 1. Apply + 12v to points F
and D. With no connection to E, the
emitter of Q5 should be at around
0.6v. Apply + 1 2v to E and this
voltage should rise to near supply
voltage. 2. The cathodes of D1 and
D2 should all be at higher potential
than the anodes (i.e. reverse biased)
when no voltage is shown voltage is
on'point E, and D3's cathode should
be at lower potential than the anode.
Applying + 1 2v to E should reverse
this situation i.e. D3 should now be
reversed biased and D1 /2 conduc-
ting.

The preamplifier PCB is housed in
a small diecast box, simply place the

finished PCB centrally in the box,
mark the hole positions and drill out
two x 3mm holes. The three + 1 2v
connections are made via 1 00pF
feedthrough capacitors mounted on
one side of the box (see diagram), and
the coaxial inputs and outputs hard-
wired (no connectors) through small
grommets as shown in the
photograph, using miniature 50 ohm
coaxial cable.

The preamplifier must be located
AFTER the preselector, and ahead of
the CIFPU unit. If it is located before
the preselector, then all the unwanted
out -of -band signals will be amplified
as well.

PCB Foil Pattern at size

iN:40m ATc4 0 / OUTwPo

0 LOMEGA ' ° 2.1°HF PREAMP iss 1

/..CCVS

Al DO Yoi ME AN
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Using The Preamp With
Other Rigs

This preamplifier is ideal for use
with almost any other receiver or

transceiver, providing space to mount
it can be found. With most rigs, it is
unlikely that the receive/transmit
switching function will be required
unless the preamp is located in a

Component Listing

R1 470R
R2 33R
R3,4 68R
R5,6,7,8 220R 0.5 watt
R9,11 100K
R10,12 1K
All 0.25W 5% carbon film except R5 - R8
C1 ,2 1p0 ceramic
03,10 100n monolithic ceramic
04,5,6,7,8,9 10n ceramic
Q1,2 J310
Q3,5 BC237 or 238 or 239
Q4 BFY51
Q6 BC307 or BC308
D1,2,3 BA379
L1

RFC1,2,3,4,5
T1

T2

TOKO RF Choke type 7BA. 3.9uH (coded 3R9)
TOKO RF Choke type 7BA. 1 mH (coded 102)
Wound on Fair -Rite Balun core Type 28-43002402.
Primary 2 turns. Secondary 8 turns centre tapped.
0.2mm dia en Cu wire.
Wound on lOmm square block ferrite toroid. Primary
10 turns centre tapped. Secondary 2 turns. 0.2mm en
Cu wire.

Also required: 7 x 1mm dia PCB connection pins; SPCO toggle switch; Min
50 ohm coaxial cable; Diecast Box RS type 509-939

signal path that provides a bi-
directional low level RF signal path (as
in Omega where the preselector
handles both receive, and low level Tx
signals). The normal place for the
preamp would be immediately ahead
of the receive RF amplifier (or mixer if
no RF amplification) and after any
filtering. In such a case, the Preamp
on/off control (Q3) should be
premanently wired ON (connect D to
F) and ON/OFF control then obtained
by switching point E to + 12 on
receive via a switch. Note that UNDER
NO CIRCUMSTANCES should other
than low-level Transmit power be
passed through this unit.

Kits

A kit of parts for this project in-
cluding a drilled tinned PCB, switch
and all PCB mounted components is
available from WPO Communications
at £13.50 inc VAT Et p&p. The PCB
alone is £3.50. The diecast box is not
included in this kit but is available at
£3.50 inc.

* The diode switching of the
preamplifier can be usefully replaced
with relays if this facility is not re-
quired by the would-be constructor.

Fig.3. Preamp diecast box drilling detail Omega overlay diagram Foil Pattern
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BOX: RS TYPE 509-939

A = HOLE TO SUIT GROMMET
B = 5mm 0
MEASUREMENTS WITHOUT LID IN PLACE
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Yesterda
Way back in 1964 I felt that I

wanted to extend my activities as a
'household ham' and go mobile. Now
in those days this needed a great deal
of scheming, shopping around and
not least, physical strength. Not in
those days the pocket size wizardry of
today. No way. In 1964 it was the
time of the 'heavy stuff'. Great bulky
equipment that had to be coaxed and
manoevered into any car before it
rested comfortably.

Hall off Seymour Place, not far away
from Lisle Street, and on the days of
the exhibition one could meet old
friends of the air all looking for various
pieces of hard to get gear.

The physical size of the receiver
was about 6 inches by 6 inches for the
front panel by about 12 inches deep,
and the transmitter was slightly
larger, so it will be appreciated that it
was no easy matter to get both these
items into the car under the

Ken Michaelson, G3RDG, goes 'mobile' - old style.
The scheming consisted of coax-

ing the XYL that going mobile was a
desirable adjunct to my already fairly
unpopular hobby. This was achieved
after a certain amount of justified
blackmail, and the next step was to go
shopping for the 'gear'. Almost all the
equipment used for mobile operation
at that time was ex -Armed Services,
and consisted in the main of a series of
transmitters and receivers called
'COMMAND' sets. These had been
designed in 1938 and produced in
prodigious quantities over a decade
for the American Army, Navy and Air
Force. There were nine separate
models, all electrically and physically
the same, apart from differences in
the coil/capacitor values, and cover-
ing 500KHz to 9.1MHZ, and
100-156MHz. As a matter of in-
terest, Fig. 1 shows the basic circuit
of the transmitter.

In addition to these two items,
there was the modulator to consider,
since at that time 90% of mobile
operation took place in the 'AM'
(amplitude modulation) mode.

20 years ago, one could go shop-
ping for these goodies at electrical
emporiums in Lisle Street, at the back
of Leicester Square, and in Tottenham
Court Road, both in London's West
End. The R.S.G.B. used to hold their
yearly exhibition at the Horticultural

dashboard and be able to drive the car
at the same time, let alone ac-
comodate the XYL in the front
passenger seat. In my case I made a
fearsome construction of 'Dexion'
angle iron held together with nuts and
bolts. This, of course, had to be in-
serted into the car, and having over-
come that difficulty (by dismantling
half of it!!!) the next thing was to ar-
range that the receiver and transmit-
ter could be fitted in the racking.

Eventually, all was done, and the
modulator unit and power supply had
to be placed in the boot of the car,
there being no more room in the front,
although some enthusiastic

'mobileers' (if I can use the term) were
not able to carry passengers when go-
ing mobile as they had all the gear in
the car itself.

I operated on 160 metres (1.8 to
2.0MHz) and 80 metres (3.5MHz to
3.8MHz) and this necessitated two
sets of transmitter/receiver
assemblies. I arranged things so that it
was possible to unplug one transmit-
ter/receiver assembly and be able to
plug in the other band assembly when
I wanted to, but the cabling and plugs
to do this had to be seen to believed. In
addition to this, of course, there were
the modulator and power supply in
the boot, which also had to be wired
into the system!

Mobile Whip
But I think the 'piece de

resistance' was the antenna. My
antenna was what is called a 'centre
loaded' whip. That is to say, the
loading coil was roughly in the centre
of the aerial, and for those of you who
have never seen a centre loaded top
band mobile whip, there is a treat in
store for you. It did not resemble the
VHF quarter wave or even the five
eights wave mobile antenna of today
in the slightest degree. The whole
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Fig.1. The circuit of the transmitter.
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thing was about 12 feet long, and the
coil was in the middle, which, to make
the antenna anything like efficient had
to be about 10 inches long by about 3
inches in diameter! This was for 'top
band', the loading coil for 80 metres
was the same length but about two
and a half inches in diameter.

I had this monstrosity (?)
mounted on a half section of a ski rack
on the car roof, and the total height
from the top of the antenna to the
ground was something like 20 feet.
Apart from hitting the undersides of
bridges on occasion, you can imaging
the looks that I received, never mind
the remarks, as I drove along. I have
been mistaken for a BBC TV detector
van, a secret type of policeman and
other less polite descriptions. One
made the antenna oneself, and
wound the coil also, and the various
hints and tips which went around at
that time to help you wind the coil or
tune the antenna would have filled a
book.

The distance worked with top
band mobile varied with the time of
the day, as do the conditions for base
station working today, but I well
remember the thrill of working an
amateur in Guildford when just out-
side Birmingham on the way home to
London. That, to me, was mobile
'DX'. Another thrill that I recall was
working a 'W' in New York from my
car when driving round the North Cir-
cular Road in London. This, of course
was at a later date, and with a mobile
SSB rig. The controls of the 'COM-
MAND' sets were not engineered for
adjustment when driving the car, and

i- ,,,......,,,,,,,,ku ki,01,,,, ..

as a rule, particularly on 80 metres, I
had to draw into the side of the road to
tune the transmitter up, before calling
'CQ CQ FROM G3RDG stroke
MOBILE'. At that time and with the
'COMMAND' transmitters, a carbon
microphone was necessary, and I

have to this day the adapted
telephone headset with the carbon
mike projecting to curve round in front
of my mouth. This was before the
days of noise cancelling mikes.

Power Problems
Of course, current consumption

of the rig was quite a consideration.
Since the circuitry was all valve, there
were the heaters of the valves to think
about and some means of providing
the high tension voltage of about 220
volts DC for the screens and anodes
of the receiver valves and about 400
volts at 200mA for the pair of 1623
transmitting valves. In my case this
was achieved by means of a rotary
converter, a most inefficient means of
doing it. Basically, it consisted of a
motor running at 12 volts DC (from
the car battery) attached to and driv-
ing a dynamo which generated the
necessary voltages. Of course the

. . . Some 'Mobileers'
were not able to
carry passengers . . .

current drain from the car battery was
considerable, and many a time I have
stopped by the roadside so that I

could keep the engine running at a
good speed and keep the voltage up.
A far cry from today when my Yaesu
FT48OR draws barely 3.5 amps on
transmit with an input to the antenna
of nearly 30 watts on high power.
And that with a physical size no larger
than a car radio.

Nevertheless, I feel, perhaps with
nostalgia, that we had more fun 20
years ago than one gets today when
operating mobile. To go and buy a
'black box' (and don't think, any of
you, that I look down on the modern
rigs), put it in the car, and get excellent
transmission and reception without
any trouble, seems to me to take
away the excitement of the hobby.
But perhaps I am wrong, and only
looking at it from a point of view of 20
years ago.

At all event, all that I can do is to
wish all you mobile operators more
power to your elbow, whether using
old-fashioned rigs with heavy current
consumption and bulk, or the latest all
singing all dancing box from
Japan . . . 73's.
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Free Readers" ADS !!
Buy, sell or exchange your gear through our free service to readers

CONDITIONS

1. These advertisements are offered as a free
service to readers who are not engaged in buying
or selling the same equipment or services on a
commercial basis. Readers who are should contact
our advertising department who will be pleased to
help.

2. Advertisements will be inserted as and when
space becomes available.

3. The insertion of advertisements will be on a
first -come, first -served basis, subject to condition
(2). As a result, it will not be possible to guarantee
the insertion of a particular advertisement into any
particular issue of the magazine.

4. Readers should either write out their adver-
tisement in BLOCK CAPITALS or type it, underlin-
ing any words that are to appear in bold.

5. The magazine cannot accept any respon-
sibility for printers' errors in the advertisements;
however, we will do our best to ensure that legibly
written advertisements are reproduced correctly.
In the event of a gross error, at the Editor's discre-
tion, a corrected version of the advertisement will
be printed (at the advertiser's request) at the
earliest issue in which space is available.

6. The magazine or its publishers will not accept
responsibility for the contents of the adver-
tisements, and by acceptance of these conditions,

the advertiser undertakes to indemnify the
publisher against any legal action arising out of the
contents of the advertisement.

7. The magazine reserves the right to refuse to
accept or to delete sections of advertisements
where this is judged necessary.

8. Advertisements are accepted in good faith;
however, the publisher cannot be held responsible
for any untruths or misrepresentations in the
advertisement, nor for the activities of advertisers
or respondents.

9. Advertisers must fill in their names, ad-
dresses and (if available) telephone number in the
space provided, and sign the form to indicate ac-
ceptance of these conditions (forms returned
without a signature will not be used).
10. All that is to be reproduced in the advertise-
ment should be entered into the space provided on
the form printed in the magazine - note that a
photocopy is not acceptable. All advertisements
must give either a telephone number and/or ad-
dress for respondents to contact, and this must be
included in the wording of the advertisement.
11. Advertisements must be 40 words or less in
length (telephone numbers normally count as two
words, exchange or exchange code plus number).

Name

Address

ENTER YOUR ADVERTISEMENT HERE:

I accept the conditions above.

Signature

Send this form to: Free Readers' Ads, Ham Radio
Today, 145 Charing Cross Road, London WC2H
OEE (if replying after 20th December, please ad-
dress to us at 1 Golden Square, London WC2,
because we're moving!)
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W MIDLANDS NORFOLK YORKSHIRE

THE' CENTRE SPANNER CITY CB CENTRE
4 Cross Church St, Huddersfield Tel:

Open- 6 days 9-5.30. 0484 20774
1(BIRMINGHAM)

584 Hegley Road West OZ, Parkside Garage 1 Closed Weds. Thurs 9am-8pm
G4MH Mini Beam

Oldbury, Morley 868 OBS Thursford Grandstand 'Always a good selector ol 'rep Ea 2, 'Una equipment In stock
321-421 8201 021.550 9324

Opening hours: 9.30-5.30 Toes -Sat
Late nights Thursday and Friday

\LI"
Fakenham LA 83

Open 6 days Tel: Thursford 27 to 934 MHz Amateur Radio Shop
For all your communication requirements 9am-6pm 402 TRANSVERTER

GREATER MANCHESTER

231 Chorley Rd., Swinton,
Greater Manchester.
Tel: 081-793-1010

Open: 7 days a week.
TRIO, YAESU, ICOM, GWHIP.

NORFOLK

Eastern Communications
36 Cattle Market Street

.VOR3f1CH
Or. MON -
tO Co5son 5 oo.r.

(0603)667189
MAIL ORDER

\o/
\./

IICOMI
ems. arecoocero

D.P. HOBBS (Norwich) Ltd
13 St. Benedicts Street, Norwich

Tel: 615786
Open Mon -Sat 9-5.30

Closed Thurs
Stockists of:

YAESU, FDK, ICOM, JAYBEAM
& Electronic Component Specialists

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
R.A.S. (NOTTINGHAM)

P Owen G8UUS

3 FARNDON GREEN; WOLLATON PARK
NOTTINGHAM: TEL 0602 280267

Onen Tues Fri 10 5 30 Sa19-5
Y AM& FOK: COM 1101MIERKAAFP: TOONA

HARM: WELL ANTENNAS a OWN 011%14.F.

SCOTLAND

AXDON
32 Atholl Street, Perth

Tel. 0738-23753, Open: 8 days
ICOM, TONA, TONO, RSGB Books, Maps &

log books. Full range of components
Mail order available - send for price list.

JAYCEE ELECTRONICS
JOHN GM3OPW
20 Woodside Way, Glenrothes, Fife KY) SOF

Tel: 0592 756962
Open Tues Sat 9 5

Quality secondhand equipment In stock. Full range of TRIO
goodies. Jaybeam - Microwave Modules- LAR.

Please include my business details in the
next available issue of Ham Radio Today
Only £15.00 per insertion, call us
for series discounts on 01-437 0699

Business Name:

Address:

Tel. No:

Open Hrs:

Contact (Office Use Only):

Post to: Emporium Guide, Ham Radio Today,
1 Golden Square, London W1.

HAM RADIO TODAY FEBRUARY 1984

DISCOVER THE WORLD WITH AMATEUR RADIO FROM

"c
5545 ear . re,.S2 1,
LEEDS 052657 OPEN 410,1- SA r

PROFESSIONALS' 9a0 -6E.

TRIO ICOM YAESU
11 05 AMATEUR 5,00 MAN. ORDERS SERVICE DEPT OPEN VOIe -FRI

60 GRIN ROAD ME ANW00DI.EEDSI S65,P TIE 752224 I

BRITISH MADE =MI L AR PRODUCTS

TELECOM
6 New Street, Barnsley

South Yorkshire
Tel (0226) 5031

Specialists in Yaesu. corn
and So -Kamp

TYNE & WEAR

Manned LY DITTO NICS
Dialer ICOM

129 Chillingham Rd, Newcastle-upon-Tyne
Tel: 0632 761002

Open: Tues-Sat 10am-6pm

SOMERSET

AVCOMM LTD
25 Northload Street,

Glastonbury
Tel: 0458-33145

Open 9.30-5.30. Closed Wed

SUSSEX

SOUTHDOWN

Pth110
40 TERMINUS RD (6PP.
EASTBOURNE Railway

sup-, Tel: 103231639351 Stn.)

Open: Mon -Sat 10-6 (Closed Tues)
Stockists of: Yaesu, Trio, Tonna, FDK etc +
secondhand and ex -Government equipment in

stock

TO BOOK THIS
SPACE - PHONE
ASP CLASSIFIED

01-437 0699
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AVON

6 GOLF CLUB
LANE,

SALTFORD,
BRISTOL

Tel: 02217 2402
Open Tues Sat 9am 9pm

Close Mondays

Radio Communications
Amateur P M R Marine

12 la PENNYVVELL ROAD. BRISTOL. BSS OTJ

CAMBRIDGESHIRE

CALLING ALL AMATEURS

Range
an
Backup

nd y

Peterborough Electronic Store i!,71.,,RW

CHESHIRE

romitoyfiliAok  co L u

58.62 Lower Hillgate, Stockport
Tel. 061-480 4872 Open: Mon & Wed 9-6
late nights Tues & Fri 9-7pm. Sat 9-5.30.

Closed Thurs
Yaesu, Sommerkamp, Diawa, Jaybeam, Kenpro,

Weltz, Datong

DW ELECTRONICS G3X CF
Amateur Radio Supplies
71 Victoria Rd, Widnes

Tel: 051-420 2559
Open Mon -sat 9-6 (closed Weds) Sun 9.30-12

We supply Yaesu, Trio, Kenwood, Tonna, Jaybeam,
Microwave Modules. Datongs etc

HAMPSHIRE

FARNBOROUGH
COMMUNICATIONS
97 Osborne Rd, North Comp,

Farnborough. Tel. 0252-518009
Open: 8 days 10-13

Yaesu, Icom, FDKs, Mosley aerials, Jaybeams,
G Whips

CALBRESCO LTD
258 Fratton Road

Portsmouth
Tel. 0705 735003

Open 10,30am-6pm 6 days
Sunday by appointment

COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT
COMPONENTS, BOOKS, ACCESSORIES

KENT

Thanet
Electronics [mom I

143 Reculver Rd.. Herne Bay
Tel. 02273-63859

Open: Mon -Fri 9-5.30
(Closed for lunch 1-2)

SCARAB SYSTEMS
AMA-EUR RADIO SOFTWARE

Iwo/4A STOCKISTS

29 Stafford Street, Gillingham
0634-570441

IT'S AMATEUR RADIO
from AMTRONICS
8 Tollgate Buildings

Hadlow Road, Tonbridge, Kent
Tel (0732) 361850

FDK, AZDEN, YAESU, JAYBEAM,
FORTOP, DATONG, etc.

LANCASHIRE

GUILDFORD COMMUNICATIONS
34 Aldershot Rd., Guildford

Open Mon -Fri 8am-630Pm
Sat Sam -5 30pm Secondhand wanted

\4f/
TR:8

[mom]
ASDEN

7075U K4

LANCASHIRE

ISHERWOODS
ELECTRONICS
Hozler Street, Blackburn

Tel. 0254-57818
Open: Mon -Fri 9-5, Sat 10-1

An Aladdin's Cave of Components

HOLDINGS/AMATEUR ELECTRONICS
NORTH WEST

Full range of T.E.T. & YAESU +J BEAM,
DRAE, DATONE, etc, etc.

Consult G3LLL
15 mins junct. 31 M6. Free parking
45 Johnsonton St., Blackburn

Tel: (02541 59595
Closed Thursday

LEICESTERSHIRE

28-28 BRAUNSTON GATE,
LEICESTER. TEL: 553293

Open: Mon -Sat 9.00am to 5.30pm

LINCOLNSHIRE

J.R.W. COMMUNICATIONS
15 New Street, Louth, Lincolnshire

Tel: 0507-606973
Open: Mon -Sat, 9am-6pm

Authorised TANDY Dealers, 021 Dealer, ICOM
Dealer and YAESU Dealer

Also MARINE RADIO EQUIPMENT

LONDON

THE CENTRE
10 MERTON PARK PARADE,

KINGSTON ROAD, SW19
Tel: 01-543 5150

Open 6 days 9am-6pm (late night Weds until 8pml

DAVE
MICK

G8SYG
G6LHL

The Enfield Emporium
AMATEUR RADIO

Hours. Mon to Sat 9-6, Late Friday 9-8, Sun morn 10i

281 Hertford Road, Edmonton N9
Tel: 01-804 0128

ALTITUDE AERIALS AND
COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED

TV. Radio. 2M, CB Aerials
1000s Brackets, Masts, Towers, Coaxial.

Cordless Telephones and Amplifiers.
132 Hermon Hill, London, /18

01-530-8118

W. MIDLANDS

DEWSBURY ELECTRONICS

176 Lower High St, STOURBRIOGE
Tel: 10384) 390063

Open: 9.30-5.15. Closed Thurs & Sun.
ACCESS, BARCLAYCARD

NEW IDEA LTD
133 Flaxley Road,

Stechford, Birmingham
Stockists of Yaesu. Trio. Kenwood.

Totsuko, Tonna Antennas, Bantex
Full servicing repairs on an makes of
amateur radio. Open Mon -Sat, 10am-7pm,
Sundays, 10am-1 pm

141: 021.784 3129

HEWARD'S HOME
STORES LTD. (Est. 1983)
822/4 Kingstandlng Rd., Birmingham

B44 9RT. TO. 021-354 2083
G4RJM with 38 years in The Radio Trade

Ham Equipment urgently wanted'
Open: Mon -Sat 9-8

To book this
space - phone A.S.P.

Classified 01-437 1002

MallOrder clog 01Mene

stockists of ICON
STANDARD - REVCO Tan!!!
JAYBEAM - YAESU

and all leading makes -at the right prices!
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HAM RADIO TODAY CLASSIFIED
Lineage:
30p per word (minimum 15 words)
Semi Display: (minimum 2 cms)
£6.00 per single column centimetre
Ring for information on series bookings/discounts
All advertisements in this section must be prepaid.
Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and
conditions printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request)

SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS

SCARAB SYSTEMS
39 Stafford Street

Gillingham
Kent ME7 5EN

Tel.(0634) 570441
RTTY PROGRAMS for ZX81, SPECTRUM, VIC-20 and DRAGON 32 - as these
programs come in various packages. please write for details.
BBC £9.20
PET £7.50
Morse tutor programs at £5 each for SPECTRUM, BBC, DRAGON 32, TRS80.
More BBC programs CWOSO complete RX/TX program £7.50.
Multifile -a versatile filing system £10.25.
Telltex 21 page video magazine £15.

All prices include VAT and postage. Write for further details of these and other
programs.

WANTED. Amateur radio, technical and business software for all popular home
Micros.

5111/5(1 AK' r

VISA

AERIALS

HARD DRAWN COPPER
AERIAL WIRE
140c 14 swg E6 90

50 metres 60 swg £5.90
GRSV TYPE AERIALS

'it size £12
full size £13 95

All items post paid
1 Orchard Way, Fontwell

Arundel, Sussex BN18 OSH

COURSES

COURSES  RADIO AMATEURS
EXAMINATION City & Guilds.
Pass this important examination
and obtain your licence, with any
RRC Home Study Course. For
details of this and other courses
(GCE, professional examination,
etc.) write or phone - THE RAPID
RESULTS COLLEGE, Dept. JX1,
Tuition House, London SW194DS.
Tel: 01-947 7272 (9am-5pm) or
use our 24 hr Recordacall Service:
01-9461102 quoting Dept. JN2.

NEW!! Scientifically prepared
five-day courses to get you
through the R.A.E. examina-
tion: 01-346-8597.

NOW AVAILABLE:' Questions
& Answers' the self test manual
for R.A.E. Students. £2.75 pp.
Peter Bubb (Tuition), 58 Green -
acres, Bath BA1 4NR. SAE for
details.

CARDS, STICKERS
& BADGES

QSL CARDS Printed on white
or coloured gloss cards. SAE to
Nutley Press, 11 Barons Way,
Woodhatch, Reigate, Surrey.
Tel. Redhill 71023

EYE BALL and Club Badges.
Best quality. Professionally
engraved. Special rates for
clubs. S.A.E.: Hallmark of Roys-
ton, 16 Kneesworth St., Roys-
ton, Herts. (Trade enquiries
welcome).

RADIO CAROLINE SOUV-
ENIRS. Send S.A.E. for all the
Caroline News in our magazine.
Send £3.00 subcription to:
Caroline Movement, Dept. B.
BCM-BFRM, London WC1 N
3XX.

OSLcards at competitive rates.
SAE samples. Sigmaprint
(HRT), 62 Newark Lane.
Ripley, Surrey.

PERSONALISED QSLs,
Amateur, or CB, 1000 £13.75.
S.A.S.E. for samples. H. Hope,
89 Derwent Street, Blackhill,
Consett, DH8 8LT

1000 FULL COLOUR per-
sonalized O.S.L. cards £40 plus
£2.50 p&p. Club discounts.
Send S.A.E. to PO Box 99
Northampton NN2 6HV

01-437 0699
EXT 212
Send your requirements to:
Debbie Miller

ASP Ltd.,
1 Golden Square,
London W1

EQUIPMENT

Special prices on surplus equipment
Racal RAIT Receivers High grade communications receivers 5001CHz-30MHz
m 30 effective bands. From £175. Eddystone receiver 730/4 5001Cf1z-30MIlz in 5
bands £145. All in excellent condition. Can £15.

Ave valve testers £30 p&p £4. NEW 28 range digital multimeters £40.25.
PCR Receivers LW/MW/SW Untested less PSU £20 p&p £5. 12' Whip aerials
£4 p&p £1.50. Creed teleprinters £25 p&p free. Various single and double
beam oscilloscopes, signal generators, valve testers, output meters etc always
in stock.
Surplus circuits Book containing circuits and notes on many surplus receivers,
transceivers etc. £6.50. Send 50p for illustrated catalogue includes £1
voucher. Over 500 sets in stock. Avos amateur rigs WANTED for cash.
New shop open at 218 St Albans Road.
Come and see the bargains

WEIRMEAD LIMITED, 1?9. St Albans Road. Watford Hedy

Telephone Watford 49456 Access/Visa cards welcome.

SPECTRUM COMMUNICATIONS
RECEIVE PRE -AMPS, general purpose variable gain 0-20dB. Low noise ldB
Typical. Types RP23. RP43, RP63, RP105. Boxed kit £11.78, boxed Built £19.50.
RECEIVE CONVERTERS, 2 metre, 4 metre or 6 metre, low noise <1.5dB, gain
26dB 10 metre IF. LO output, types RC2-10. RC4-10. Boxed kit £14.50, boxed

built e27.30.
TRANSMIT CONVERTER, 2 metre, 4 metre or 6 metre, 0.5W output, 0.1-1w 10
metre VP and low level LO 1/P. types TC10-2,TC10-4.Unboxed kit £15, unboxed

built £23.50.
SPEECH PROCESSOR, provides frequency & amplitude tailoring of Speech.
Adjustable clip & output level, type FP 1000 Mark 2. Boxed kit e15.65,

built £24.65.

YOUR DORSET SUPPLIER FOR YAESU, TRIO & ICOM
Delivery within 7 days subject to availability

VAT. inc. prices, add 35pfor P&P. Send S.AE. for product list, 24 hranswering service

UNIT B6. THE MARABOUT INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
DORCHESTER, DORSET. TEL: 0305 62250.

ALL AMATEUR AND CB NEEDS
ICOM, TRIO and YAESU. CYBERNET

HARBARD and UNIDEN.
TAGRA,G.WHIP, HOXIN, MICRODOT

RTTY. SWR & power meters.
Receivers & linears. Plus all other

accessories.
Aerial Fitting Service

231 Chorley Rd., Swinton,
Greater Manchester.
Tel: 061-793-1010

HIGH QUALITY CABLES
H10050omn SuPER LOw LOSS BORPorm.Po.,ODef,
DieCOunt. 50m less 10e. 1000 ,.0 20e.
awl 50 ohm LOW LOSS 50o per m ie.., 5p pimi
UR43 50 ohm stanOer0 20p per m ie.., 30 Wm,
UR715 50 onr5 Wane:140 20p p. m ,poet 30 WTI
UR70 75 on,,, Co.. 20., per m poist 3 0/5,1
75 ohm 7.,,, Feeder neo per m (pall an P/m,
500 dm nbOon ,w,n , 2p per .1001200/m1
a ..g 05 Cower AO +ore 200 per m ipoel 2'..00/70

STRONG PVCCarerOC. ee wore 5oper ml0o52N0P/ml

RAE FOR FULL LIST/

W.H. WESTLAKE
G8MWW

Clawton, Holsworthy
Devon

For nationwide coverage
& response advertise in

Ham Radio Today
Tel: 437 0699
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ANTENNA RTTY BOOKS & PUB'S

ANTI-TVI AERIALS
Data Sheets, Large 23p S.A.E. Aerial Guide 75p

G2DYM, UPLOWMAN, TIVERTON, DEVON
Callers Welcome By Appointment Tel: 03986 215

TYRONE AMATEUR ELECTRONICS
COMMUNICATIONS SPECIALISTS

Telephones:

0662-2043 Day
0662-2922 Evenings

44 High Street, Omagh,
Co. Tyrone, N.I. BT78 1 BP

High gain antennae CDR Rotators
TH3JNR £202 £180

TH5 £419 £295
HI QUAD £332 £245
12 AVQ £50.60 £40

AR 22 £68 £50
AR 40 £79 £65

CD 45 £136 £110
T2X £327 £260

YAESU Examples of prices.
FL 21002 £475 £395 FRG 7700 £335 £295

Access and Visa accepted

FOR ALL YOUR
CLASSIFIED NEEDS

PHONE DEBBIE
01-437 0699

RTTY TERMINAL BOARDS.
TTL output for computer £35
incl. and for teleprinter £39 incl.
All boards come completely
wired and tested with FSK and
AFSK. S.A.E. for details to
B. Brookes Electronics, 2
Leicester Street, Norwich.
Tel: (0603) 24573. Stockists of
Yaesu, 'corn, Standardm Ton-
na, Drae, Scanners, Sun, etc.

COMPUTER RTTY
Useyour micro totransmit and receive
RTTY
PL1 - PLL RTTY Terminal unit
170Hz Shift Transmit & receive
Also handles ASCII TTL in/out
Kit £3.50 Built £17.50
FP1 - Two channel active filter & PSU
for PL1. Requires 15/0/15v AC.
Kit E£7.25 Built £10.75

Software for the DRAGON 32
RTTY send -receive program by
G4BMK
Split screen receive - Type ahead
buffer. OSO review & many other
features.

Cassette £12.00
ROM Cartridge £21.00

MORSE transceive program up to
150 wpml

Cassette £9.75 Cartridge £18.50
Hardware interface also available.

Please add postage to all orders -
U.K 60p Overseas E1.50
Other hardware available for the
DRAGON 32

For further details & full price list
please send LARGE S.A.E. to:-

PNP COMMUNICATIONS
62 Lawes Avenue, Newhaven

East Sussex BN9 9SB
P. Simmons G3XUS

Tel: (0273) 5114465
Callers by appointment only please.

ADVERTISING used equip-
ment is fast and easy with List -
a -Rig. Send £10.00 for every 40
words or less for immediate
entry. Fora copyof the latest list
send two 1st class stamps
G3RCQ 65 Cecil Avenue,
Hornchurch, Essex. P.S. Don't
forget we buy and sell Amateur
Radio Equipment. Tel: 04024
55733.

FOR SALE

2 METER SSB Transceivers
from £138. Full range includ-
ing ICOM, TRIO, YAESU,
ASDEN, ETC. Credit facilities.
Guilford CB, 0483 574434

2 METER SSM from £119, FM
from £150.00. Full range ICOM,
FT77 £4..60. 10M Li nears from
£16. 2M from £39.50. 70cm
transceivers from £140.
Guildford Communications
0483 574434.

CERAMIC TAG STRIP (Jack-
son) 15 Tags 10 for £1. 6 Way
Stand off terminals 10 for 75p.
List 15p + S.A.E. Durrant Com-
ponents, 9 St Marys St,
Shrewsbury.

HAM RADIO TODAY
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT - ORDER FORM

IF YOU HAVE SOMETHING TO SELL
DON'T TURN THE PAGE - TURN TO US!

RATES OF CHARGE:30p per word (minimum of 15 words)

L

Advertise nationally in these columns to over 60,000 readers for
only 30p er word (minimum charge 15 words). Simply print your
message n the coupon and sand with your cheque or postal order
mede payable to Argus Specialist Publications Ltd. to:
CLASSIFIED DEPT. HAM RADIO TODAY
145 Charing Cross Rd, London WC2H OEE.
Tel. 01-437 0699
Please indicate classification required.

Name
Address

Tel.No.(Day)

Please place my advert In Ham Vedic) Today for 0 months. Please indicate number of Insertions required.

OR Debit my Access/Barclaycard
(Delete as necessary)

V.* weicaro Acom
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SAVE £4.25 by receiving a FREE
magazine binder
when you
subscribe to.............

man

It's true, by subscribing to Ham Radio
Today you will not only receive your
personal copy direct to your door for a
whole year but also have a superb
magazine binder in which to keep your
copies AND IT'S FREE!
All you have to do to receive your FREE
binder is book a new subscription or
renew an existing subscription to Ham
Radio Today.
What could be simpler? Normally priced
at £4.25, these attractive binders will
hold approximately 12 issues of Ham
Radio Today.
Not for you any longer the chore of
having to track down dogeared copies of
your favourite magazine, instead you will
merely go to your bookshelf and they will
be waiting for you in pristine condition.
Don't miss out on this outstanding offer
- subscribe today and receive your
FREE binder within 14 days of your order
being received.

SPECIAL OFFER
SUBSCRIPTION ORDER

FORM
Cut out and send to:
HAM RADIO TODAY
513, LONDON ROAD
THORNTON HEATH,

SURREY,
ENGLAND.
CR4 6AR

Please send my free binder and commence my personal
subscription to HAM RADIO TODAY with the

SUBSCRIPTION
RATES
(tick as

appropriate)

£12.80 for 12 issues
UK
£13.25 for 12 issues
Overseas Surface
£25.80 for 12 issues
Overseas Air Mail

Issue

I am enclosing my (delete as necessary)
Cheque/Postal Order/International Money

Order for C
(made payable to ASP Ltd)

OR
Debit my Access/Barclaycard

(delete as necessary)
Insert card no.

11.

Please use BLOCK CAPITALS and include post codes.

NAME (Mr/Mrs/Miss)
delete accordingly)

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

Signature

Date
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British Designed & Manufactured

British Technology & Innovation ELECTRONICS

Take a look at the world's most advanced range of
2 metre Linear Amplifiers

Over 40 years of design experience has gone into what is fast becoming
acclaimed as the biggest break -through in linear technology.

Performance and reliability have been designed in, which gives us the
confidence to offer a free 5 -year warranty. Why not take a closer look

at our products and see where value for money really counts.

The LPM144 Range
This sophisticated, but simple to use, range of amplifiers have
performance characteristics and extra features previously not
available in the UK. The pre -amplifier uses the highly regarded
BF981 MOSFET, and an LED bargraph power meter is
provided, to highlight only two of the amazing number of features.

LPM I44 -I-100 £172.50
LPM I44-3-100 £172.50
LPM I44 -I0-100 £149.50
LPM I44-25-160 £189.50
LPM I44-3-180 £215.50
LPM I44-10-180 £212.50

The L144 Range
To complement the LPM range, we have introduced the
L series linear -only versions for the amateur who may already
be equipped with a good pre -amplifier and power meter. The
excellent linear performance is maintained and both RF Vox
and hard -wired changeover are standard.

 Linear all mode operation
 Continuous rated RF output power (RMS)
 RF& HARD switched changeover with

selectable delay
 Trouble -free RF switching at low drive levels
 Straight -through mode when switched off
 Unique over -drive protection circuit
 Mobile mount on all 100 Watt models

LINEAR PART NUMBERING SYSTEM
LINEAR LPM144-3-100 OUTPUT POWER

PREAMP
RF METER FREQUENCY

(BAND)

T N INPUT POWER

BNOS 'A' Series Power Supplies
12/6A £48.30

13.13V, 6A continuous output
 7A maximum output current

WA current meter
WA output terminals

 LED shut down indicator
 Fully protected

12/25A £125.45
13.8V, 25A continuous output

 30A maximum output current
 Large 30A current meter
 30A output terminals
 LED shut down indicator
 Fully protected

Our Guarantee Our aim is to provide you with high quality products at realistic
prices, to give you the best value for your money.

All products that carry our logo are designed and built by our engineers in the
UK and carry a full 12 -month guarantee, which includes all parts and labour.

L144-1-100 £138.00
L144-3-100 £138.00
L144 -10-I00 £115.00
L144-25-160 £155.00
L144-3-180 £181.00
L144-10-180 £178.00

12/12A £86.40
I 3-8V, I2A continuous output
I 5A maximum output current

 Large 20A current meter
I 5A output terminals

 LED shut down indicator
 Fully protected
I2/40A £225.40
 13.8V, 40A continuous output
 50A maximum output current
 Large 50A current meter
 Large output meter
 LED shut down indicator
 LED out of regulation indicator
 Output sensing terminals
 Fully protected

We are so confident that our linears are simply the best that we offer to repair your
unit at component cost for up to 5 years from date of purchase. That means we will
repair, calibrate and return to you free of charge.

All other products sold by us carry our standard 12 -month guarantee.

Available direct or from one of our many UK agents - or come and see us at most rallies and exhibitions

VISA

BNOS Electronics (Dept HR) Greenarbour, Duton Hill, Great Dunmow, Essex, CM6 3PT
Telephone (0371 84) 767 SAE for further details

All prices include VAT Postage free on all Mainland UK orders, goods normally despatched by return.
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